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PREFACE 

The geographical position and morphometric features of the Black Sea have made it an 
ecologically vulnerable target that has been influenced by human activities over the centuries. 
Living conditions for different populations, species or bioceneoses have dramatically altered 
during the last decades. Fish stocks and other living marine resources have been declining as 
a result of pollution, over fıshing, and physical destruction of habitats; the situation is 
particularly serious for demersal stocks. The decline in stocks is creating unfavorable 
conditions for the sustainable livelihood of coastal populations. This is why the Strategic 
Action Plan on the Protection and Rehabilitation ofthe Black Sea has called the 'ecosystem 
approach' that requires improveınent of habitats for the ınanagement of fısheries and living 
ınarine resources. 

The GEF is providing support to the Black Sea coastal countries for establishing a 
regionally coordinated approaclı for rational exploitation of marine living resources 
and conservation ofthe biodiversity ofthe Black Sea through promotion ofresponsible 
fısheries, integration of ecosystem considerations in fısheries management, and 
supporting the adoption of a regionally binding legal instrument among the coastal 
states. in line witlı this objective, a series of activities for studying the requirements of 
ecosystem-based fisheries in the Black Sea and for forınulating technical measures, 
such as establishment of stock replenishment zones or Marine Protected Areas, 
iınproving fislıing practices, backstopping inter-governmental negotiations for the 
adoption of a legal instrument, awareness raising and stakeholder participation for 
fıslıeries are being undertaken within the framework ofthe Black Sea Environmental 
Prograınıne, a joint initiative of the Black Sea .Commission and its partners to 
safeguard the Black Sea. 

As part of tlıe Black Sea Environmental Programme, the UNDP-GEF Black Sea 
Ecosystem Recovery Project and the Turkish Marine Research Foundation (TUDA V) 
lıave co-sponsored the 'Workshop on Responsible Fisheries and the Case of Demersal 
Fish Resources in the Black Sea & Azov Sea' that was held on 15-17 April 2003 in 
Sile, a beautiful Black Sea coastal town nearby lstanbul Turkey. 



The W orkshop brought together the representatives of governmental institutions 
responsible for fisheries management in each country, fısheries and environmental 
experts from the region and elsewhere, and representatives of specialized agencies 
such as FAO and others. The Workshop aimed to provide an update of fısheries 
management in the Black Sea since the lastjoint review made in 1997 and to suggest 
further ıneasures that need to be taken at the national, regional, and international level 
for iınproved manageınent of fisheries and conservation of populations, diversity and 
habitats of living marine resources, with a special focus on the demersal fısh 
resources. 

This publication consists of the papers submitted to the special session of the 
Workshop on the Demersal Fish Resources of the Black Sea and Azov Sea by 
scientists froın ali coastal countries. The papers highlight the situation of the stocks 
and their ecology. thus provide a useful insight for further research needed as well as 
for identification of priorities for their management in an ecologically and 

economically sustainable manner. 

We thank Dr. Ayaka Aınaha ÖZTÜRK and Ms. Elif ÖZGÜR for their help in editing 

this voluıne. 

Sema ACAR 
The GEF 

Black Sea Ecosystem Recovery Project (BSERP) 
Project Co-ordinator 

Bayram ÖZTÜRK 
Director, Turkish Marine Research Foundation (TÜDAV) 
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CETACEAN BYCATCH-TURBOT FISHERIES INTERACTION iN 
THE WESTERN BLACK SEA 

Arda M. TONA Y and Bayram ÖZTÜRK 
Faculty of Fisheries, lstanbul University, Turkey 

Turkish Marine Research Foundation, Istanbul, Turkey 

ABSTRACT 

The cetacean bycatclı was studied in the bottom gillnet fıshery for turbot on tlıe 

western coast of the Turkish Black Sea. lnformation on incidental catches was 
compiled from two sources: 1. the interwievs with fıshermen, 2. the fıeld study. The 
bycaught animals were measured and photographed. Tlıe information on length, water 
depth and location of nets were collected. A total of 13 Phocoena phocoena (harbour 
porpoise) specimens were examined. Other two species Tursiops truncatus 
(bottlenose dolplıin) and Delphinus delphis (common dolphin) inhabiting in the Black 
Sea were not recorded. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Black Sea is a semi-closed basin with relatively great deptlıs (max depth 2258ın; 
over 2000111 isobat is 156 ,604kın2 and 529,954km3

), with little connection to the world 
oceans, and high bioproductivity of the shelf zone (242t of phytoplankton per km2

). 

Here discharge some big rivers like the Danube, Dneister, Dneiper, which determines 
the lower salinity of the Black Sea water compared to those of the Marmara and 
Aegean Seas and Mediterranean. The occurrence of hydrogen sulphide at depths of 
ınore than 125-224ın is another important peculiarity since the surface water saturated 
with oxygen represent only 12% ofthe total water voluıne (PRODANOV et al., 1997). 

Comınercially the Black Sea tlırbot (Psetta maxima and P. maxima maeotica) is 
one of the ınost valuable species in the bas in, and currently is fıshed with gillnets and 
bottoın trawls (PRODANOV et al., 1997). 

There are three cetacean species in the Black Sea; Phocoena phocoena 
(LINNAEUS, 1758) (harbour porpoise), Tursiops trııncatus (MONTAGU, 1821) 
(bottlenose dolphin) and Delphinııs delphis Linnaeus, 1758 ( comınon dolphin) 
(ÖZTÜRK, 1999). 

The history of the Black Sea dolphin fısheries dates back more than one 
hundred years ago. Dolphins were caught nıainly for oil and vitamin D extracted from 
blubber and for meal for poultry feed (ÖZTÜRK, 1999). Tlıe forıner Soviet Union 
countries initiated dolphin fıshery in the Black Sea in 1870 and Turkey followed the 
course in the l 930s (YEL et al., 1996). Due to the deci ine of the stocks, coınmercial 
killing has been banned in the forıner Soviet Union, Roınania and Bulgaria since 1966 
and in Turkey since 1983 (ÖZTÜRK, 1999). in Turkey, during the period between 
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1967 and 1983, 4534 tons of dolphins were processed so as to obtaiiı 1277 tons of oil 
and 779 tons of meal (YEL et al., 1996). 

As the top predators of the Black Sea, ınarine ınamınals have been badly 
effected by ecological catastrophes such as water pollution, food shortage, 
ınicrobial contamination, loss of habitats, incidental catch and changes in the 
population structures (ÖZTÜRK, 1999). 

Every year several hunderds of dolphins are drowned in gill nets and 
stranded ashore between early April and June. Large nuınbers of P. phocoena, T 
truncatus also die as a result of incidental catch during the sole, turbot and sturgeon 
fıshing season. it is estiınated at least 2000-3000 individuals of two species are 
bycaught in the Turkish Black Sea each year (ÖZTÜRK, 1996). 

Bycatch has been studied in the Black Sea (ÖZTÜRK et al., 1999; TONA Y 
and ÖZ, 1999; BIRKUN, 2002), although ınore inforınation is needed to elucidate 
this problem to design the conservation plan for the dolphins in the Black Sea. 
Therefore, this study is aiıned to obtain inforınation on the number of the cetacean 
bycatches so that conservation ofthese cetacean species is effectively ınanaged . 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The cetacean bycatch was studied in bottoın gillnet turbot fısheries in 2002, 
between April to June, on the western coast of the Turkish Black Sea. The data 
were collected at the fıshing ports of İğneada, Karaburun, Kıyıköy, Karaburun, 
Ruınelifeneri , Şile and Ağva (Figure 1 ). 

': 
·--' 

,. 

BLACKSEA 

Figure 1. Fishing ports in the study area. 
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ln these ports, the loca! fıshermen were interviewed. Information on number 
of bottom gill nets, characteristics of nets and fıshing areas were collected. 
lnformation on bycatch was compiled from two sources: 1. interviews with 
fıshermen , 2. the field study. The bycaught animals were examined, measured and 
photographed immediately. Water depth and location of nets were recorded. 

RESlJLTS 

Bycatches 

During the researclı period, a total of 13 specimens were examined from fıve boats 
(total 575nets=34500fathom~62km), at three fıshing ports of Rumeli Feneri, 
Karaburun and Ağva. Ali speciınens were P. phocoena, while T trııncatus and D. 
delphis bycatch was not observed. Table 1 shows date, port, sex and length of 
collected P. phocoena specimens. 

Table l . Landing poıi, sex and length data of caught specimens. 

No Date Port Sex Length(cm) 
001 17 .05.2002 R. Feneri female 120 
002 20 .05.2002 Ağva female 107 
003 26.05.2002 Karaburun female 115 
004 26.05.2002 Karaburun female 124 
005 01 .06.2002 R. Feneri male 119 
006 05.06.2002 R. Feneri female 113 
007 05 .06.2002 R. Feneri male 105 
008 05.06.2002 R. Feneri female 124 
009 05.06.2002 R. Feneri male 101 
010 05.06.2002 R. Feneri male 103 
Ol 1 16.06.2002 R. Feneri ınale 121 
012 16.06 .2002 R. Feneri female 118 
013 16.06.2002 R. Feneri female 113 

There were 5 male and 8 female specimens and the most fequent length interval 
in bycaught was 1 1 1- 120cm (Figure 2). 

Figure 3 shows location, number of nets, and number of bycaught anim ;-> ' •n 
the research area. 
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Figure 2. Relation between lenght, sex and number of specimens. 
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Turbot fıslıing area is witlıin 1 OOrn isobat in tlıe Turkish Western Black Sea. In 
general turbot fıshery is operated in 15 rniles frorn coast. in this study, 11 bycatches 
appeared in 5 nautical rniles frorn coast. 

Furtherrnore, according to the fısherrnen, 55 P. phocoena and 3 T. truncatus 
were bycauglıt in 1895 nets(=205krn) during this season. 

Turbot Fishery 

Turbot fıslıery season begins particularly in April and ends in the !ast week of June. 
Table 2 surnınarizes the features of turbot fıshery and bottorn gill nets in the study 
area. 

T bl 2 Ti ~ a e 1e eatures o fT b fi 1 ur ot ıs ıery an db . il ottorn gı nets. 
Season April, May, June 
Fishing depth 20-60 fathoın(36-I 08m) 
Soak time 10-30 days 
Mesh size l 60-200rnın 
Net twine 2 1 Od/9- 1 8 no 
Net height 5- 1 1 ıneslıes 
Prohibitions Min. fıslı body length 40crn; banned 15 April -31 May 

For the turbot fıshery, nets are set end to end. üne net is 60 fathorn length 
(= 108ın). üne set of nets has 5-15 anchors. There are 12-30 nets between two anchors. 
For example, one set of 50 nets is approxiınately 5 km long. 

Tlıe boats used for turbot fıshery are between 7 to 30ın in length. Table 3 shows 
nuınber of boats , nuınber of bottoın gill nets and nautical miles of fıshing area from 
coast. 

Table 3. Nuınber ofboats, bottoın gill nets and distance offıshing area from coast. 

Fishing Ports Number of Number of Distance of fishing area 
bottom gill nets boats from coast 

(nautical miles) 
Rumeli Feneri 5,000 30 10-15 
İğneada 4,000 80 15 
Kıyı köy 5,000 27 15 
Karaburun 2,000 8 3-5 
Şile 1,000 10 1 
Ağva 8,000 49 14 
Total 25,000 204 -

in 6 fıslıing poıis, 25000 pieces of bottom gill netsin total were found. 
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Figures 4 and 5 show turbot landings by countries during the period 1964-2000. 
During the years 1964-2000 Turkey had the landings. For recovering turbot stocks, 
other Black Sea countries banned turbot fishery between 1985 to 1995. These big 
landings of Turkey are due to the intensive fishery not only along its own coast but 
also off the coasts of other Black Sea countries (PRODANOV et al., 1997). 
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Figure 4. Turbot landings in the Black Sea (in tonnes) during the period 1964-2000 
(PRODANOV et al., 1997; FAO, 2002). 
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Figure 5. Total turbot landings ofthe Black Sea countries during the period 1964-2000 
(PRODANOV et al., 1997; FAO, 2002). 
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DISCUSSION 

Only P.phocoena bycatch was observed, while T truncatus and D. delphis bycatch 
was not found. But according to the interviews with the fıshermen, bycatch of T 
truncatus in this area was known. D. delplıis predominantly lives offshore, but visits 
coastal waters following the seasonal aggregations and mass migrations of small 
pelagic fıslı (DUMONT J.H., 1999). According to BIRKUN (2002) and ÖZTÜRK et 
al. (1999), the interaction of D. delphis with bottom gill nets has been rarely observed 
(Table 4.). 

The bycatch of 13 P. phocoena occurred in 575 nets, which consist 2.3% of 
total bottoın gillnets in the area. There were 25,000 nets have been used in the Turkish 
Western Black Sea in the area ofapproxiınately 3500 km2

. 

Table 4. Result of bycatch studies in the Black Sea. 

Year Countries Species Total References 
P.p. D.d. T.t. 

1990-1999 Rom ., Rus., Bulg., Geor. , 363 10 12 385 Birkun, 2002 
Ukr. 

1993-1997 Turkey 62 - 1 63 Öztürk et al, 
1999 

1999 Turkey 28 - - 28 Tonay and Öz, 
1999 

P.p.: Phocoena phocoena, D.d.: Delphinııs delphis, T.t.: Tursiops truncatus 

According to BIRKUN (2002), the Black Sea fısheries intluence mainly on 
P.phocoena and the intensity of this impact is probably 30-40 tiınes higher compared 
to the adverse intluence offısheries on the other two species. 

Bycatch of pregnant females was not found in this study but according to 
BIRKUN (2002), turbot fıshing operations in May-June could be defıned not only asa 
signifıcant anthropogenic factor of Black Sea harbour porpoises ınortality, but also as 
a factor limiting their reproduction. The presence of near-term pregnant, postpartum 
and lactating females indicated that the turbot fıshing season coincides with porpoise 
gestation and nursing period. 

Furtherınore, the pelagic and demersal fıslı stocks are over-exploited, which 
obviously has a direct impact on the cetacean populations. The lack of food may lead 
to increase contlicts between cetaceans and the fıshing industry, thus icreasing the 
threat to these marine ınamınals as soıne fıshermen view them as competitors for 
scarce resources of high comınercial value (ÖZTÜRK, 1999). 

Exact nuınber of incidental catches is necessary before the impact on cetacean 
population in the western Black Sea can be assessed. More detailed studies are needed 
for certain bycatch data. Furtherınore studies on abundance and population dynamics 
of cetaceans in the Black Sea are required. Already existing turbot fısheries and 
protection laws should be reviewed and revised. Relation between cetacean bycatch 
and demersal fıshery should be investigated. Researches on reducing entanglement, 
dolphin-safe fıshing ınethods, fıshing gears and fısheries technology should be began. 
Demersal fı shery causing bycatch should be monitored with a stranded and bycatch 
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database for ali the Black Sea riperian countries. A conservation action plan should be 
iınpleınented in the entire Black Sea for the responsible fısheries and protection of the 
cetacean in the Black Sea. 
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V ARiA TIONS ON THE TURBOT (SCOPTHALMUS MAEOTICUS) 
STOCKS iN THE SOUTH-EASTERN BLACK SEA DURING THE LAST 

DECADE AND COMMENTS ON FISHERIES MANAGEMENT 

Mustafa ZENGİN 1 and Ertuğ DÜZGÜNEŞ2 

1Central Fisheries Research lnstitute ofMinistry of Agriculture Rural Affairs, 
Trabzon, Turkey 

2Karacleniz Technical University, Faculty of Marine Science, 
Department of Fisheries Technology, Trabzon, Turkey 

ABSTRACT 

The state of the turbot stocks was cleterminecl by trawl surveys, population analyses 
and catch/landing statistics from 1990 to 2000. The results indicate that the stocks 
have been seriously overexploited througlı over-fishing. Analyses of the data have 
shown that recovery ofthe exploitecl stocks and establishing sustainable fisheries need 
some urgent provisions primarily through basic requirements of the fisheries 
mnnagement issues. Comments on urgent actions towards rehabilation of the Black 
Sea turbot stocks are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tqrbot has an important place within the Turkish commercial fishery resources, 
although the fisheries are generally intensified on pelagic stocks particularly anchovy, 
horse mackerel, sprat, bonito and bluefish. Turbot, whiting and reci mullet are the 
major groundfish species of the Black Sea by means of production and market value. 
Although it has a great demand in the market, the supply is rather limited in 
comparison to the other marine species. The catch rate of turbot among the most 
popular and available species of the Black Sea such as anchovy, horse mackerel , 
whiting, bonito, ınullets, shad and reci mullet is around 1.7% (ZENGiN et al. 1998). 
But in terıns of its value in the doınestic market, it is considerably iınportant. lts 
coınınercial value tencls to increase clue to limited procluction in recent years ancl 
impoıis of turbot as fresh ancl frozen fıslı ha ve started and reached to 5000 tons per 
year (DIE, 1998). 

Although turbot has great commercial value not only in Turkey but also in the 
other Black Sea countries, it is hare! to say that stocks have been exploited rationally. 
Long-term catcl1 data of the countries sharing the stocks in the Black Sea show that 
majority of the turbot (72%) had been caught by Turkey and followed by the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (19%), Bulgaria (7%) and Roınania (3%) 
(PRADANOV et al., 1997). Traditionally, main fishing grounds of the Turkish 
fishermen were the Kerch Strait and the area off Danube Delta until the beginning of 
the 1980's, paı1icularly during the period of 1972- 1983 and total annual catch reached up to 
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5250 tons. Generally, there was only a seasonal fishing in springtime in Turkish coasts in 
these years. Turkey had lost these traditional fıshing areas after the enforcement of the 
Black Sea Exclusive Economic Zone Agreeınent in 1982 which pennits the countries to 
increase their coastal water territorial rights up to 200 nautical miles. Turkey lost ali the 
traditional fıshing rights in the west, north and the north-east Black Sea for Russian 
Federation, Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria. On the other hand, legal obligations forced the 
turbot fısherınen and fıshing effort to concentrate in the Turkish EEZ. Subsidies given by 
the Turkish Government to the fısheries sector encouraged fıshermen to build up well
equipped and bigger vessels, larger nets, importation of high ranged fısh fınders and 
construction of fısh meal and oil plants. After this period of rapid expansion, fıshing fleet 
growing in an unplanned and uncontrolled manner caused a draınatic deci ine of the both 
overall fisheries and turbot stocks, ofwhich the catch declined from 2800 tons in 1985-2000 
to 400 tons (Table 1) (ZENGiN, 1998). 

Bottoın trawl is the main fıshing gear used in turbot fısheries in the coastal waters of 
Turkey. it is more coınmon in the western part ofthe Black Sea where the continental shelf 
is considerably wide mainly around Samsun, Sinop Bay and near west and areas near the 
Bulgarian border. Gill nets are widely used generally in ali neritic waters along the coastal 
!ine. in some areas in the north-western part of Turkey trawling can also be perfonned in 
international waters. 

Scopthalmııs maeoticus (Palas, 1811) is the endemic species of the Black Sea and 
distributed ali over the Black Sea and the Azov Sea. Veıtical distribution ofthe species may 
extend down to 180 m depth, which is the maximum depth for the anoxic layer, which 
limits the life of macro-fauna. The species has no signifıcant long distance horizontal 
migration but only loca! replacement is possible for feeding and reproduction. 

Mature turbot is typical bottom dwelling flatfısh and prefers particularly sandy or 
muddy bottoms. Depth preferences increase as the fısh gets older. Juveniles and young 
turbots at ages of O+ and 1 + prefer coastal waters up to 30 m depths while mature fıslı are 
found in the whole littoral zone depending on the season and life and/or reproductive cycles. 
Mature fısh ınigrate towards to the coast up to 20-30 m depths for spawning in the South
Eeast coasts ofthe Black Sea in spring. Spawning takes place in the saıne area from April to 
June, when the water temperature reaches around 9.5-15.5°C (SLASTENENKO, 1956; 
KARPETKOV A, 1980; iV ANOV and BEVERTON, 1985; ZENGiN, 2000). 

Although there was no remarkable threat to flatfısh stocks in the Black Sea until 
l 980s, increased fishing effort have caused overfıshing especially in the coastal waters of 
Russia, Ukraine and Turkey. On the other hand, pollutants carried by the major rivers from 
Central Europe and surrounding countries have affected seriously the north-east region 
covering Bulgarian and Romanian coasts. So, eutrofıcation and overfıshing have been co
acted to diıninish turbot stocks (AVŞAR, 1998). This has resulted in declining landings, for 
exaınple total turbot catches of 334 tons during the 1960s dropped to 172 tons in the 1970s, 
and 12 tons in the l 980s. Finally it almost disappeared during the l 990s and there was no 
offıcial catch data in the early years of the decade. Siınilar trend was also followed in 
Roınania. Turbot production decreased from 354 tons (1950-1954) to 70 tons (1971-1974) 
in twenty years and alınost collapsed in the 1980s. Ukraine completely banned turbot 
fishing since the 1980s (ZAITSEV and MAMAEV, 1997). 
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Table 1. Turbot catches by Turkish fısherınen in the Turkish coasts during 1985-2000 
(tons) (DİE, 1982/2001). 

YEARS 
EASTERN WESTERN 

TOTAL 
BLACK SEA BLACK SEA 

1982 903 3638 4541 
1983 1365 3851 5216 
1984 1202 1575 2777 
1985 263 142 405 
1986 228 171 3999 
1987 477 358 835 
1988 610 500 1110 
1989 1001 448 1449 
1990 475 908 1383 
1991 315 600 915 
1992 110 308 418 
1993 1185 400 1585 
1994 821 1293 2114 
1995 844 2006 2850 
1996 510 1414 1924 
1997 134 772 906 
1998 412 1056 1468 
1999 318 1875 2193 
2000 225 232 457 

There are a few scientific studies at the stock abundance of turbot in the Black 
Sea littoral zone. The tirst research was carried on by KUTA YGIL and BILEC!K 
( 1979) between Sinop-Marmara Ereğlisi-Kefken regions froın 1969 to 1973 and 
bioınass abundance was tr ied to be estiınated by seasons and depths as for kg per unit 
area during the suınıner time. There was no realistic research on the estiınation of the 
abundance of the turbot stocks on the Turkish coasts until the 1990s when BINGEL et 
al. ( 1995) initiatecl a comprehensive study to estiınate the total bioınass using swept area 
ınetlıod eınp loying the bottoın trawls in 1990- 1992. Tlıe most detailed study carried out 
for tlıe wlıole coast !ine was realized by ACARA ( 1985) and PRADANOV et al. ( 1997) 
wlıich were depending upon tlıe evaluation ofthe coınınercial data by VPA based stock 
estiınation ınethod. According to tlıe results ofthis study, size ofthe stock was estiınated 
as 25 ,800 tons in the 1900s and decreased to 6, 100 tons in 1988 (Table 2). it is diffıcult 
to accept the presence ofa reliable and serious estiınate ofturbot population till the early 
1990s. Lack of qualitative and quantitative long-term data, both from national and other 
countries territorial waters, had limited serious effoıis towards the estimation of stock 
abundance using lıistorical catclı data. On the other hand the analysis ofthe coınınercial 
catclı data have stili been one of the iınportant sources for quantitative stock 
analyses for the past . Fisheries data have shown that fıslıing pressure has gradually 
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increased after the 1980s, the catch reached to 5,000 tons in 1983 and decreased sharply to 
400 tons in 1992, accord i ng to the Dl E 1 

• 

This study aiıned to investigate the latest situation of turbot stocks, and distribution 
and basic fısheries paraıneters were described for the !ast decade. it also aiıned to evaluate 
options for recovering the turbot stocks and develop strategies for stock conservation, 
control and surveillance ıneasures to better resource ınanageınent. 

Table 2. Soıne studies carried out in the Black Sea countries on turbot stocks. 

Researcher Years Location Quantity 
(tons) 

1950- (ave) 12 
1960 North-west Black Sea coasts 300 Popo va 
1970 

il 10000 (1967) 
1975 6000 
1980 800 
1975-

Effiınov et al. 1979 
(1989) 1980- Forıner SSCB coasts 19 100 

1984 il 14200 

lvanov and 
Beverton ( 1985) 1963 Bulgarian coasts 1 710 

1978 450 

Karpetkova 
(1980) 

80 1980 Bulgarian coasts 

Kutaygil and 
Western Black Sea coasts, (ave) Bilecik (1979) 1969-

1973 Turkey(Saınsun-Ketken) 180.4 
Eastern Black Sea coasts, 
Turkey ('' 

il 

Bingel et al. 
1990 il 124 

(1995) 
1991 Western Black Sea coasts 410 
1992 Eastern and Western Black 766 
1990 Sea coasts 130.5 

Acara 
Eastern and 11 225 (1985) 

1983 Western Black Sea coasts 14 137 
Pradanov et al. 1979 25 800 
(1997) 1988 Black Sea coasts 6 100 

1 State Statistical lıı stitute 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Field studies were carried out in three stages in order to detennine general background of 
the turbot fıshery and its biomass in the Turkish Black Sea coasts from 1990 to 2000. 

1-Biological Surveys 

in this phase of study, monthly surveys were conducted to gather basic fishery data in 
three stations up to 100 m depth by a research vessel (R V-1 Central Fisheries Researclı 
Institute) between 1990 and 1996 (Figure 1 ). Samlples were taken by bottom trawl 
nets with mesh sized 14 mm using 30 min standart hauls. Sub-sampling strategy 
(HOLDEN and RAITT, 1974) could not be applied due to insuffıcient amount of 
catch, so ali the turbot caught treated as saınple. Ali fısh were ıneasured and aged 
using the otholits (CHUGONOV A, 1963). in order to deterınine a coınmon hatclıing 
day and to prevent confusion age readings were given full cohort (WILLIAMS and 
BEFORD, 1~74). 

Using tlıese vital data as an input, some basic fıshery parameters such as length 
and age di stribution according to depths up to 100 ın and years, mortality and survival 
rates and exploitation rate were estimated. Two different methods were used for 
estimating the ınortality rates (RICKER 1975; SPARRE and VENEMA, 1992). 
Exploitation rate (E) was calculated by the aıııpirical equation derived by PAULY (1980). 

2-Biomass Estimations 

"'Sub Area Bioınass Estimation'' method was eınployed to assess tlıe turbot stocks in 
tlıe south-eastern Black Sea (SPARRE et al., 1989). Trawl surveys had been 
conducted at eight sub regions and two sub layers as 0-50 and 50-100 ın depths in the 
area between Cape Sinop and Georgian border from 1990 to 1993 (Figure 1 ). it was 
intended to include both juvenile and adult stock to the samples, tlıus operations 
ınainly are carriecl out in autumn season. Catchability co-effıcient (q) of the trawl net 
used for the sub layers assuıned as one in the ınethod of " swept area" (BINGEL, 
1985). Opening rate of the buoy !ine was taken as 0.5 (PAULY, 1980). Trawl 
operation (hauling) time was limited by 30 minutes with the fıxed speed of 1.5 (1.4-
2.2) knots . Maxiınuın sustainable yield (MSY) or the potential yield (PAULY, 1980; 
SPARRE et al., 1989) was estimated by the equation proposed by GULLAND (1975), 
wlıiclı consists of natura! mortality and total biomass parameters (GULLAND, 1975). 

3- Landing Data 

Data for the landings in ınarkets and ınajor fıslıing ports were collected montlıly from 
along the Black Sea coast froın the Bulgarian to Georgian border. Turbot samples were 
alsa taken cluring the data transfer for ageing ancl body measurements including weighing. 

As a basic fıslıery data, dai ly catch, fıshing effort, date of operation, frequency and 
fıslıing ınetlıod were recorded on turbot landing sheets. Part of the landing data for 
1998/2000 was taken froın tlıe research carried out in tlıe saıne area (GENÇ et al., 2002). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Estimation of Exploitable Turbot Biomass 

Exploitable turbot biomasses during autumn seasons were estimated as 686 tons in 1980, 
250 tons in 1991, 222 tons in 1993 and 134 tons in 1993 (Table 3, Figure 2). Highest 
biomass was observed in 0-50 m depth contour with the combined data for all years. Mean 
turbot bionıass was 128.3 kg per square km for 0-50 m and 44.1 kg per square km for 50-
l 00 m. These results showed tlıat both recruited juveniles and adult stocks were found 
togetlıer at tlıe slıallow waters in tlıe littoral zone in autuınn (ZENGiN and DÜZGÜNEŞ, 
2000). 

' , 
1 
1 

46°· \ / 
1 I 

1 ' 
\ 1 
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45°· 
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41" 
TÜRKİYE 

Figure 1. Study area along tlıe soutlıeastern Black Sea coast. 

t 
N 

Tlıe average stock size as 323 .3 tons in tlıis area froın 1990 to 1993 was very 
close to tlıe estiınation of 433 tons obtained froın the study carried out by BINGEL et 
al. ( 1995) (Table 2). On tlıe otlıer lıand , coınparing tlıe estimates of two previous 
surveys, wlıiclı were 180 tons (for 1969/1973 ; KUTA YGIL and BiLECiK, 1979) and 
130 tons (in 1990; BING EL et al., 1995) less tlıan current estimations, it is very clear 
tlıat Eastern sublittoral zone appears to be ınore productive tlıan the Western Black Sea 
areas . 
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Table 3. Turbot catches by trawl, in the south-eastern Black Sea during the autuınn 
1990-1993 (M : instantaneous natura! ınortality rate, Py: potential yield, n: operation 
nuınber). 

Years 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

Layer 
( 111) 

0-50 
50-100 
0-100 

0-50 
50-100 
0-100 

0-50 
50-100 
0-100 

0-50 
50- 100 
0-100 

Mean Yield 
(kg/km 2

) 

269.6±56.4 
(n=25) 
54.8± 15.6 (n= 13) 
179.4±34.9 
(n=38) 

118.2±50.9 
(n=29) 
57 .6±21.8 (n=24) 
95.4±41 .9 (n=53) 

68.5± 13.2 (n=26) 
60 .8± 1 8.2 (n=21) 
59.9±9.5 (n=47) 

56.7±23.2 (n=26) 
3. 1±3.6 (n=22) 
37.5± 13.6 (n=48) 

1 Biomass 
(kg) 

484558 .7 
100094.8 
686293.4 

152153 .8 
75841.6 

250419.6 

132110.4 
101913.3 
222436.0 

94970.9 
2622.5 

134044.5 

M 

0.28 

0.21 

0.22 

0.23 

1: Bioııı ass csq,ınatioıı ıııodel iıı stratitied saıııpling coııııııeııted by SPARR E el al. (1989) 

2py (kg) 

96081.1 

26294.1 

24467.9 

15415.1 

(H= I, H, = 'I, (cu·ı/ui*</i)* , l i : 13 : Bioıııass of total arca (kg), Bi: Bioıııass oflayer i (kg), cwi: ıııeaıı bioıııass 
ı~ı 

of sub layer i. ai swqıt arca iıı sub layer i. (ııı2). qi: catclıability coefticieııt oftlıe trawl ııet iıı layer i, Ai: arca ofsublayer i (ın2)) 
2: ( Pv=0.5:M~Bv: M: iıı s t aııtaneous natural ıııortality rate, Bv : lcss or ııever exploited stock) as comnıeııted by 
G ulland ( 1975) 
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Figure 2. Biomass intensity ofturbot in the subareas in the 
South-eastem Black Sea in 1990/1992 
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Mean biomass abundance was 323 tons and calculated optimum potential 
·yield (Py) was 40.8 tons for 1990/1993 but the actual catch was realized more 
than 8 fold of the expected amount. Another useful approach is the exploitation 

· rate (E=F/Z) and all the rates calculated for the periyod from 1990 to 2000 are 
given in Table 4, which was minimum in 1995 (0.61) and maximum in 2000 
(0.77). Values are higher than optimum level (E opı=0.5) for ali years and it is 
another evidence of overfishing due to high fishing intensity on turbot stocks 
during these years in the southeastern Black Sea. These results were also reflected 
in the landing statistics (Table 1). in this area the turbot catch was 1300 tons in 
the 1980s it decreased almost half of this level in the 1990s (with the exceptions 
1993, 1994 and 1995. 

Age of the oldest turbots in the samples was 9+, while the age of 
recruitment (Tr) was estimated as 2 using the survival rate equation of Ricker 
(1975) (Table 4). Instanstaneous total mortality rate was Z = 0.61-1.13 for 
Scopthalmus maeoticus which are well known as long lived species. Survival rate 
was very low, Smean=0.47 (ranged between S= 0.35 - 0.55) (46 % of turbot 
population can survive). it is also another indication of the negative effect of the 
high fishing (F) and natural mortality (M). 
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Table 4. Some population parameters of the turbot stock in 1990-2000 (Tr: age of 
recruitment S: survival rate, M: instantaneous natura! mortality rate, F: instantaneous 
fıshing moıtality rate, Z: instantaneous total mortality rate, E: exploitation rate) 

Years 

1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
2000 

Overall 

1Age 
Interval 

1-8 
0-8 
0-7 
0-9 
2-6 
1-7 
0-8 
0-9 

0-9 

3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 

2 

M 

0.44 0.28 0.57 0.85 
0.50 0.21 0.55 0.76 
0.49 0.22 0.55 0.77 
0.38 0.23 0.71 0.93 
0.53 0.30 0.49 0.79 
0.35 0.25 0.69 1.13 
0.55 0.20 0.41 0.61 
0 .54 0.14 0.47 0.61 

0.47 0.23 0.56 0.81 

1: Smaller fısh at lengths which are not available for commercial fısh nets 

0.67 
0.72 
0.71 
0.76 
0.62 
0 .61 
0.67 
0.77 

0.69 

2: Relationship between the survival rate and total mortality; Ricker ( 1975); S=e-z 
3: Two different method used for to estimate M; Ricker (1975), and Sparre and 
Venema (1992) then average is taken, 
4: According to Pauly (1983); if E=F/Z < 0.5 stock is under exploited, if E=F/Z=0.5 
it is exploited on optimum level and if E=F/Z > 0.5 stock is over exploited. 

lndications of Diminishing in Stocks 

it is quite possible to follow the !ast ten year's profile in the turbot stocks from the 
basic population parameters. Length - frequency distribution of the samples for the 
time series analyses of the population, mean length, and weight and age data can 
reflect the variations in the population very briefly. Length - frequency 
distributions of the turbot stock from 1990 to 2000 are given in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Length frequency distribution of Scopthalmus maeoticus population ın the 
southeastern Black Sea in 1990-2000. 
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When the year series are taken into consideration mean length ofthe fıslı caught 
by trawl net was 41 .9 cm in 1990, decreased to 36.5 cm in 1996 and 37.6 cm in 2000 
(Table 5). Cuımılative length distribution for these years reflected the state of the 
stocks. For instance , ınean lengths corresponding 50% cuımılative lengths were 39.2 
cm in 1996, 28.6 cm in 1996 and 32.0 cm in 2000, while overall mean length was 32.3 
cm (Table 5). On the other hand, in case of age composition, total fıslı at ages of O"", 1 +, 

2~ and 3T were found as high as 62.5 % average for ali the years combined data. These 
turbots are at the immature stage (ZENGiN, 2000). When the ınajority of the 
population were under age of fırst sexual maturation, in other words if they are 
composed by the young turbots the stocks are subject to over fıshing and exploited not 
to letting them to grow for the best size to sustain maximum yield. These are ali the 
indications of increasing overfıshing. 

Table 5. Some parameters of the turbot population in the south-eastern Black Sea 
in 1990-2000. 

50% 
Mean lengths Mean body 

1 Rate of immature 
Years cumulative turbots 

lengths (cm) 
(cm) weight (g) 

(%) 

1990 39.2 41.9 1534. 1 42.8 
1991 32.2 34. 1 949.6 78.9 
1992 26 .7 32.7 810.3 78.6 
1993 28.5 33.6 793.4 86.4 
1994 33.9 38.9 1100.3 51.2 
1995 37.6 44.2 1807. 1 38.0 
1996 28.6 36.5 1463.4 61.2 
2000 32.0 37.6 1089. 1 62.7 

Overall 32.3 37.4 1193.4 62.5 

1: Dist!·ibution of iınınature fıslı and small turbots aged O+, 1 +, 2+ and 3+ 

Evaluation about the landings 

Landing data has shown that turbot fıshery generally intensifıed on the period of 
March to June when the water temperature increased. This ıneans the reproduction 
period is overlapping with the main fıshing season. it is estimated that 70% of the 
spawning fıslı which tend to move towards the shallow waters for spawning are caught 
in this period. The rest 30% of the stock are utilized during the following 9 months 
(Figure 4). Turbot fishing in the Black Sea has mainly been carried out by 72% bottoın 
gill nets, 26% trawls net and limited amount as 2% is the bycatch from purse seines. 
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Figure 4. Reproduction and catch curves of Scopthalmus maeoticus caught in the 
eastern Black Sea. 

Gill nets are the main gear used in the eastern Black Sea, while in the Central 
and Western Black Sea bottom trawls are also used. Presumably, one of the main 
reasons for declining of the turbot stocks is the bottom trawl nets which are used for 
whiting and red mullet fıshery and having no selectivity for turbots due to small mesh 
size, likely 20 mm at the codend. This impact has been reflected to the productivity of 
open and closed areas for trawling (Figure 2). Biomass abundance in sub stations 
between Ordu and Sinop (6r1ı, ih and 8r1ı), which are accessible for trawling, is 
signifıcantly less than the sub stations between Ordu and Georgian border (1 st, 2nct, 3rd, 
4t1ı and 5t1ı), which are for to trawl fıshing. Biomass level in the sub stations for 
combined data for ali year is 119.6 kg per square km in the East and 70.6 kg per square 
km in the West ofthe region. 

As it has been mentioned that the fıshing season of the turbot coincides with the 
spawning period and commercial fıshing activities have signifıcant undesirable effect on the 
spawning stock which is essential for the future. According to the results ofthe study, since 
the fıshing of the targeted catch is mainly caught in this period, it is also the fırst step of 
overfıshing and known as recruitment overfıshing. it is literally known that the fırst catch is 
usually formed by the larger size fısh and it causes the decrease in the number ofthe recruits 
and when the fıshing pressure on larger fıslı continues, overfıshing has an increasing effect 
(DAHM, 1998). 

Condition factor (K) is rather low in pre/post spawning months than the other 
months. K has a steady state during the whole year in contrary with the females which they 
spend most oftheir metabolic energy for the development ofthe eggs. This affects the meat 
yield negatively and there is less meat edible (ZENGiN, 2000). Therefore males are more 
popular than feınales in the reproduction period and have a better price (up to double) in the 
market. Heavy fıshing activities on feınales during spawning season will lead loss not only 
in the sustainable proudcution but also in the fıshermen's income. 

Regulations Related Fisheries Management 

MARA (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs) is the main authority regulating 
fıshery activities in Turkey by endorsing the main Fisheries Law 1380, amending Law 
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3288 and fıshery circulars for technical measures implemented by Conservation and 
Control Depaı1ment. There are rules for trawling and turbot itself by means of 
conservation, control and surveliance issues. Regulations contain size (length) 
limitations, closed area/season restrictions and fıshing gear specifıcations (Table 6). 
However, it is hard to say that these regulations are effective and successful in 
practice, because turbot stocks have not been successfully managed, monitored and 
protected when it is necessary. On the other hand, one of the major handicaps is the 
lack of stability in the ıneasures taken by the fısheries administration which are under 
the strong intluence ofthe political pressures. 

Table 6. Management measures for turbot fısheries implemented by Turkish 
Governments in 1985-20001

• 

Measures 

Years Size 
Time 

limitations( 
restrictions 

Fishing gear restrictions 
cm) 

1985 36 

1986 36 

1987 36 

1988 36 1 s ı April- 1 sı June 

1989 36 
2011ı Apriı-2011ı ali type offishing gear along 

June the fıshing season 

1990 36 1 sı May-1 s ı July ali type offishing gear along 
the fıshing season 

1991 36 1 sı May-1 sı July ali type offıshing gear along 
the fıshing season 

1992 40 1 si May -1 Si J uly ali type offıshing gear along 
the fıshing season 

1993 40 with lon&line in the whole year 
1994 40 with longline in the whole year 

1995 40 1 sı May- 1 sı June with longline in the whole year 

1996 40 1 sı April-1 sı June with longline in the whole year 

1997 44 with longline in the whole year 

1998 44 with longline in the whole year 

1999 44 with longline in the whole year 

2000 40 
1511ı April-1511ı longline and trammel nets 

May along the fıshing season 
1 :Fisheries Circulars No: 18,20,21 ,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30/ 1,31 / 1 ,3211 ,33/1 and 34/1 

Minimum legal catch size was 36 cm until 1991, and then it was raised to 40 cm 
in the early 1992 and 44 cm in 1997. A measure such as increasing only the minimum 
size, has not been suffıcient and effective; at the same time there is a strong need for 
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additional measures such as fıshing gear specifications, mesh size, fıshing season and 
time restrictions. Due to failures on the implementation stage, these measures have not 
been successful to prevent deci ining in the stocks. 

According to the data on the reproductive biology; size for sexual maturity is 
38.8 cm for females and 34.6 cm for males (ZENGiN, 2000). When the universal 
conservation law is considered, a right to reproduce at least once ımıst be given to each 
living organisms to grant the future of the generations, minimum catch size for the 
turbot should be taken as 40 cm. On the other hand, trawl nets used for other fısh 
species can not be selective for the turbots as wel 1 as the gill nets meshed 16 to 36 mm, 
so turbot of ali sizes are removed from the sea as an unregulated fıshery. 

RESULTS ancl RECOMMENDATIONS 

Comparing the landings and biomass estimations, and reviewing the biological the 
population data, it is very difficult to advise any management measures to remove the 
negative impacts ofthe past in the South-Eastern part ofthe Black Sea. At this moment it is 
very urgent to decrease fıshing moı1ality to under the determined level in order to recruit the 
stocks and establish an optimum level of fıshing intensity. in order to establish sustainable 
exploitation the stocks; 

- provide enough recruitment and increase the catch size, 
- fıshing fleet and effoı1 ınust be limited, controls and conservation measures should 

be carried out both in the natura! environınent and in markets, 
- adıninistrative problems needs to be solved, 
- market and sales controls ınust be increased, 
- administrative restructuring should be staı1ed, 
- ttırbot sites must be closed to ali kinds offıshery asa shoı1-terın regulation. 

Main target should not be sustaining the current state ofthe stock, but rehabilitation 
of the stocks at least to the state of the early 1980s is a berter target as a fırst step. Stocks 
should be restored applying universal fısheries ınanagement principles. it is hard to say that 
the stocks have been diminished solely as as result offishing (ZENGiN, 200 la). There ınay 
be other reasons related with the changes in the ecosystem (iV ANOV and BEVERTON, 
1985). After the ınid l 980s, in addition to the increased fıshing pressure, cheınical and 
biological pollution (invaders), eutrifıcation, food coınpetition had caused collapse of some 
commercial fısh species (KIDEYŞ, 1993; BINGEL et al., 1995; GÜCÜ, 1995; ZAITSEV 
and MAMA EY, 1997). According to ACARA ( 1985), turbot bioınass was 13 thousand 
tons in the neritic waters of the former Soviet Union in the period of 1950-1960; it 
decreased to 1 O thousand tons in 1970 and 0.8 tons in 1975. 

Turkey did not agree with other Black Sea countries to stop turbot fıshery for the 
entire Black Sea for ten years between 1985-1 995 (ZUEY, 1991 ). On the contrary Turkish 
fıshermen have continued fıshing in the EEZ of the Black Sea. in recent years, some 
Turkish fısherınen were arrested, wounded or killed by Bulgarian, Romanian, Ukrainian, 
Russian and Georgian authorities, claiın of illegal turbot fıshing in the beyond exclusive 
econoınic zone in the Black Sea. This fact also shows how impoı1ant common fıshery 
policies and urgent actions are in the region. Acceptance ofthe legal and technical ıneasures 
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technical ıneasures by the Turkish fısherınen both in Turkey and in fıshing grounds of the 
other Black Sea countries is very iınpoı1ant for the recoveıy and sustainability ofthe turbot 
stocks. 

Countries, ınainly Turkey, should iınpleınent and support the policies and legal 
enforceınents established by the national governınents, loca! and international organisations 
to restore the daınaged turbot stocks as soon as possible. Black Sea Environınental 
Prograınıne (BSEP) has listed the urgent requireınents to recover the turbot stocks by 
international coorperation as follows (ZAITSEV and MAMAEV). 

- Turbot fıshery should be limited to rehabilate the stocks especially living under 
severe environınental conditions, production Iosts, 
- Radical adıninistrative decisions are urgently needed for the betler ınanagement of 
the turbot stocks in the national waters, priınaryly to stop fıshing turbot with gill net 
and trawl nets coınpletely in the national fıshing grounds, 
- Iınpleınenting and suppoı1ing ofthe coınınon agreeınents signed by the Black Sea 
Countries to ınanage the turbot stocks effectively, a special care should be given to 
suppoı1 the loca! fısherınen in the areas fully closed to fıshing especially to protect 
young turbots. 

On the other haııd, General Fisheries Council for the Mediterranean (GFCM) had 
repoı1ed that both enviroıımental iınpacts and ali the deınersal fıshery resources including 
turbot stocks, ınainly spawning and the nursery grounds are under the great threat and need 
urgent conservation rneausures (FAO, 1999). it ınay be good for Turkey to iınplement 
general rules to protect fısheıy resources when waiting in the front door ofEuropean Union 
asa candidate of accession ıneınbership without losing time anymore. 

A nuınber of atteınps done on loca! or regional scales should be encouraged. For 
instance, studies carried out on "Turbot Stock Developınent Prograınıne" had been started 
in 1999 are the fırst positive steps by the MARA Central Fisheries Research Institute. 
Results of this study will play a vital role to enhance and support turbot stocks in future. 
More information is needed for the transplantation. First results have shown that outputs of 
the first step studies need to be suppoı1ed with the paraıneters related with the turbot fısheıy 
manageınent issues and will be ıneaningful after creating the essential norıns. it can only be 
decided on the specifıc management rules as extent of increınent in natura! stocks, the time 
needed to reach this !eve!, the quantity of ınaximum sustainable yield, ete. 

Developed countries as Norway and Japan would be the model for the basis of 
turbot fıshery ınanagement strategies. Fishermen should be enforced to understand that 
tlıey are tlıe owners of tlıe main resource -and sustainability and the application of 
responsible fi s lıing principles are tlıe most essentials oftlıe modern fısheries coııcept 
(HANNESSON , 1996; KNUDSEN, 1977). Tlıis strategy needs regioııal administrative 
plaııning and eaclı of the regions should ha ve tlıe authority to take specifıc decisions. 
lıı the regional fı shereies model, each of the licensed fisherınen operates in his own 
area which is allocated for the use of fishery associations, and an autocontrol system 
has been applied by the fisherınen and the union of fisherınen (iNADA, 1993). 

On the other hand there is a strong need to design a specifıc fıshing method and gear 
as for the population specifications of the species. Turbots !ive at the bottom eınbedding 
into the sand layer out ofthe reproduction period mainly in fail and winter seasons. Feeding 
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activities are very limited and low at this stage (ZENGiN, 2000). Therefore, it is quite 
diffıcult to catch turbots during the !ate fall and winter period using passive (trammel nets) 
and active (trawl) nets. On the other hand, mature turbots swimming together towards the 
shallow waters are more exposed to the gill nets set parallel to the coastline during the 
spawning migration in the period from April to June. Management strategies implemented 
to the similar species, which are caught only during the spawning period, ınight be applied 
also for the Black Sea turbot population. in this system, quotas are deterınined based on 
stock assessment studies on the spawning stock swimming towards the coast and total 
allowable catch. The typical exaınple is the Arctoscopus japonicus living in the Japan Sea, 
on the North-East of Japan, which only migrates to the coastal waters for spawning and 
harvested also in this period. There is a regular monitoring and stock assessment research on 
this fısh by the collaboration offısheries cooperatives anda research institute. A monitoring 
group which the meınbers are composed of these two institutions perınits to catch 
maximum 25% of the stock with the minimum catch size of 13 cm in the reproduction 
period for only fıfteen days (November-December) (MAS UDA et al., 1984; ZENGiN, 
2001 b). 

Turbots are very important fısh aınong the other groundfısh species for the 
commercial fıshery of Turkey in terms of both economic value and meat quality. 
Conservation ofthe stocks anda good management strategy will raise the outputs provided 
from the turbot fıshery to the national economy and food quality of the society. it is also 
very important for protecting the biodiversity for the sustainability ofthe nature. 
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ABSTRACT 

in this study, the state of whiting fisheries in the Turkislı Black Sea Coast is evaluated. The 
study provides infonııation concerning lengtlı cornposition and age, growtlı, length-weight 
relationship, reproduction and biornass in the Turkish Black Sea Coast as a contribution to the 
rnanagernent of fishery exploiting those stocks in the Black Sea. 

INTRODUCTION 

Turkey has access to fıslı resources of both the Black Sea and Mediterranean Sea because of 
its favourable geographic position. The repoı1 of FAO fishery statistic indicated that fısheries 
production of Turkey in the year 2000 was about 582,376 tons, whiclı is arnong the fırst 32 
countries of tlıe world (GFCM, 2003). The State Institute of Statistics Republic of Turkey 
states that the production of tlıe nıarine capture fısheries was about 465, 180 tons in the year 
2001. The Black Sea doıninates the nıarine capture fıslıeries and has accounted for 74 percent 
oftlıe total. 
Total fıslı production of Turkey was about 120,000 tons in the years between the 
1950s - 1960s. it fluctuated around tlıe sanıe level until 1975 (DÜZGÜN EŞ and 
KARAÇAM, 1989). in the l 980s, considerable developrnent was observed in the 
fıslıeries industry of Turkey. The production increased 676,004 tons in 1988. Tlıe 
introduction of nıore efficient and advanced techniques of captures fısheries led to 
increase in total fıslı production (Fig. 1 ). 
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Fig.1 Total fish productions of Turkey and the Turkish Black Sea. 1982-2000. 
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Capture fıslıeries of Turkey can be categorized to two main groups as inslıore fıshery 
and coastal fıslıery (ÜNAL and ÖZEKİNCİ, 1999). Inshore fıslıery is a small-scale 
fıshery, which provides about 10%, or less of the total catch in Turkey. However, 
fıshing boats operating in inshore fıslıery are usually between 5-1 O meters in lengtlı 
and 1O-70 lıorsepower and make up over 80 % of total boats. The large capacity 
fıshing boats are 18-32 meters purse seiners and 15-27 meters trawlers. Engine power 
in purse seiners and trawlers varies from 250 to 850 and 150 to 500 horsepower, 
respectively. According to 2001 statistics, there are a total of 12989 fıshing boats in 
Turkey, 37% ofthem in the Black Sea (Fig. 2). 
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Fig.2. Number of fishery vessels of Turkey and the Turkish Black Sea in 
the years between 1985-2001. 

Tlıe main fıslı species cauglıt by tlıe inshore and coastal fıshing vessels in the Black 
Sea are European anclıovy (Engraulis encrasicholus), horse mackerel (Trachurus 
mediterraean), whiting (Merlangius merlangus euxinus), red ınullet (Mullus 
barbatus), Turbot (Psetta maxima), Atlantic bonito (Sarda sarda), grey ınullet ( Mugil 
caplatus), Blue fıslı (Pomatomus saltator) (Table 1). 

Table 1. Top ten species of fıslı according to their catch (tons) (DIE, 2001 ). 

S~ecies Total Eastern Black Sea Western Black Sea 
Anchovy 288613 201946 86667 
Horse mackerel 16750 5067 11683 
Atlantic bonito 8237 2905 5332 
Whiting 7781 4849 2932 
Blue fısh 7307 541 6766 
Grey mullet 6705 4202 2503 
Turbot 2323 154 2169 
Red mullet 1110 708 402 
Picarel 540 102 438 
Striped red mullet 388 11 377 
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Sınai! pelagic fısh ınake up the bulk of the catch with anchovy and horse 
ınackerel. Whiting is the ınajor coınınercial deınersal species caught in the Black Sea. 
This species followed by red ınullet and turbot (Table !). Whiting is ınainly caught 
with trawl and gillnets during autuınn and winter. The whiting annual catch exceeded 
31000 tons in 1988 in the Black Sea. After 1988, the annual nominal catches of 
whiting ha ve been reduced considerably, and in 2001, the whiting landings were only 
7781 tons (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Total capture production of whiting in Turkey and in the Eastern Black Sea, 
1982-2001. 

Length distribution 

The length distribution of the whiting caught froın trawl survey during 1990- 1993 are 
illustratecl in Figure 4. The range was sınaller for ınales, from 5 to 29 cm than that of 
females. Overal 1 mean total length of females ( 13 , 9 cm) was bigger than mal es (12,3 
cm) (İŞMEN, 1995). The length composition are available of the whiting landings 
between Sinop and Hopa (Eastern Black Sea) for 1998-2000 (GENÇ et al., 2002). 
Length clistributions of the fısh caught using different nets exhibited signifıcant 

differences. Length of specimen taken from gillnets with mesh sizes of 18, 20, 22 mm 
were greater (8,5-28,5 cm) those sampled from trawl with legal mesh size of 20 mm 
(7,0-22,5 cm). Mean length of whiting was 17,4 and 14,4 cm for gillnet and trawl 
saınples, respectively. 

Sex composition 

The studies made in the Black Sea between 1990 and 2000 show that females are 
dominant in the saınples, and male to female ratio in the population is about (!) 40% : 
( 1 ,2) 60%. Sex ratio is around 1: 1 during early ages of whiting, but female ratio 
increaes in older ages (İŞMEN, 1995 ; GENÇ et al., 2002). 
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Fig . 4 . Length frequency dis tribution of wh iting tor research vessel dala· 
1990-1993 ( İ Ş MEN , 1995) and landing data-2000 (G ENÇ et al. , 2002) 

Age composition 

The age coınposition of the population is characterized by a predoıninance of age 
groups 1-IV (iV ANOV and BEVERTON, 1985; DPT-DEU, 1986; UYSAL 1994; 
İŞMEN, 1995). iV ANOY and BEVERTON ( 1985) reported that six or seven age 
groups were observed in the catches ınade in the west and northwest Black Sea where 
1-IV year o ld fıslı were predoıninant. DPT-DEU (1986) stated that the catches ınade 
between Sinop-Ünye (eastern Black Sea) consisted of four age groups and that age 
group il was predoıninant. UYSAL ( 1994) ınentioned that the saınp les taken between 
Sinop and Sarp comprised Yii! age gropus with a predoıninance of age groups 1-IV. 
İŞMEN (1995) reported that the maxiınuın age group deterınined was IX for females 
and VI for mal es . The greater portion of the saınple is coınposed by the age groups 1-
III. The decrease in the percentage occurrence of older ages ınay be due to fıshing 
pressure.The young individuals of age group O were absent in the saınples because of 
mesh se lection by the nets used, as well as the habitat selection by fıslı of different 
ages . The larger and older individuals !ive at greater depths (IVANOY and 
BEVERTON, 1985). The whiting revert to bottoın-dwelling in their fırst suınıner 

months when they change their habits from pelagic to demersal (İŞMEN , 1995). 

Length-weight relationship 

The length-weight relationsh ips have been calcu lated using the coınınerc i a l catch 
sampling and research vessel data. The functional regression b values were fou nd to be 
greater than 3. the Black Sea whiting shows a positive a llometric growth (Table 2). 

Table 2. The length-weight relationship constants given by different studies 

Prodanov Bingel et İş men Çiloğlu Genç et Genç et 
( 1980) al. ( 1995) ( 1995) ( 1997) al. ( 1998) al. (2002) 

a 0,0054 0,0056 0,0042 0 ,0038 0 ,0052 0,0058 
B 3,07 3, 10 3,24 3,14 3,24 
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Certain seasonal changes in the condition ofwhiting occurred in the ınontly 
seasona l sa ınpl es. iŞMEN (2002) stated that the sınallest condition for botlı sexes 
coincides with the intensive spawning period in January and February, during 
their least feedin g period . According to iŞM EN and BİNGEL (2000) , tlıeir eınpty 
stoınach ratio ranged froın 18% to 44% througout the year. in tlıe winter ınontlıs 
(especially February), tlıe eınpty sto ınaclı rate increased to a ınaxiınuın (44%) . 
Therefore, it is clear th at the feeding intensity was at its lowest level and the 
condition of fi sh reached the lowest value in this intensive spawning period . in 
fact, tlıese authors slıowed that in Noveınber and Deceınber , when the significant 
differences were found compared to Marclı, the stomachs were mostly full in 
November and Deceınber and tlı e gonad developınent increased sharply to a 
ınax iınum in Ja nuary. GENÇ et al. ( 1998, 2002) reported tlıat tlıe condition oftlıe 
whiting was sıııallest in winter. 

G rowth in the length 

Tlıe paraıneters of von Bertalanffy growtlı equation calculated for tlı e Black Sea 
whiting using ali clata are g iven in Table 3. No differences were observecl between 
the growth curves. 

Table 3. Yon Beıtalanffy growth constants ofthe Black Sea whiting (nı:ınale, f: fernale). 

Author Region Loo K to . 0' Year 

(year) 

Prodanov ( 1980) Bulgarian coast 31,8 O, 13 -2,82 4,88 1976-78 

Uysal ( 1 994) Sinop-Giresun(ın) 41 ,8 0, 14 -2,16 5,50 1988-89 

Sinop-Giresun(f) 49,1 0, 11 -1 ,24 5,57 

Bingel et al. (1995) T urk ish coast 33,6 0,30 -0,54 5,83 1991-92 

İşınen ( 1995) Turkish coast 39,1 0, 15 -1,05 5,44 1992-93 

Ç iloğlu (1997) Eastern T. Black 38,4 0,14 - 1 ,83 5,30 1996 
Sea 

Genç et al. ( 1998) Eastern T . Black 43,7 0,10 -1,96 5,28 1998 
Sea 

Genç et al. (2002) Easterıı T. Black 39,5 0, 12 -2,21 5,27 2000 
Sea 
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Table 4. Mean lengths of the Black Sea whiting (total length in cm) for each age group. 

Age groups (years) 
Length( cm) il 111 iV v VI Vll VIII IX 

Soviet coast 

Burdak ( 1964) 11,2 14,9 17,2 19,3 21,0 22,0 -
feıııale- male 10,6 13,2 ı 5,4 17,0 -

Bulgarian coast 

Prodanov (1980) 12,8 15,2 17,2 19,0 20,8 22,0 -

Turkish Coast 

DBT-DBTE 14,2 19,2 23,0 28,7 -
( 1986) 
Uysal ( 1994) 12,0 15,2 18, l 21, 1 24,3 26,5 28,5 31,6 

Işmen ( l 995) 10,4 14,4 17,8 20,8 23,3 25,5 27,4 29,1 30,4 

Genç et al. (2002) 12,2 15,1 17,8 20,2 22,3 24,1 25,8 27,3 28,6 

The available data suggest that growth is rapid during the fırst year of life, and 
the mean length at the end of the year is between 1 O and 14 cm (Table 4 ). Growth rate 
over subsequent years becomes less rapid. The male fısh grow less than that of the 
females after the second year, and the disparity in the ınean length of the male and 
female fıslı at each age group increases with increasing age (İŞMEN, l 995). The 
differences between the mean length of males and females after the second year may 
possibly be due to difference in the age of sexual ınaturity. İŞMEN and BİNGEL 
( l 994) showed that the whiting generally attains sexual ınaturity at age ll, and there is 
a difference between sexes for length at fırst maturity (males at l 2,5 cm length or at 
the end of their fırst year; females at 14,5 cm length or at the end of their second year). 

Mortality 

The total (Z), natura! (M) and fıshing moı1ality rates (F) on an annual basis for the 
whiting were calculated by PRADANOV (1980), İŞMEN (2002), GENÇ et al. (2002). 
PRADANOV ( 1980) showed that natura! mortality rate was about 0,4-0,5. İŞMEN 
(2002) stated that the total mortality coeffıcients fluctuated between 1,29 and 2, l 8 with 
a mean val ue of l ,63 for al l years. The va! ues of natura! ınortal ity in 1990, l 991 and 
1992 were 0,43, 0,38 and 0,36, respectively while fıshing rates were found as 1,74, 
1,05 and 0,93, respectively. GENÇ et al. (2002) repoı1ed that total mortality were 0,86, 
while the estiıııated values of natura! mortality were 0,25. Fishing rate was found as 
0,71. 

The exploitation rates (E) calculated as 0,71-0,86 in l 990-2000 indicated that 
the whiting stock is highly over-exploited. The over-exploitation of the whiting stock 
can be explained by an increase in fıshing effort concentrated on deınersal fıshes after 
the decrease in pelagic stocks(especially the collapse ofthe anchovy in 1988). 
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While the number ofthe trawl tleets in the Black Sea increased considerably (froın 94 
in 1988 to 273 in 1992), the whiting catches decreased from 30,000 tons to 18,000 tons 
(more evident in catch per un it of effort). The fıshing pressure also continued with an 
increasing trend between 1992 and 2001. The nuınber ofthe trawl attained 286 in 2001 
and the whiting catch decreased to 7781 tons. 

Biomass 

The total trawlable biomass in each depth range and loca! areas during four successive 
periods were estimated by İŞMEN (1995). The highest trawlable biomass was found in 
the region between Çaltı Cape and Sarp (easterıı Black Sea) which is an area closed to 
trawl fıshing. The trawlable biomass between İğneada and Sinop (westerıı Black Sea) 
in April 1990 and September 1990 were found to be 1117 and 1764 tones. In 
September 1991 and October 1992, the trawlable biomass between Sinop and Sarp 
were found as 19233 and 30188 tones. 

Yield analysis 

Application of yield per recruit analysis implied that the minimum allowable length of 
whiting with in the existing fıshing intensity (F= 1,24) should be over 17 ,5 cm 
(İŞMEN, 1995). However, females attained sexual maturity at age 2, 14,5 cm length. 
A decrease in fıshing intensity or the enforcement ofa minimum allowable total length 
is necessary to allow optimum exploitation of the whiting stock at present. Fishing 
intensity may be reduced either by increasing the mesh size or by decreasing fıshing 
operations in the region . Commercial fıshing selectivity parameters oftrawl and gillnet 
were estimated for whiting (GENÇ et al. , 2002). Selectivity of gillnet for whiting was 
calculated using 1 8, 20 and 22 mm mesh sizes and L50 values found as 15, 1, 16,8 and 
18,5 cm, respectively. L50 for trawl with legal mesh size of 20 mm was calculated as 
13,5 cm for whiting. The sexual maturity length ofwhiting (14,5 cm) is over 13,5 cm. 
GENÇ et al. (2002) evaluated the effects of whiting fıshing on stock using length 
based cohort analysis and Thompson and Beli analysis during 2000 and found that 
catch effort at present is over maximum sustainable yield (MSY). Therefore, trawl nets 
with 22 mm mesh size should be used for optimum exploitation. it is also necessary to 
modernize trawl equipment, close the fıshing grounds periodically and limit for the 
licenses small fıshing boats. 
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While the nuınber ofthe trawl tleets in the Black Sea increased considerably (from 94 
in 1988 to 273 in 1992), the whiting catches decreased from 30,000 tons to 18,000 tons 
(more evident in catch per un it of effort) . The fıshing pressure also continued with an 
increasing trend between 1992 and 2001. The number of the trawl attained 286 in 2001 
and the whiting catch decreased to 7781 tons. 

Biomass 

The total trawlable biomass in each depth range and loca! areas during four successive 
periods were estimated by İŞMEN (1995). The highest trawlable biomass was found in 
the region between Çaltı Cape and Sarp (eastern Black Sea) which is an area closed to 
trawl fıslıing. The trawlable biomass between İğneada and Sinop (western Black Sea) 
in April 1990 and September 1990 were found to be 1117 and 1764 tones. in 
September 1991 and October 1992, the trawlable biomass between Sinop and Sarp 
were found as 19233 and 30188 tones. 

Yield analysis 

Application of yield per recruit analysis implied that the minimum allowable length of 
whiting with in the existing fıshing intensity (F=l ,24) should be over 17,5 cm 
(İŞMEN, 1995). However, females attained sexual maturity at age 2, 14,5 cm length. 
A decrease in fıshing intensity or the enforcement ofa minimum allowable total length 
is necessary to allow optimum exploitation of the whiting stock at present. Fishing 
intensity may be reduced either by increasing the mesh size or by decreasing fıshing 
operations in the region. Commercial fıshing selectivity parameters oftrawl and gillnet 
were estimated for whiting (GENÇ et al., 2002). Selectivity of gillnet for whiting was 
calculated using 18, 20 and 22 mm mesh sizes and L50 values found as 15, 1, 16,8 and 
18,5 cm, respectively. L50 for trawl with legal mesh size of 20 mm was calculated as 
13 ,5 cm for whiting. The sexual maturity length ofwhiting (14,5 cm) is over 13,5 cm. 
GENÇ et al. (2002) evaluated the effects of whiting fıshing on stock using length 
based cohort analysis and Thompson and Beli analysis during 2000 and found that 
catch effort at present is over ınaximum sustainable yield (MSY). Therefore, trawl nets 
with 22 mm mesh size should be used for optimum exploitation. it is also necessary to 
modernize trawl equipment, close the fıshing grounds periodically and limit for the 
licenses sınai! fıshing boats. 
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POSSIBILITIES FOR APPL YING JONES' METHODS FOR 
TURBOT STOCK ASSESSMENT AND 

CATCH PROJECTION iN THE BLACK SEA 

K. PRODANOV, K. MIKHAILOV 
lnstitute of Fisheries and Aquaculture 
P.O.Box 72, 9000 Yama, Bulgaria 

ABSTRACT 

Determining the state of turbot stocks annually is of prime signifıcance for their 
sustainable utilization . in the past they have been assessed by different ınethods : 

swept area method (MARTİNO and KARAP ETKOVA , 1957; POPOYA , 1967), 
VPA based on tlıe age composition of commercial catches (IVANOV and 
BEV ERTON, 1985 ; EFFİMOV et al., 1986; PRODANOV et al., 1997), Fox' 
producti on model (ACARA, 1985) and LSFA (PRODANOV et al. , 1997). The fırst 
two methods require appreciabl e funds for carrying out trawl hauls or for aging 
contain number of samples, as in the second case they have to be bought frorn the 
market. Besides, precise determination of turbot age composition bears rather high 
subjectivity . The !ast shortcoming a pplies to some extent to Jones' method, too, 
since the establi shed growth by ages defınes the parameters in Bertalanffy 's 
equation, respecti ve ly tlıe value oftlıe interrelation M/2k, the !ast underlying Jones' 
method . Neve rtheless , this method has the advantage that the risk of rnaking 
mi stakes when d efı ning the s ize composition of the catches is rather low . 
Furthermore, the collecting of the necessary inforrnation for the size and weight 
structure of the catches doesn 't affect the turbot commercial appearance as ageing 
by otoliths is not necessary. 

The production models are most easily applicable but they need precise 
statistic data for the magnitude of the catches yielded and the fishing efforts 
appli ed. 

in the prese nt paper are given the results obtained by Jones' method used to 
analyze the s ize composition of turbot catches off tlıe Bulgarian coast in 2002. 
According to tlıe ca lcu lations, tlıe exploited stock in the beginning of tlıe year has 
been 866.7 tons. in the same year, tlıe annual catch was 135.5 tons , which 
represents 15.63% of the iııitial stock. Having in mind that the optimum 
exploitation level of the turbot is 17.79% (F = 0.2) a conclusion can be drawn that 
the catch obtained is consistent with the criteria of sustainable utilization of tlırbot 
stocks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fırst assessınent of turbot bioınass off the Bulgarian Black Sea coast was perforıned 
by MARTİNO and KARAPETKOVA (1957). These authors, on the basis of 47 trawl 
hauls carried out in the peri od 23 .02 - 17.03,1955, calculated that it was 850 tons. The 
most compact turbot concentrations were recorded at depths of 90- 1 1 O m. KOLAROV 
and KARAPETKOV A using the same method in 1993 found out that the turbot biomass 
along the Bulgarian coast has been reduced to about 100 tons. On tlıis account the turbot 
catch in Bulgaria was banned during 1990- 1994. 

Similar assessments off the coast of the forıner Soviet Union were reported by 
POPO VA (after iV ANOV and BEVERTON, 1985). According to them tlıe turbot 
biomass during 1950- 1963 had ranged from 1 O 300 tons ( 1958) to 15 800 tons ( 1954). 

Following iV ANOV and BEVERTON tlıe turbot biomass (82+) in the whole 
Black Sea ha ve varied aınong 2 800 tons ( 1979) and 17 100 tons ( 1963). EFFIMOV et al. 
( 1986) bel ieved that during 197 4-1984 it has been at the average of 17 000 tons. The 
biomass had the lıighest value of about 26 000 tons ( 1 1 000 tons in tlıe eastern and 15 000 
tons in the western part ofthe Black Sea) according to ACARA (1985). PRODANOV et 
al. ( 1997) calculated that during 1970- 1988 the turbot biomass varied from 6 100 ( 1988) 
to 25 800 ( 1979) tons. 1 n 1989-1990 and 1991- 1992 tlıe mean exploited biomass had been 
19 126 and 6 171 tons, respectively. in these same years, the catclıes lıave averaged 
1 416.5 and 680.6 tons, i.e. in 1991- 1992 it was 2.08 fold lower than that in 1989- 1990. 

Since 1993 estimates ofthe turbot stocks have not been carried out. For this reason 
the turbot catches during the period 1995-2002 have not been an objective for quoting. 
The regulation measures in the exploitation ofits stocks caıne down only to prohibition of 
its fıshery in the spawning season - April, 15th - May, 3 1 th. However, in order to protect 
the turbot stocks froın over fıshing, annual estimates oftlıe bioınass and respectively tlıe 
values ofTAC (total allowable catch) are indispensable. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

in 2002 the Bulgarian turbot catch was 135 .5 tons. in Table 1 is presented its 
distribution by age groups. The ınean value of M = 0.25 is calculated on the basis of 
the data of IVANOV and BEVERTON (1985) for tlıe values of M by ages with the 
exception of those for 10-, 1 1-, and 12-year old fısh wlıiclı in our calculation are 
slightly overestiınated. Tlıe values ofthe parameters in the equation ofvon Bertalanffy 
are after IVANOV and KARAPETKOVA (1979). 

Table 1. Age distribution ofturbots cauglıt in Bulgaria (2002). 

A e 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Mt 0,25 0,20 O, 15 0,20 0,25 0,30 0,35 0,40 0,45 0,55 0,70 

The optimum level of exploitation is defıned in conforınity with Fo.ı standard 
proposed by GULLAND and BOEREMA (1993). Tlıe catch per unit recruitınent is 
estiınated by the ıııethod described in RICKER ( 1975) at exponential growth of the 
bioınass by age groups. 
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The Bulgarian turbot catches for the period 1925-2002 are presented in Table 2 and 
the size composition ofthese catches is shown in Table 3. 

The catch per un it recruitınent (Y /R in kg) is calculated by equation ( 1 ): 

where : Cb- catch in kilograms; F - fıshing mortality; B' - mean biomass in kilograms 
(the sum ofthe ınean bioınasses by ages - 8 1' ) . 

(2) Cb = F x :2.B 1 {(eGı- z - l)/G1 - Z} 

where: 8 1 - initial bioınass by age groups; G1 - instantaneous coeffıcient of growth by 
ages; Z - coeffıcient of total moıiality. 

Z=F+M 

where M - ınean value ofthe coeffıcient ofnatural ınortality 

Table 2. Bulgarian turbot catches during 1925-2002. 

Year Tons Year Tons Year Tons Year Tons 
1925 56,0 1945 9,6 1965 324,9 1985 50,9 
1926 57,8 1946 22,9 1966 425,6 1986 12,4 
1927 66,6 1947 79, 1 1967 312,3 1987 3,4 
1928 41 ,2 1948 135,4 1968 304,3 1988 3,6 
1929 23,0 1949 185,6 1969 200,2 1989 0,9 
1930 6,9 1950 195,3 1970 267,9 1990 ........ 
1931 15,8 1951 160,0 1971 222,1 1991 ........ 
1932 12,0 1952 95,9 1972 175,1 1992 ........ 
1933 61 ,3 1953 103,0 1973 248,5 1993 ........ 
1934 91,4 1954 255 , 1 1974 311,5 1994 ........ 
1935 77,5 1955 198,9 1975 203 ,3 1995 60,0 
1936 30,7 1956 234,0 1976 217,2 1996 62,0 
1937 23 ,0 1957 458,4 1977 63,l 1997 60,0 
1938 32,2 1958 368,6 1978 121 ,3 1998 64,0 
1939 56,7 1959 247,5 1979 69,9 1999 54,0 
1940 69,7 1960 215,8 1980 88,8 2000 55,1 
1941 46,3 1961 174,3 1981 9,5 2001 56,5 
1942 10.2 1962 431 ,7 1982 9,4 2002 135,5 
1943 4,8 1963 435 ,3 1983 7,5 Mean 121 ,5 
1944 2,4 1964 460,2 1984 20,8 Mean* 129,8 

Mean* - without the period 1990- 1994, when turbot catches were stopped. 
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Table 3. Lengths (in cm), weights (in kg) and values of the instantaneus growth 
coeffıcient (Gt) of turbot in front of the Bulgarian coast of Black Sea (by age groups) . 

Age Lt, cm Wt, kg Gt Age Lt, cm Wt,kg Gt 
ı 32,5 0,614 0,56749532 8 64,4 5, 170 0, 12800357 
2 39,0 1,083 0,41861313 9 67,1 5,876 0,10950440 
3 44,6 1,646 0,33107670 10 69,5 6,556 0,09272767 
4 49,6 2,292 0,27051994 11 71,6 7,193 0,07741920 
5 54, 1 3,004 0,21673156 12 73,4 7,772 0,06717272 
6 58 ,0 3,731 O, 17757521 13 75 ,0 8,312 
7 61,4 4,456 0,14862119 

(4)Z = F+M 

where M - ınean value ofthe coeffıcient ofnatural ıııoıiality 

(5) Gt = ln(W1+ 1/W1) 

The ıııean weiglıts by ages are estiıııated by equation (5), the paraıneters in 
which are establi shed by IVANOV and KARAPETKOVA (1979): 

(6) W = 0.01194 x L3 ı ıeı 

The value of the paraıneter " k" in the von Bertalanffy's equation is 
according to IVANOV and KARAPETKOVA (1979) and is equal to 0.125 . 
Consequently the interrelation M/2K is equal to 0.25 /0.25 = 1 .00. 

The ınean s ize of the turbot stocks is assessed by ıııeans of cohort analysis of 
the size coıııposition of the catches (JONES, 1981). This ınethod is based on the 
basic equation in the cohort analysis (POPE, 1972): 

On the bas is of th is equation Jones perforıned the fol lowing transforınations : 

(8) N
1 
= N

1 
+ t-t.e ~ ıı + C

1 
M. ıWl 

where: t is the time needed for tish growth in paıiicular size interval. 

There are different equations for expressing fıslı growth but the most frequently used 

one is the von Beı1alanffy ' s equation. The transfornıation ofthis equation gives expression for 

the age asa dependence on tish length i. e. 
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(9) 1 
t=t 0 ----~--

k.ln( 1 - L;{J 

Therefore, if t1 is the age corresponding to L 1: 

( 1 O) 
1 

tı=to-------

k.ln(l-L/{J 

Siınilarly, ift2 is the age corresponding to L2 : 

( 1 1) 
1 

t') =t 0 - ----- -

- k.ln( 1-Ll(J 

Fronı the equatioıı s ( 1 O) and ( 1 1) follows that the time needed for growth fronı L1 to 
L2 would be the difference between theın: 

l 
(12) c.t=t 2 -t 1 = L -L 

k.ln( "" ı) 
L

00 
- L

2 

Substituting t in equation (8) we receive : 

(13) Nı = (N2.Xı + Cı) . Xı 

where: C 1 a re the nuınbers of fısh caught in the course of the year with lengths 
between L1 and L2; N 1 and N 2 represent the nunıbers of fıslı in the sea with lengths 
L1 and L2, respectively 

X 
_ L~ -Lı 

( 14) . L -( L - L . 
00 2 

Usi ng equation ( 13) it is possible to proceed to the perforınance oftlıe cohort 
analysis by the data for catch size conıposition. 

The values of the coeffıcients Z, F and the interrelation F/Z for each size 
c lass are defıned as follows: 
- the interrelation F/Z is calculated according to the expression : 

- fronı the interrelation F/Z we define the value of Z by the equation : 

(16) Z= M 
ı-Yz 
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- the value of F we fınd by the equation: 

(17) F = Z - M 

where Z - coeffıcient of tota l ınortality. 

The numbers of the ınost abundant size group is estiınated through the 
expression: 

(18) 

c 
N =---2_ 

LA F, / 
5/z 

The numbers of the reınaining size groups are estiınated in succession towards the 

smallest size classes according to equations ( 13) and ( 14). 

Tlıe mean abundance of tlıe fishes in the sea of particular size class is found 
througlı equation: 

(19) 
- N ı 
Nı =N _-1.±_ 

- L Z 

Tlıe mean biomass ofthe corresponding size classes is equal to: 

c20) B L = N L·w L 

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

The results from the calculations through equations ( l) - (5) are presented in Table 
5 and Figures 1 and 2. The estimations are done on the bas is of tlıe data for length 
frequencies given in Table 4 and the following biological characteristics: 

- the exploited stock comprises the fish at 2 to l 2 years of age with the 
following shares: 2-year olds - l 0%; 3-year olds - 50%; 4-year olds and ol der - o 

l 00%, i.e., fully recruited to the exploited stock are the fıslı older than 3 years of 
age . 

- the age at sexual maturity is as follows: 3-year olds - 50%, 4-year olds -
100%, i.e. , a portion of 3-year old fish is yet immature. 

These biological characteristics underlie the defined minimum catch length 
of turbot - 45 cm wh iclı corresponds to an age of 3 years. 
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Table 4. Size and weigth structure ofturbot catches offthe Bulgarian coast in 2002. 

L,cm W,kg N O/o n*W 
41 ,5 (40,0 - 42,9) 1,17 7 2,24 8, 19 
44,5 (43 ,0 - 45 ,9) 1,64 23 7,35 37,72 
47,5 (46,0 - 48,9) 2,05 48 15 ,33 98,40 
50,5 ( 49,0 - 51 ,9) 2,31 53 16,93 122,43 
53,5 (52,0 - 54,9) 2,85 56 17,89 159,60 
56,5 (55,0 - 57,9) 3,50 41 13,10 143,5 
59,5 (58,0 - 60,9) 4,13 32 10,22 132,16 
62,5 (61 ,0 - 63 ,9) 4,80 20 6,39 96,00 
65 ,5 (64,0 - 66,9) 5,50 14 4,47 77,00 
68,5 (67,0 - 69,9) 6,30 9 2,88 56,70 
71 ,5 (70,0 - 72,9) 7,20 6 1,92 43,20 
74,5 (73 ,0 - 75,9) 8,10 3 0,96 24,30 
77,5 (76 ,0 - 79,9) 9, 10 1 0,32 9,10 

Total 313 100,00 1008,3 
M ı_ 54,31 
Mw 3,22 

Table 5. lnitial (82_12) and mean biomass (8'2_12) of total exploited stock and 
yield per recruit (Y /R, in kg) of tlıe turbot inlıabiting 

the 8ulgarian aquatory of 8lack Sea. 

F (82-12) (8'2-12) (82-12)ex (8'2-12)ex (Y/R) 5/1 5/3 
1 2 3 4 5 ( %) O/o 

O.O 12,838 11,542 11 ,222 10,598 0,000 0,00 0,00 
0.1 9,813 8,509 9,339 7,526 0,753 7,67 8,06 
0.2 7,912 6,628 6,308 5,608 1, 122 14, 18 17,79 
0.3 6,666 5,406 5,067 4,352 1,306 19,59 25,77 
0.4 5,818 4,585 . 4,223 3,501 1,400 24,06 33, 15 
0.5 5,216 4,009 3,625 2,896 1,448 27,76 39,94 
0.6 4,775 3,591 3,118 2,451 1,471 30,81 47, 18 
0.7 4,446 3,282 2,862 2,117 1,482 

,.,.., ..,,.., 51 ,78 .).) , ..).) 

0.8 4, 187 3,038 2,607 1,852 1,482 35 ,40 56,85 
0.9 3,986 2,852 2,408 1,644 1,480 37,13 61 ,46 
1.0 3,826 2,705 2,250 1,476 1,476 38,58 65,60 

it is evideııt froın Table 3 tlıat lengtlı of 45 cm corresponds basically 3-year 
olds, out of wlıich 50 % attain sex ınaturity for the fırst time. The rest 50 % will reach 
sex maturity at the age of 4 and only then they will spawn for the fırst time. The 
younger fıslı ( 1- and 2- year olds) are stili inınıature and thus they are protected by the 
new 8ulgarian fı s lıery legislation with a view to ensure thenı reaching sex ınaturity 
and spawning. 
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Figure 1. Yield per recruit (Y/R, in kg) ofthe turbot 
inhabiting the Bulgarian aquatory of Black Sea. 

1 

it is clear froın Table 5 that Foııı according to F0 1 criterion equals to 0.4. At that 
!eve! of fishing mortality the catch will be 33.15% of the bioınass of the initial 
exploited stock in state of balance. Consequently, if we knew the value of the stock 
under consideration in early April 2002 we could appraise whether the fish species is 
exploited rationally or not. Now we are aware only, and even with relative precision, 
that in 2002 135.5 tons of turbot were caught. lf this catch is correct, the exploited 
stock in early April had to be at minimum 408.7 tons ( 135.5* 100/33.15). The criterion 
F0 1 have been criticized time and again as according to it the lowering ofthe biomass 
and the shifts of size and age structure do not affect the abundance of the recruitınent 
adopted conditionally to be unity. in our case with the turbot at F=0.4 the initial 
exploited stock will account for 37.63% from that in virgin state, i.e. before any 
fishery on this fish species (F=O) to be carried out, when the environmental conditions 
have not been the same, as well. According to the calculations when reaching F=0.4 
the initial exploited turbot stock would have reduced 2.66 tiınes in relation to the 
virgin one if the abundance of the recruitment have remained constant, conditionally 
adopted for unity. The size-age coınposition ofthis stock will differ radically from this 
at F=O. in the first case the share of 2- and 3-year old fish (in bioınass) in the initial 
exploited stock would increase froın 6.67% to 17 .24%. Conversely, the fully ınature 
fish will drop from 93.23% to 82.76%. Froın theoretical point of view, if F would 
come at unity the percent of the indicated age groups (in biomass) would grow up to 
3 1.4 7%, i.e. the reduction of the turbot mean size is one of the indirect indices for the 
increase ofthe fishing ınortality level. 
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Figure 2. Decreasing ofthe initial exploited biomass (in%) with the increasing ofthe 
fishing mortality rate ofthe turbot inhabiting the Bulgarian aquatory of Black Sea. 

(*Bex - biomass ofthe turbot stock in virgin state at F=O). 

As it was indicated the mentioned criterion for defining the optimum fishing 
ınortality value might be risky in view of depleting the stock of heavily exploited fish 
populations. For this reason many authors have suggested different criteria which 
need, however, the additional data. After one of them the optimum value of F is 
approxiınately two fold lower than the one estimated by Fo . ı standard, i.e. the value of 
F apı would have to be around 0.2 in the turbot. For this value of F, the optimum 
allowable annual catch would account for 17.79% from the initial exploited stock. 
Therefore, the achieved catch of 135.5 tons in 2002 is consistent with the principles for 
sustainable utilization of marine living resources only when the exploited stock in the 
beginning of April 2002 had been at least 761.7 tons. That is why the real amount of 
the obtained catch in particular year is of primary importance for the reliability of the 
calculations ınade. Otherwise, the theory of fish population dynamics, no matter how 
good it is, would not give the expected results for protecting the fish populations 
against overfishing. 
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it is evident that, for determining correctly the annual allowable catch for 2003, the 
estimate of the size of the turbot exploited and spawning biomass at the end of March 
2003 must be available. Unfortunately, due to the lack of fund, the lnstitute of 
Fisheries and Aquaculture cannot carry out necessary studies for that purpose on trawl 
hauls to assess the turbot stock by the swept area method. That is why it is necessary to 
use statistic data for the catch size in 2002 and its size composition as in Tables 2 and 
3. On the basis of these data using equations (7) to (20) we defıned the mean turbot 
biomass offthe Bulgarian coast in 2002 (Tables 6 and 7). 

L,cm 
41,5 
44,5 
47,5 
50,5 
53,5 
56,5 
59,5 
62,5 
65,5 
68,5 
71,5 
74,5 
77,5 
Total 

L,cm 
41 ,5 
44,5 
47,5 
50,5 
53,5 
56,5 
59,5 
62,5 
65,5 
68,5 
71 ,5 
74,5 
77,5 
Total 

Table 6. Mean abundance (*N1) in numbers and biomass (*BL) in 
tons ofthe turbot offthe Bulgarian coast (F,1 = 0.20). 

XL CL NL F/Z z F * NL 
1,0701919 942,6 118546,86 0,0592 0,2657 0,0157 59922,2 
1,0754907 3092,9 102625,52 0,1844 0,3065 0,0565 54737,8 
1,0816549 6451,0 85848,39 0,3499 0,3846 0,1346 47936,2 
1,0889152 7124,3 67412,11 0,4166 0,4285 0,1785 39911,7 
1,0975927 7528,2 50309,96 0,4886 0,4889 0,2389 31515,1 
1,1081471 5512,6 34902,23 0,4813 0,4820 0,2320 23764,7 
1, 1212611 4300,6 23447,64 0,4982 0,4982 0,2482 17328,1 
1,1379945 2689,0 14814,79 0,4686 0,4705 0,2205 12195,5 
1, 1600854 1881,0 9076,78 0,4758 0,4769 0,2269 8290,4 
1, 1905972 1211,9 5123,10 0,4796 0,4804 0,2304 5259,9 
1,2354788 807,9 2596,23 0,5215 0,5225 0,2725 2965,1 
1,3080082 404,0 1046,96 0,5431 0,5472 0,2972 1359,4 

134,7 303,08 0,4444 0,4500 0,2000 
42080,7 

Table 7. Mean abundance (*N1) in numbers and biomass (*BL) in 
tons ofthe turbot offthe Bulgarian coast (F51 = 0.40). 

XL CL NL F/Z z F * NL 
1,0701919 942,6 116690, 13 0,0601 0,2660 0,0160 58969,I 
1,0754907 3092,9 101004,36 0,1868 0,3074 0,0574 53863,2 
1,0816549 6451,0 84446,83 0,3538 0,3869 0,1369 47125,0 
1,0889152 7124,3 66214, 17 0,4212 0,4319 0,1819 39163,0 
1,0975927 7528,2 49299,67 0,4941 0,4942 0,2442 30829,7 
1,1081471 5512,6 34063,61 0,4879 0,4882 0,2382 23144,0 
1,1212611 4300,6 22764,72 0,5064 0,5065 0,2565 16768,3 
1,1379945 2689,0 14271,59 0,4790 0,4798 0,2298 11701,2 
1, 1600854 1881,0 8657,34 0,4891 0,4893 0,2393 7860,0 

1'1905972 1211 ,9 4811,43 0,4977 0,4977 0,2477 4892,6 
1,2354788 807,9 2376,36 0,5483 0,5535 0,3035 2662,1 
1 ,3080082 404,0 902,92 0,5906 0,6106 0,3606 1120,3 

134,7 218,88 0,6154 0,6500 0,4000 
42080,7 

44 

*BL 
70,1 
89,8 
98,3 
92,2 
89,8 
83,2 
71,6 
58,5 
45,6 
33,1 
21,3 
11,0 

764,5 

*BL 
69,0 
88,3 
96,6 
90,5 
87,9 
81,0 
69,3 
56,2 
43,2 
30,8 
19,2 
9,1 

741,l 



it is evident from Table 6 that at Fsı = 0.20 the mean exploited biomass (B 'ex) is 
764.5 tons and the mean abundance - 305 186. 1 fısh, i.e. the mean fısh weight is 2.51 
kg. From the same table, the mean weighed value of F is computed which is equal to 
O. 1375. For this F value the interrelation between the mean and initial biomass is 
85.61 % (Table 5). Therefore, the latter is approximately 893.0 tons. in this case the 
total allowable catch has to be 158.9 tons (17.79%). 

in Table 7 are presented the results from the computations at Fsı = 0.40. it is 
evident that, when applying twice higher value of Fsı. the assessment remains almost 
the same. The difference in abundance is 2.32% and in biomass 3.06%. Ali these 
indicate that possible bias when defıning Fsı has almost no effect on the final result as 
it fades away rapidly in direction to smaller sized individuals (younger fısh classes) 
which are ımıch more abundant compared to older fısh classes (larger sized 
specimens). in the second case the mean weighed value of F is with 2.33% higher than 
at Fsı = 0.20. That is why the interrelation between the mean and initial exploited 
biomasses remains almost unchanged (85.51 %). in the second case its value is 866.7 
tons and the total allowable catch 154.2 tons. Therefore, if the size composition of the 
catches was corresponding to that shown in Table 3 the catch of 135.5 tons obtained in 
2002 has agreed with the turbot stock size. 

in Table 8 is presented another size composition ofthe turbot catch in 2002. 

Table 8. Size and weigth structure ofturbot catches offthe Bulgarian coast in 2002. 

L,cm W,kg n % n*W 
41 ,5 (40,0 - 42,9) 1,17 14 4,47 16,38 
44,5 (43,0 - 45,9) 1,64 41 13, 1 o 67,24 
47,5 (46,0 - 48,9) 2,05 68 21,73 139,40 
50,5 ( 49,0 - 51 ,9) 2,31 79 25,24 182,49 
53,5 (52,0 - 54,9) 2,85 53 16,93 151,05 
56,5 (55,0 - 57,9) 3,50 34 10,86 119,00 
59,5 (58,0 - 60,9) 4, 13 17 5,43 70,21 
62,5(61 ,O - 63 ,9) 4,80 5 1,60 24,00 
65,5 (64,0 - 66,9) 5,50 2 0,64 11,00 

Total 313 100,00 780,77 
ML 50,60 
Mw 2,49 

in this case the assessment of the stock size is radically different as in Table 9. 
When Fst is 0.20 the mean weighed (by biomass) F value is 0.2964, which means that 
the mean exploited biomass will represent about 83% ofthe initial exploited biomass. 
On this occasion the latter is 352.3/0.83 = 424.5 tons. Consequently, the total 
allowable catch in 2002 might have to be 75.5 tons. in reality, a catch of 135.5 tons is 
made wh ich means that the turbot population has been overfıshed and especially its 
mature part - the fısh bigger than 45 cm. For this part of the population the mean 
weighed value in F is 0.5070. That is just the reason to make us propose a quota of 60 
tons of tlıe Bulgari an coast as tlıe length size of the fısh in January catches are very 
low - from 42 to 4 7 cm. Tlıis is an indication that the turbot ha ve been subjected to 
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intense fıshing that do not respond to the state of its stocks. More reliable assessments 
of the turbot stock size are possible only on the basis of accurate data for the 
magnitude ofthe catches and their size and weight structure. Carrying out VPA by the 
catch age composition is quite diffıcult and expensive as it needs to buy a stock of 
samples for ageing of the fısh , which cause the commercial appearance of the turbot 
worsen when extracting the otoliths. Besides, there is a problem in correctly defıning 
the fıslı age because there is not uniform view-point among the scientists on this 
matter. On the other hand, the clarifying of this problem is an important task as it has 
an effect in estimating the value of k and therefore on the interrelation M/2k. This 
affects also the precision of the cohort analysis done by the size composition of the 
catches. 

Table 9. Mean turbot abundance (* NL, in numbers) and biomass (* BL. in tons) offthe 
Bulgarian coast (Fst = 0.20). 

L, XL CL NL F/Z z F * NL *BL 
cm 

41 ,5 1,070191 9 2432,5 100456,70 0, 1620 0,2983 0,0483 50346,4 58,9 
44,5 l ,0754907 7128,7 85438,36 0,3917 0.4 l 10 0, 1610 44286,0 72,6 
47,5 1.0816549 11825,0 67236.83 0,5712 0,5830 0,3330 35507,1 72,8 
50,5 l.0889152 13735.0 46536, 17 0,6901 0.8067 0,5567 39163,0 57,0 
53 ,5 1,0975927 9212,9 26633 , 17 0,7131 0,87 14 0,6214 14826,0 42,3 
56.5 1.108147 1 5909,8 137 13,81 0,7501 1.0004 0,7504 7876,0 27,6 
59,5 1,1212611 2954,9 5834,64 0,7717 1,095 1 0.8451 3496,6 14,4 
62,5 1,1379945 870,7 2005 ,55 0,7125 0,8696 0,6 196 1405,3 6,7 
65,5 348,2 783,53 0.4444 0,4500 0,2000 
Total 54417,7 352,3 

First attempt for quantitative determination of the turbot stocks off the 
Bulgarian coasts trough carrying trawl ha~ıls has made by MARTİNO and 
KARAPETKOV A ( 1957) who established that the turbot biomass off the Bulgarian 
coast in March 1955 had been around 850 tons. However, they considered this 
biomass was underestimated as at the same time Romanian and Soviet scientists 
repoıted for much larger stocks off the coasts of Romania and former USSR, 

The turbot biomass assessments performed so far in the Black Sea cover 
different periods of time thus they can be compared only for relatively short time 
interval: IVANOV and BEVERTON (1985) gave data for turbot biomass during the 
period 1956 - 1979 and EFFİMOV et al. ( 1986) for the period 1970 -1984. For 1950 
- 1963 such assessment have been carried out by POPOYA (after JVANOV and 
BEVERTON, 1985). These three estimates agree quite well, although, in some years 
they differ substantially in their absolute values as well as in the trends of the turbot 
stock dynamics. According to POPOV A, the total biomass during 1950 - 1963 varied 
from 10 300.0 (958) to 15 800.0 tons (1954). After IVANOV and BEVERTON the 
turbot biomass (82+) during 1956 - 1979 had ranged from 2 800.0 ( 1979) to 17 000.0 
tons ( 1963) and , according to EFFİMOV et al. ( l 986), the same had been on the 
average 17 000.0 tons during 1974 - 1984. The biomass is largest according to 
ACARA ( 1985) who applied the Fox's production model and estimated the biomass to 
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be about 26 000 tons - 1 1 000 tons in the eastern part and 15 000 tons in the western 
part of the Black Sea. The !ast turbot bioınass assessment in the Black Sea was 
performed by PRODANOV et al. ( 1997) by the method of VPA for the period 1971 -
1994. However, ali these estimates refer to the entire Black Sea and thus could be used 
only asa reference point for the fluctuation !eve! in the periods discussed. 

There are two estiınates carried out along the Bulgarian coast in 1955 and 1993. 
According to the second research, the turbot bioınass was 100 tons, i.e. it has 
decreased 8.5 fold in relation to the one in 1955. it is evident froın Table 1 that in 1955 
our catch was 198.9 tons and in 1993, the offıcial catch stastics is lacking as in 1990 -
1994 the turbot catch off the Bulgarian coast was halted. Based on the above 
conclusions for sustainable utilization of turbot stocks for having ınade a catch of 
198.9 tons, it is necessary that the initial exploited stock to be at minimum 1, 118 tons. 
in fact it has been around 850 tons which ıneans that as far back as 1955 the turbot has 
probably been overfıshed. in the saıne way it could be judged that the turbot bioınass 
along the Bulgarian coast during the period 1960 - 1980 might have been in the range 
froın 2,586.8 ( 1964) to 354.7 ( 1977). Otherwise, it means that the turbot has been 
overfıshed as in the above years when the catches had been 460.2 and 63.1 tons, 
respectively. in our opinion, the exploited turbot stock along the Bulgarian coast has 
never been over 2,500 tons which ıneans that the turbot stocks reduction off our coast 
was due priınarily to overfıshing and to a less considerable degree due to the 
deteriorating environment itself. Without going into details about the impact of the so 
called bottoın-up/top-down control in the Black Sea ecosystem, it will only be marked 
that the processes are interrelated. This further extends the scientists' and the 
authorized state institutions' responsibility for adopting specifıc measures that would 
guarantee the preservation of the biodiversity and the sustainable utilization of the 
marine living resources. in this connection and taking into account the lack of precise 
assessments of the stock bionıass in !ate March 2003, we consider that the total 
allowable turbot catch off the Bulgarian coast in 2003 has to be around 60 tons. This 
catch would be justifıed in case the initial exploited biomass is at least 337.3 tons. To 
ha ve the quota of 80 or 100 tons, the stock ınust be at least 450 or 562 tons, 
respectively. in our opinion the fırst fıgure is more probable and so we propose the 
quota not to exceed 60 tons. The scarce information available gives us a reason to 
decide so and it is shown by the worsened size structure ofthe fıslı species - at present 
the catches are composed by fıslı with size 42 -47 cm. This ıneans that the 3-year olds 
and to some extent 2- and 4-year olds are prevailing. This is an indirect evidence that 
highly intense fıshery is exerting upon this fıslı species disturbing the size structure of 
the population and especially its mature part. 

CONCLUSION 

The correct catch quoting of the turbot needs defıning its stocks in the beginning of 
each year, till the middle of March. For this purpose precise statistic data for the 
magnitude ofthe catch and its size and weight structure have to be collected annually. 
it is indispensable the elucidation of the question about the turbot length and weight 
growth by ages because it affects the v.alue of k in the von Bertalanffy's equation and 
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consequently the interrelation M/2k. Ali this has a decisive significance for the 
precision of Jones' method. 

For this reason we hope when funds are available, the turbot biomass in 
paıiicular year will be deftned directly by carrying out trawl-hauls. Then it is likely to 
determine the limits of the possible differences between the two methods in 
consideration, as well. 
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Fam. SCOPTHALMIDAE (BÖTHIDAE). Turbots 
PSETT A MAEOTICA (MAXIMA) (PALLAS). Black Sea turbot. 

Commercially the Black Sea turbot is one of the most valuable fısh species in the basin. 
Currently it has been fıshed by gillnets and bottom trawl hauls. At present the latter are 
prohibited. in Bulgaria a minimum mesh size (180 mm) ofthe gillnets has been established. 
The turbot fıshery was closed during 1990 - 1994 with the aim ofrecovering its stocks offthe 
Bulgarian coast. Now the ban is in force only duringthe spawning season (15 April-31 May). 

in Tables 1 and 2, the turbot landings by years during the period 1925-2002 are 
presented. Tlıe turbot catches had been largest during 1955-1969, at the average 319.5 tons. 

According to iV ANOV and KARAPETKOV A ( 1979) and iV ANOV and 
BEVERTON ( 1985) the fıshing mortality of the exploited stock in the Bulgarian aquatory 
was around 0,57. 

Table 1. Bulgarian landings of Black Sea turbot (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years Toııs Years tons Years Tons Years Tons 

1925 56.0 1945 9,6 1965 324,9 1985 50,9 
1926 57.8 1946 22,9 1966 425,6 1986 12,4 
1927 66,6 1947 79,1 1967 312,3 1987 3,4 
1928 41,2 1948 135,4 1968 304,3 1988 3.6 
1929 23,0 1949 185,6 1969 200,2 1989 0,9 
1930 6,9 1950 195,3 1970 267,9 1990 .... ... . 
1931 15,8 1951 160,0 1971 222.1 1991 ...... .. 
1932 12,0 1952 95,9 1972 175,l 1992 .. .. .. .. 
1933 61,3 1953 103,0 1973 248,5 1993 ........ 
1934 91,4 1954 255,1 1974 311.5 1994 ........ 
1935 77,5 1955 198,9 1975 203,3 1995 60,0 
1936 30,7 1956 234,0 1976 217.2 1996 62.0 
1937 23,0 1957 458,4 1977 63,l 1997 60,0 
1938 32,2 1958 368,6 1978 121.3 1998 64,0 
1939 56,7 1959 247 ~5 1979 69.9 1999 54,0 
1940 69,7 1960 215,8 1980 '' 88,8 2000 55,1 
1941 46,3 1961 174,3 1981 9,5 2001 56.5 
1942 10,2 1962 431,7 1982 9,4 2002 135,5 
1943 4,8 1963 435.3 1983 7,5 Mean 121.5 
1944 2,4 1964 460,2 1984 20.8 Mean* 129,8 

Mean* - excluding the period (1990-1994) when turbot catches were forbidden 
in front ofthe Bulgarian Black Sea coast. 
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Table 2. Mean catches ofBlack Sea Turbots (in tons) by 5 years periods during 1925-2002. 

Periods Mean catch Periods Mean catch Periods Mean catch 

1925-1929 48,9 1955-1959 301 ,5 1985-1989 14,2 

1930-1934 37,5 1960-1964 343,5 1990-1994 0,0 

1935-1939 44,0 1965-1969 313,5 1995-1999 60,0 

1940-1944 26,7 1970-1974 245,0 2000-2002 82,4 

1945-1949 86,5 1975-1979 135,0 Mean 121,3 

1950-1954 161,9 1980-1984 27,2 Mean* 129,7 

in Table 3 and Figure 1 are shown the Bulgarian turbot landings by months 
during the period 1960-1990. 

Table 3. Bulgari an turbot landings by months during the period 1960- 1990 (in tons). 

Month 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Jaııuary 45 ,1 11 ,8 79,3 30,1 37,9 35 ,5 19,0 29,9 11,9 4,0 

February 36,6 16,1 11 ,2 45 ,7 100,7 21 ,5 71,5 44,4 51,2 20,4 

March 8,0 13,1 68,6. 57,0 69,6 29,0 38,1 40,9 41,4 13,2 

April 12,8 22,2 61 ,3 79,0 61,1 29,5 84,4 36,1 77,3 49,5 

May 70,3 43 ,8 69,6 79,6 86,6 81 ,1 67,5 70,2 77,0 76,9 

June 17,6 15 ,3 25 ,1 44,7 35,3 37,2 38,0 14,3 13, 1 19,6 

July 9,8 5,2 16,4 8,5 11,3 18,2 21,2 14,7 1,8 4,5 

August 7,0 4,7 37, 1 10,0 13,7 21 ,7 15,5 3,9 10,4 0,9 

September 1,4 10,5 32,3 15,4 30,6 22,9 30,1 1,6 5,9 1,5 

October 3,7 4,9 1,2 30,4 2,4 18,3 13 ,7 3,6 6,0 2,0 

November 2,5 9,0 7,6 18,5 0,0 3,4 2,0 1,2 1,7 2,9 

December 1,0 17,7 8,0 16,4 11,0 6,6 24,6 1,5 6,6 4,9 

Total 215 ,8 174,3 431 ,7 435 ,3 460,2 324,9 425,6 312,3 304,3 200,2 
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Table 3 - continued. 

Month 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

January 34,4 25 ,3 4,1 10,3 17,1 43 ,1 0,3 0,195 1,111 0,004 

February 21 ,6 23,3 30,7 51,9 20,9 9,1 0,1 0,340 0,702 0,123 

March 12,5 1,8 9,0 2,0 3,4 0,6 4,1 0,066 0,811 13,707 

April 65 ,5 46,6 49,4 78,9 121,5 92,5 110,0 34,432 56,647 26,018 

May 5 ı ,7 60,4 59,3 77,3 124,3 45,9 90,6 24,912 37,756 10,791 

June 13,3 5,8 11 ,4 13,2 ı 1,7 11 ,6 11 ,4 1,596 7,030 1,065 

July 4,8 1,0 1,9 0,0 0,0 0,2 0,3 0,334 1,713 1,055 

August 8, ı 8,8 2,3 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,428 2,471 0,408 

September 23 ,5 21,3 0,2 2,3 1,6 0,2 0,0 0,013 1,213 0,119 

October 17,2 22,9 0,7 3,2 4,9 0,1 0,1 0,319 0,194 0,068 

November 10,9 1,5 2,9 6,6 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,299 0,0 0,051 

December 4,4 3,4 3,2 2,6 5,8 0,5 0,3 0,144 11 ,625 16,678 

Total 267,9 222,1 175,1 248,5 311 ,5 203,8 217,2 63,078 121 ,273 69,887 

Table 3 - continued. 

Month 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

January 0,728 0,108 0,036 0,057 0,085 0,053 0,365 0,005 0,085 0,0 

February 0,830 2,054 0,015 0,421 0,211 0,0 0,012 0,007 0,123 0,060 

March 0,228 0,018 0,099 0,236 0,046 0,115 0,019 0,0 0,024 0,018 

April 51 ,645 2,616 0,680 1,372 4,350 6,968 5,317 0,123 0,137 0,767 

May 29,822 4,036 5,304 3,484 14,707 39,317 5,177 0,566 0,609 0,002 

June 2,513 0,272 1,608 0,090 0,455 4,335 1,391 2,128 1,865 0,0 
,., 

July 0,204 0,016 0,057 0,018 0,002 0,036 0,033 0,507 0,706 0,003 

August 0,021 0,030 0,014 0,006 0,670 0,0 0,0 0,061 0,071 0,003 

September 0,039 0,0 1,010 0,0 0,184 0,0 0,002 0,001 0,003 0,0 

October 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,010 0,014 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,010 

November 0,037 0,0 0,004 0,0 0,007 0,021 0,002 0,0 0,0 0,009 

December 2,713 0,362 0,618 1,831 0,036 0,062 0,032 0,012 0,015 0,0 

Total 88,780 9,512 9,445 7,525 20,767 50,907 12,350 3,410 3,638 0,872 
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Table 3 - continued. 

Month 1990* Range** Mean** % 

January 0,0 0,0 - 79,3 14,751 8,28 

February 0,0 0,0 - 100,7 19,393 10,89 

March 0,0 0,0-69,6 14,256 8,00 

April 0,0 0,123- 121 ,5 42,289 23,74 

May 0,0 0,002 - 124,3 46,953 26,36 

June 0,029 0,0 - 44,7 12,098 6,79 

July 0,0 0,0-21,2 4,149 2,33 

August 0,0 0,0 - 37,1 4,949 2,78 

September 0,026 0,0 - 32,3 6,796 3,82 

October 0,0 0,0 - 30,4 4,997 2,81 

November 0,0 0,0- 18,5 2,381 . 1,34 

December 0,0 0,0 - 17,7 5,088 2,86 

Mean 0,055 0,0 - 124,3 178,100 100,00 

* - the turbot catches were forbidden during the period 1990- 1994 
** - during the period 1960 - 1989 

As it is evident from Table 3 and Figure 1, the largest turbot catches had 
been obtained during spring (April and May) - 50, 1 % from the mean total catch 
during the period 1960 - 1989. As it is well known, the turbot spawns in these 
two months . 1 n March it migrates from the depths of 70 - 110 m, where it is 
wintering, to the depths of 20 - 40 m to spawn. Thus it is apparent that till the 
closure of the turbot fıshery ( 1990 - 994) the fısh species had been caught most 
intensively during its spawning season. After the ban for the spawning period 
(since 1994) was started and due to the restriction of the catches, the turbot stocks 
may have probably begun recovering with the mean catch of 68,4 tons (during the 
peri od 1995 - 2002). 
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Figure 1. Mean turboth catches by ınonths (in tons) during the period 1960 - 1989. 

Fam. PLEURONECTIDAE Rafınesque. Flatfıshes. (Right-eyed flounders) 
PLATICHTHIS FLESUS LUSCUS (PALLAS). European flounder. 

The flounder landings during the period 1925 - 2002 are shown iıı Table 4. The fısh as 
it is evident has always been of inconsiderable signifıcance for the Bulgarian fıshery. 

Fam. SOLEIDAE Bonaparte. Soles 
SOLEA NASUTA (PALLAS). Snouted sole. 

The sole catches have been incidentally reported for the Bulgarian zone. in 2002 the 
catch was 9,5 tons. 
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Years 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

Table 4. Bulgarian landings ofthe European flounder (in tons) 
during the period 1925 - 2002. 

Tons Years Tons Years Tons Years 

1,7 1945 + 1965 0,0 1985 

1,0 1946 + 1966 0,0 1986 

0,2 1947 + 1967 0,0 1987 

0,2 1948 0,9 1968 0,0 1988 

0,4 1949 ·o,o 1969 0,0 1989 

+ 1950 + 1970 0,0 1990 

+ 1951 0,1 1971 0,0 1991 

0,1 1952 + 1972 0,0 1992 

+ 1953 0,2 1973 0,0 1993 

0,1 1954 0,1 1974 0,0 1994 

0,1 1955 0,0 1975 0,0 1995 

+ 1956 0,2 1976 0,0 1996 

0,0 1957 0,0 1977 0,0 1997 

0,1 1958 + 1978 0,0 1998 

0,2 1959 + 1979 0,0 1999 

0,8 1960 0,0 1980 0,0 2000 

0,8 1961 0,0 1981 0,0 2001 

0,2 1962 0,0 1982 0,0 2002 

0,9 1963 0,0 1983 0,0 Mean 

+ 1964 0,0 1984 0,0 

Fam GOBllDDAE Bonaparte. Gobies. 

Tons 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

9,0 

0,22 

Twenty two goby fish occur off the Bulgarian coast, however, only few are of 
coınınercial inıportance (Table 5). The catches of gobies during 1925 - 2002 are 
presented in Table 6. The ınean catch is 81 tons. The largest catches have been made 
during 1955 - 1999, on the average of 459,8 tons. in 2000 - 2002 the catches were 
coınparative ly stable and have varied hardly froın 141 ,5 to 144,8 tons. 
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Table 5. Species composition oftlıe representatives of Fam. Gobiidae along the 
Bulgarian Black Sea coast (after PRODANOV et al., 1993). 

No Species name * ** *** 
1 Aphya ıninuta (Risso) - - + 
2 Bentophiloides brauneri (Beling et Iljin) + - -

3 
Chroınogobiııs qııadrivittatııs (Steindachner) = - - + 
Relictogobiııs kryzhanobski (Ptchelina) 

4 Gobiııs bııccichi (Steindaclıner) - - + 
5 Gobius cobitis (Pallas) - - + 
6 Gobius niger (Lineaneus) - - + 
7 Gobius ophiocefalus (Pallas) - - + 
8 Gobiııs paganelııs (Lineaneus) - - + 

Knipowitschia georghievi (Pinclıuk) = 
9 

K. longicaudata (Kessler) + - -

10 Mesogobius batrachocephalus (Pallas) + - -
11 Neogobius cephalarges (Pallas) + - -
12 Neogohius fluviatilis (Pallas) + - -

13 
Neogobius gyınnotrachelus (Kessler) = + - -
Mesogobius gyınnotrachelus (Kessler) 

14 Neogobius melanostoınus (Pallas) + - -
15 Neogohius platyrostris (Pallas) + - -
16 Neogobius ratan (Nordmann) + - -
17 Neogobius cephalargoides (Pinclıuk) + - -
18 Neogohius syrman (Nordmann) ' + - -

19 
Pomatoschistus caucasicus (Kawrajski) = 

+ - -
Knipovııitschia kawrajski (Berg) 

20 
Pomatoschistus marmoratus (Pallas) = - - + 
P microps (Kroyer) 

21 
Pomaıoschistus elongatus (Canestrini) = - - + 
P minııtus (Pallas) 

22 Proterorhinus marmoratııs (Pallas) + - -

* - Pontic relicts; ** - Borealo-Atlantic relicts; *** Mediterranean immigrants. 
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Table 6. Bulgarian landings ofBlack Sea gobies (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years tons Years Tons Years tons Years Tons 

1925 60,0 1945 70,2 1965 31 ,4 1985 80,7 

1926 68,7 1946 49,2 1966 23,8 1986 62,3 

1927 46,8 1947 61,4 1967 12,7 1987 23,1 

1928 65 ,8 1948 133,3 1968 12,9 1988 10,0 

1929 60,1 1949 139,1 1969 16,5 1989 23,0 

1930 39,4 1950 115,3 1970 18,3 1990 14,0 

1931 75,0 1951 96,3 1971 35,4 1991 24,0 

1932 63 ,0 1952 50,4 1972 32,9 1992 20,0 

1933 106,8 1953 33,4 1973 32,1 1993 10,0 

1934 135,7 1954 10,2 1974 24,4 1994 10,9 

1935 107,5 1955 4,5 1975 36,0 1995 580,0 

1936 118,3 1956 42,0 1976 36,5 1996 477,0 

1937 98 ,5 1957 31 ,5 1977 10,9 1997 423,9 

1938 90,0 1958 29,7 1978 7,4 1998 381, 1 

1939 115,3 1959 21 ,9 1979 6,7 1999 437,0 

1940 139,1 1960 94,4 1980 8,6 2000 144,8 

1941 141 ,3 1961 40,1 1981 8,9 200 1 142,0 

1942 124,3 1962 31,5 1982 4,0 2002 141 ,5 

1943 81,9 1963 30,6 1983 5,1 Mean 81 ,0 

1944 62,8 1964 27,5 1984 38,9 
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Fam. RAJIDAE Bonaparte. Rays (Skates) 
RAJA CLA VATA LINNAEUS. Thornback ray. 

The thornback ray has no commercial importance due to its low market demands (Table 7). 

Table 7 Bulgarian landings ofthornback ray (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons 

1925 0,0 1945 0,4 1965 0,0 1985 0,0 

1926 0,0 1946 0,6 1966 0,0 1986 O, 1 

1927 0,0 1947 0,6 1967 0,0 1987 0,0 

1928 0,0 1948 1,1 1968 0,0 1988 0,0 

1929 0,0 1949 1,8 1969 0,0 1989 0,0 

1930 0,0 1950 1,7 1970 0,0 1990 0,0 

1931 0,0 1951 2,6 1971 0,0 1991 0,0 

1932 0,0 1952 2,6 1972 0,0 1992 0,0 

1933 0,0 1953 5,0 1973 0,0 1993 0,0 

1934 1,7 1954 2,2 1974 0,0 1994 0,0 

1935 0,0 1955 13,3 1975 0,0 1995 0,0 

1936 0,8 1956 2,3 1976 0,0 1996 0,0 

1937 1 ,5 1957 20,2 1977 0,0 1997 0,0 

1938 1,6 1958 9,7 1978 0,0 1998 0,0 

1939 1,2 1959 8,6 1979 0,0 1999 0,0 

1940 3,5 1960 0,0 1980 0,0 2000 0,0 

1941 4,7 1961 0,0 1981 5,2 2001 0,0 

1942 0,7 1962 0,0 1982 0,1 2002 0,0 

1943 0,0 1963 0,0 1983 0,7 Mean 1,2 

1944 0,0 1964 0,0 1984 0,1 

· Fam. DASY ATIDAE (TRIGONIDAE). Stingrays. 
DASY ATIS PASTINACA (LINNAEUS) = TRIGON PASTINACA 

(LINNAEUS). Atlantic (common) stingray. 

The common stingray has no commercial importance due its low market demands. 
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Fam. SQUALIDAE Blanville. Dogfishes. 
SQUALUS ACANTHIAS LINNAEUS. Picked (=spiny) dogfish. 

The landings of spiny dogfish are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8. Bulgarian landings of Black Sea spiny dogfısh (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years Tons Years Tons Years tons Years Tons 
1925 0,0 1945 + 1965 0,0 1985 67,5 
1926 1,7 1946 O, 1 1966 0,0 1986 152,6 
1927 0,0 1947 0,1 1967 0,0 1987 90,3 
1928 1,1 1948 0,1 1968 0,0 1988 51 ,0 

1929 0,4 1949 0,8 1969 0,0 1989 27,7 

1930 0,2 1950 0,1 1970 0,0 1990 16,4 

1931 0,1 1951 0,1 1971 0,0 1991 21,0 

1932 0,0 1952 0,1 1972 0,0 1992 14,0 

1933 0,0 1953 0,5 1973 0,0 1993 12,0 

1934 3,5 1954 0,1 1974 0,0 1994 12,0 

1935 ') ,., 
- , .J 1955 5,0 1975 0,0 1995 80,0 

1936 0,4 1956 2,0 1976 0,0 1996 64,0 

1937 0,4 1957 2,4 1977 0,0 1997 40,0 

1938 + 1958 6,8 1978 0,0 1998 28,0 

1939 0,1 1959 1,9 1979 0,0 1999 25,0 

1940 0,0 1960 0,0 1980 0,0 2000 102,3 

1941 0,1 1961 0,0 1981 27,4 2001 126,0 

1942 0,0 1962 0,0 1982 16,1 2002 100,0 

1943 0,0 1963 0,0 1983 53,2 Mean 15,3 

1944 0,0 1964 0,0 1984 36,0 
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Fam. ACIPENCERIDAE. Sturgeons. 

Six species of Fam. Acipenceridae occur in the Black Sea. Five of them are 
anadroınous and one inhabiting only fresh waters (Danube River) - the sterlet 
sturgeon, Acipencer ruthenus (Linnaeus). üne species is considered almost extinct -
the bastard (spiny) sturgeon Acipencer nudiventris Lovetzky. Among the rest four 
species the beluga (great sturgeon), Huso huso (Linnaeus), and the Russian (Danube) 
sturgeon, Acipencer guldenstaedti Brandt, are of greatest importance for the Bulgarian 
fıshery . The fırst fısh is caught in the Danube and the Black Sea and the second only in 
the Danube. Out of the remaining two fısh - the comınon (Atlantic sea), Acipencer 
sturio Linnaeus, and the starry (stelate) sturgeon , Acipencer stellatus Pallas, - The 
second is ınainly caught. 

in Table 9 the catch of the sturgeons in Bulgaria (the Danube and the Black 
Sea) are presented. 

Table 9. Bulgarian landings of sturgeons (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons 

1925 0,3 1945 0,5 1965 73,2 1985 3,4 

1926 0,7 1946 0,6 1966 53,9 1986 21,6 

1927 0,8 1947 1,2 1967 29,9 1987 13,7 

1928 1,5 1948 0,6 1968 39,2 1988 1,0 

1929 0,7 1949 0,6 1969 45,1 1989 28,0 

1930 0,3 1950 1,0 1970 30,2 1"990 14,6 

1931 0,5 1951 0,8 1971 13,4 1991 8,0 

1932 0,6 1952 0,2 1972 17,3 1992 12,0 

1933 0,5 1953 0,6 1973 29,9 1993 10,0 

1934 1 ,5 1954 1,9 1974 23,0 1994 5,0 

1935 2,2 1955 5,9 1975 34,5 1995 30,0 

1936 1,1 1956 6,1 1976 41,5 1996 32,0 

1937 1,0 1957 14,6 1977 51 , 1 1997 49,0 

1938 0,9 1958 39,3 1978 97,0 1998 55,0 

1939 1,4 1959 21 ,2 1979 50,1 1999 . .... 

1940 2,Ö 1960 11,8 1980 37,3 2000 ..... 
1941 1,1 1961 5,9 1981 28,4 2001 ..... 

1942 3,2 1962 23,6 1982 26,9 2002 24,1 

1943 0,8 1963 61,7 1983 3,0 Mean 17,1 

1944 0,4 1964 67,3 1984 11,2 
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Fam. MUGILIDAE Cuvier. Mullets. 

Five riıugilid fısh , including the new fısh species the harder, it Mugil soiuy Basilewsky 
introduced in the Black Sea basin about 20 years ago, occur along the Bulgarian coast 
and the adjacent lakes. The largest catches are ınade for the flathead grey ınullet 
(Mugil cephalus, Linnaeus), followed by that of the leaping grey mu ilet, Liza saliens 
(Risso) and the golden (long-fınned) grey ınullet, Liza aurata (Risso). The Black Sea 
(thin lipped) ınullet, Liza ramada (Risso) falls incidentally in the catches as single 
speciınens . 

in Table 1 O and Figure 2, the landings of Mugilidae during the period 1925 - 2002 are 
presented. 

Table 1 O. Bulgarian landings of Mugilidae (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons 

1925 12,9 1945 16,7 1965 34,8 1985 1,5 
1926 27,1 1946 9,1 1966 37,2 1986 4,9 

1927 28 ,3 1947 15,4 1967 48,2 1987 9,3 

1928 27,3 1948 79,8 1968 27,8 1988 12,0 

1929 1,8 1949 26,1 1969 12,7 1989 3, l 
1930 14,5 1950 10,4 1970 18,3 1990 0,5 

1931 31 ,9 1951 52,1 1971 8,9 1991 7,0 

1932 32,3 1952 247,9 1972 18,7 1992 5,0 

1933 21,7 1953 81,2 1973 5,3 1993 6,0 

1934 il ,5 1954 42,6 1974 12, 1 1994 6,0 

1935 12,9 1955 59,6 1975 10,0 1995 24,0 

1936 76,8 1956 75,8 1976 14,7 1996 29,0 

1937 139,6 1957 11 ,1 1977 5,7 1997 30,0 

1938 93 ,2 1958 34,3 1978 7,8 1998 13 ,0 

1939 200,2 1959 57,6 1979 19,5 1999 )6,0 

1940 145,7 1960 18, l 1980 6,3 2000 15,4 

1941 83 ,8 1961 34,9 1981 10,l 2001 57,4 

1942 33,0 1962 31,5 1982 26,9 2002 96,3 

1943 9,7 1963 20,6 1983 5,6 Mean 174,3 

1944 48,3 1964 27,4 1984 26,1 
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Figure 2. Bulgarian catches of ınullets during 1925-2002. 

The percentage of M cephalus, L. saliens and L. aurata in the Bulgarian 
catches froın the sea and adjacent lakes are given in Tables 11 and 12. 

Table 11. Propoıtion (%) ofthe thret: ınugilid species in the catches froın the sea 
along the Bulgarian coast (ALEXANDROV A, 1973) 

Year M. cephalus L. saliens L. aurata 
1966 8,76 9,37 81 ,87 
1967 3,93 34,40 61,67 
1968 4,49 10, 15 85 ,36 
1969 6,09 9,07 84,84 
1970 7,63 44,03 48,34 

Average 6, 18 21,40 72,42 
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Table 12. Proportion ofthe three mugilid species in the Bulgarian catches from the 
shore lakes (ALEXANDROV A, 1973). 

Year M. cephalus l. sa/iens L. aurata 

1956/1957 67,57 32,43 0,00 

195711958 100,00 0,00 0,00 

1958/1959 100,00 0,00 0,00 

1959/1960 97,32 2,68 0,00 

1960/1961 100,00 0,00 0,00 

1961/1962 100,00 0,00 0,00 

1962/ 1963 83,33 16,67 0,00 

1963/1964 45, 11 54,89 0,00 

1964/ 1965 100,00 0,00 0,00 

1965/1966 96, 15 3,85 0,00 

1966/1967 97,94 2,06 0,00 

1967/1968 79,20 20,80 0,00 

1968/ 1969 100,00 0,00 0,00 

1969/1970 100,00 0,00 0,00 

Average 90,47 9,53 0,00 

it is evident that the flathhead grey mullet predominates in the shore lakes 
catches while the golden grey mullet occurs only in the sea catches. 
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Fam. MULLIDAE. Goatfishes. 
MULLUS BARBATUS PONTICUS ESSIPOV. Striped (red) mullet. 

The red ınul let is caught incidentally off the Bulgarian coast. ln soıne years there ha ve 
been catches ofthe order oftens oftons, while in others just a few speciınens. 

The red mu ilet landings in the periocl 1925 - 2002 are presented in Table 13. 

Table 13. Bulgarian landings of Mullus barbatus (in tons) during the period 1925-2002. 

Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons Years Tons 
1925 5,7 1945 28,5 1965 0,0 1985 O, 1 

1926 7,8 1946 5,9 1966 0,0 1986 0,0 

1927 10,8 1947 3,1 1967 0,0 1987 0,1 

1928 4,9 1948 24,2 1968 0,0 1988 0,0 

1929 0,2 1949 19,2 1969 0,0 1989 0,0 

1930 1,7 1950 37,0 1970 0,0 1990 0,0 

1931 9,2 1951 46,7 1971 0,0 1991 0,0 

1932 0,8 1952 19,1 1972 0,0 1992 0,0 

1933 4,6 1953 16,0 1973 0,0 1993 0,0 

1934 + 1954 0,0 1974 0,0 1994 0,0 

1935 7,3 1955 1 ,J 1975 0,0 1995 0,0 

1936 42,0 1956 0,0 1976 o.o 1996 0,0 

1937 16,2 1957 + 1977 0,0 1997 0,0 

1938 16,0 1958 0,3 1978 0,0 1998 0,0 

1939 50, 1 1959 8,2 1979 0,0 1999 0,0 

1940 34,4 1960 0,0 1980 0,0 2000 0,0 

1941 9,0 1961 0,0 1981 0,0 2001 0,0 

1942 0,4 1962 0,0 1982 0,0 2002 33,0 

1943 1 ,5 1963 0,0 1983 0,0 Mean 6,1 

1944 8,0 1964 0,0 1984 0,0 
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CONCLUSION 

it ınay be concluded froın tlıe overview of tlıe deınersal fıslı ınade lıerein that only a 
few of tlıeın are targets of intense coınınercial fıslıery - turbot, spiny dogfıslı, gobies, 
and to soıne extent fıslı of Fam. Mugilidae and sturgeons. Tlıe landings are 
coınparatively sınall as bottoın trawl lıauls and dragging are prolıibited by tlıe 

Bulgarian legislation (April, 2001 ). Besides, during tlıe spawning seasons oftlıe turbot 
and gobies, tlıeir fıslıing is closed. Ali tlıese fıslı are cauglıt by nets tlıe, tlıe spiny 
dogfıslı are also fıslıed by pelagic trawl lıauls carried out near tlıe bottoın as tlıe 

bycatclı in tlıe sprat fıslıery. Tlıe same ınanner is applied for tlıe wlıiting and this is the 
reason wlıy its catclıes are not statistically reported independently. 
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Head of Division of Marine Living Resources of Black - Azov Seas Basin 

If one has to conventionally divide the coınınercial fısh resources ofthe Black Sea into 
two ınajor groups, they are naınely resources of pelagic and deınersal coınınunities. 
The forıner group represented by highly abundant populations of fıshes such as 
European anchovy, Azov Sea sprat (tyulka), European sprat and Mediterranean horse 
ınackerel , is doıninating undoubtedly. However, the group of the bottoın coınmunity 
incorporates species being the ınost valuable in food and marketing respect, i.e. 
sturgeons, turbots, striped ınullet, ımıllets, ete. 

This paper provides the review of the status of the populations of ınost 
iınportant coınınercial species inhabiting ınainly bottom areas of the Black Sea along 
the Ukrainian coast, extracted as a result of YugNIRO fısheries research for recent 1 O 
years. Dynaınics of Ukrainian catches for demersal fıshes (Figure !) were 
distinguished by the initial sluınp froın 1.5-1.9 thousand tons (1992 - 1993) down to 
0.4 thousand tons ( 1995 - 1996) and the subsequent increase up to 1. 1 thousand tons 
(2000 - 2001 ). Variations in aınount and structure ofthe annual catches roughly reflect 
the processes, taking place in the Ukrainian econoıny during its transition from the 
planned model toward the market one. For the fırst two years of the period under 
review, non-valuable silversides (44-64%) had the greatest share in catches and the 
percentage of species with traditional high comınercial demand in Ukraine (sturgeons, 
mullets, gobies, and striped mullet) made up only 7-8%. in 2000-2001 silversides 
percentage reduced down to 19-54%, and that of the most valuable fısh species 
increased up to 32-61 %. Yet the statistics of catches alone cannot always fairly 
describe the status of the fısh populations. The distribution, stock assessments and 
ıneasures being taken irr Ukraine in order to regulate fısheries in respect of whiting, 
turbot, mullets, striped mu ilet, picked dogfısh , thornback ray and common stingray. 

Whiting. in the Ukrainian Black Sea, it is one ofthe most abundant species among the 
deınersal fıshes. The adult whiting is cold-living, preferring teınperatures not higher 
than 9- 10° C. it occurs ali along the shelf, dense commercial concentrations are formed 
by 2-3 year old fı shes most often in depth 60-120 m. Such concentrations off the 
Ukrainian coast are not formed every year, appearing with the periods of 5-6 years. in 
the period under review, along the coasts of the Crimea the densest concentrations of 
whiting were observed in 1992, 1996 and 2002. it does not undertake long migration, 
and spawns mainly in the cold season within the whole habitat area. 

Since 1976 the area coverage technique incorporating the data of bottom trawl surveys 
has been applied. Since 1 982, in the years between surveys, the abundance and biomass of 
fı shes have been calculated by the mathematical modeling. The mathematical modeling 
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has integrated several teclıniques, developed in YugNIRO. Tlıese are Ricker's 
ınodifıed model for tlıe isolated wlıiting population and ınulti-species model for tlıe 
populations of wlıiting and picked dogfıslı (SHLYAKHOV, 1983 ; SHLYAKHOV, 
1997). Tll"e stock assessments for wlıiting are given in Table 1. 
in Ukrainian waters, whiting and sprat fısheries witlı midwater trawls are permitted 
approximately in 60% ofthe shelf zone. For the whole year four grounds are closed for 
fısheries, the most spacious of them being located north to the !ine connecting 
Tarkhankut Cape and Belgorod-Dnestrovsky Liman (estuary). As sprat trawl fısheries 
are more profıtable for economic reasons, fıshermen try to conduct fısheries on the 
grounds with its densest concentrations, occurring usually in depth 30-60 m. On such 
relatively shallow grounds, fıne-sized whiting less tlıan 2 years old occurs. Sprat 
catches witlı bycatch of small wlıiting are almost not graded to size and they are 
recorded in statistics as sprat. Grading is made in case of increased bycatch (more than 
10-20%), graded whiting are either landed under its name during discharging, or 
ınerely discarded (altlıough it is prohibited by the Regulations of Fisheries). In the 
latter case tlıey do not sink due to tlıe intlated belly and almost totally tlıey become the 
bait for tlıe fıslı-eating birds. 

Table 1. Stock (tlıousand tons) of Black Sea wlıiting in zone ofYugNIRO registration 
in 1992 - 2002. 

Years Trawl surveys Ricker's modified model 
Waters of Ukraine, the Waters of Waters of Ukraine, the Waters of 
Russian Federation and Ukraine Russian Federation and Ukraine 

Georgia Georgia 
1992 108 75 98 65 
1993 - - 90 60 
1994 - - 70 47 
1995 - - 64 43 
1996 - - 77 51 
1997 - - 72 48 
1998 - 34 68 45 
1999 - - - 33 
2000 - - - 33 
2001 - - - 40 
2002 - - - 68 

Every year YugNIRO undertakes tlıe expert estimates of wlıiting actually lıarvested 
witlı trawl as a bycatclı. Tlıese estimates are based on tlıe monitoring data extracted in 
tlıe process of sprat fıslıeries on board fıshing vessels. in 2002 the factual by-catclı of 
wlıiting witlı midwater trawls made up 4% on average, and in terms of weight it was 
tlıe largest in tlıe period of 1992 - 2002 (Table 2). Like in the previous years, tlıe catch 
statistics included only its sınall part. 
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Table 2. Black Sea whiting catches in 1992 - 2002. 

Year Sprat catch according to Mean by-catch Whiting catch, (thousand tons) 
the offıcial statistics* ofwhiting, Offıcial statistics Expert estimate 

( thousand tons) (%) 
1992 11 ,5 8,0 - 0,9 
1993 9,5 5,0 0,0 0,5 
1994 12,6 3,0 0,1 0,4 
1995 15,2 4,0 0,0 0,6 
1996 20,7 5,0 0,0 1,1 
1997 20,2 5,0 0,0 1,0 
1998 30,3 3,0 0,1 1,0 
1999 29,2 2,0 0,0 0,65 
2000 32,6 3,0 0,0 0,95 
2001 49,0 2,0 0,0 1,0 
2002 45 ,5 4,0 0,0 1,8 

* - provisional data 

"Regulations ofthe Coımnercial Fisheries in the Black Sea Basin" currently in force 
in Ukraine Iıave determined tlıe following requirements: minimum commercial size 
of whiting - 12 cm (SL); the allowable by-catch of its juveniles - not ınore than 
20% of total biomass of catch during non-target trawl fısheries and not ınore than 
30% by counting during the target fısheries with trawls (with mesh size not less 
than 12 ının). The annual regulation of whiting fısheries includes deterınination of 
the limits for whiting ' s harvesting on the basis of its stock value and TAC. it should 
be noted that, even taking into account the by-catch in sprat fısheries, total yield of 
whiting in the Ukrainian waters does not exceed 30% of T AC. Therefore whiting 
resources are the reserve for the fısheries in our country. 

Turbot. it occurs ali over the shelf of Ukraine. Like whiting, it does not undertake 
distant transboundary ınigrations. Loca! migrations (spawning, feeding and 
wintering) have a general direction from the open sea towards the coast or froın the 
coasts towards offshore. 

it spawns in spring, since late March till ınid and late June at the water 
teınperature 8- l 2°C. The peak of the spawning falls on the late April - May in 
depths down froın 20-40 to 60 m. The grounds of the most abundant reproduction 
are rather coınpact, in the northwestern Black Sea. They are located in the area of 
Tarkhankut Peninsula, and in the northeastern Black Sea - in front of the Kerch 
Strait and in the Feodosia Strait. in some years the turbot forıns major spawning 
concentrations along the northwestern coasts of Tarkhankut Peninsula and in 
Karkinitsky Bay, but more often - along the southern coasts of Tarkhankut 
Peninsula and sometimes in Kalaınitsky Bay. in the northwestern Black Sea more 
than 60% of brood stock inhabiting the Ukrainian waters spawn. After the spawning 
turbot ınove downwards to the depth 50-90 ın and till the early autuınn it leads a 
low-activity life , feeding poorly. 
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in autuınn, the turbot reaches the coasts again, where it feeds intensively. 
For wintering it ınigrates to the depths more than 60 m. During the wintering 
period i'n the northwestern Black Sea it distributes on the grounds from Uret 
Cape to Tarkhankut Cape within the depth range of 70-90 m. in the northeastern 
Black Sea the ınajor grounds of the wintering concentrations are located in the 
water§ of the Russian Federation. 

Target trawl fısheries for the Black Sea turbot in the waters of Ukraine are 
prohibited. Net target fısheries for the turbot are permitted since 1 February till 
31 October. Net fıshing is more effıcient during spawning on spawning grounds 
(usually since late April till ınid May) as well as in the periods of loca! spawning 
and post-spawning migrations (March-April, June-early July), and wintering 
migrations (October - November) . During ınigrations, net are ınostly set in depth 
froın 40 down to 60 m on the ınigration routes ofturbot. 

To assess the turbot stock we have applied a wide set oftechniques (trawl 
surveys, tagging, YPA , ete.), but for the !ast 10 years the area coverage 
technique based on the trawl surveys <lata and mathematical modeling based on 
Baranov ' s ınodifıed equation (SHLY AKHOV, 1997 ; KOKOZ et al., 1995) are 
ınostly used for the sake of practical reasons. Results of the turbot stock 
assessınents are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Fisheries stock (thousand tons) ofthe Black Sea turbot in YugNIRO survey 
zone in 1992 -2002. 

Years Trawl surveys Baranov's modifıed model 
Waters of Ukraine and the Waters of Waters ofUkraine and the Waters of 

Russian Federation Ukraine Russian Federation Ukraine 
1992 12,2 10,4 14,6 8,7 
1993 - 8,2 12,5 7,9 
1994 - 8,2 13,0 8,2 
1995 - - - 10,2 
1996 - - - 13,7 
1997 - - - 13,5 
1998 - 8,4 - 13,3 
1999 - - - 12,6 
2000 - - - 9,0 
2001 - 9,9 1 - 10,5 
2002 - 10,0 - 8,9 

Like for ınany demersal fısh species, atjustifying ofthe effıcient measures as 
for turbot fısheries regulation the serious problem is the considerable exceeding of 
the recorded statistics by factual yields . We produce expert estimates of turbot 
actual by-catch during sprat trawl fısheries on a regular basis. However, unlike the 
above-mentioned estimates of whiting by-catch, these estimates cannot be equal to 
factual yields of turbot in the Ukrainian waters, as this fısh does not perish after the 
returning to the sea. it is even more coınplicated to produce unbiased estimates of 
turbot yields at the poaching fısheries conducted by both Ukrainian and Turkish 
fısherınen. With these reservations our estimates of the non-registered annual yield 
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of turbot in the Ukrainian waters were in the range 0.2 - 0.8 thousand tons in 1992 
- 2002. 

Without detailed and more· reliable estimates of the non-recorded catches (for 
instance under RRA techniques) we have to understate the value of the annually 
deteımined limit in order to avoid over fıshing. For the last fıve years by our 
recommendations limit for turbot fıshing has been set as 1 O - 20% ofTAC. 

The Regulations of Fisheries determine the following standards regulating 
the fısheries of the Black Sea turbot: 

- minimum commercial fıshing size - 35 cm (SL); 
- allowable by-catch of its juveniles - during the non-target fısheries not 

more than 2% of total catch weight, during the target fısheries with nets (with mesh 
size 180 mm) not more 5% in numbers; 

- during target long-lining of picked dogfısh and Rajiformes by-catch of 
turbots is allowed, at the aınount of not ınore than 20% of its juveniles in numbers; 

- turbot by-catch is allowed in trawl catches of sprat not more than 4 
individuals of commercial fıshing Jength per one ton of catch; 

- in tlıe period of abundant spawning of turbot in the coastal 12-mile zone a 
temporal prohibition for 15 - 30 days is impleınented for harvesting of fısh with 
trawls, net and long-lines (such prohibition ınay be imposed gradually). 

in addition to the above-mentioned items, the annual regulation of turbot 
fısheries includes determination of limits for harvesting (proceeding from its stock 
and T AC) as well as a restriction in a number of nets. For the last two years number 
ofnets (not ınore 100 111 long each) is restricted to 8 - 8.5 thousands ofnets. 

in conclusion we should note that ıneasures taken by Ukraine in order to protect the 
Black Sea turbot are not strict enough. They were able to stabilize the turbot stock only at 
the level of 1 O thousand tons, while before over-fıshing in the mid 1970s its stock was 1.5-
2 times higher. 

Mullets. in the waters of Ukraine they are represented by six species, three of which are 
tlathead gray ınullet, golden gray ınullet and accliınatized so-iuy mullet being of the 
greatest coınınercial value. Mullets are distributed ali over the coastal waters and in the 
estuaries adjacent to the sea. Their migration routes run along the whole coast side and via 
the Kerch Strait (to the Sea of Azov and back). Wintering migrations of mullets are the 
ınost intensive in November. Wintering of wann-loving aboriginal mullets takes place in 
the narrow coastal band in depth Jess than 25 m in the restricted area near the southem 
coast of Criınea and in bays in the vicinity of Sevastopol. The wintering grounds of so-iuy 
mullet are studied not well enough. it is known, that so-iuy ınullet spend winter in the 
vicinity of the Crimean coast, in the Dneprovsky estuaıy and in other estuaries connected 
to the sea (Domızlav, Berezansky, ete.). Often it spends winter under the ice. 

Spring migrations of ımıllets to the feeding grounds are the most intensive in 
early May till mid May. Golden gray mullet before the fırst maturation feeds mainly 
in the Karkinitsky Bay and in the Sea of Azov. Ali the repeatedly maturating 
individuals proceed for feeding only to the Karkinitsky Bay. Spawning migrations 
from feeding grounds to the Black Sea take place in late August - September. 

To assess the stocks of the aboriginal mullets, visual air surveys were used 
occasionally till the early 1970s, froın 1981 till 1990 Pope's cohort analysis was used 
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(SHLY AKHOV, 1997). Then the period of deep depression for mullets set in and their 
fısheries were prohibited. Only in the !ate 1990s populations of mullets became restored, 
however, their renewed fısheries are not intensive. This factor makes impossible to apply, 
as earlier, ınethods based on the analysis ofthe fishing and biological statistics. 

Nowadays fıshing of mullets in the Black Sea is carried out with passive 
fıshing gears (with traps of different design). Non-recorded harvesting of mullets in 
the waters of Ukraine is likely to be large, yet nobody estimates it, even at the 
expert level. 

To regulate the fishing of mullets in the Black Sea, the following standards 
were established: 

- minimum commercial fıshing size of aboriginal mullets - 20 cm, for Pacifıc 
mullet- 38 cm (SL); 

- allowable by-catch of juvenile mullets in target fısheries is not more than 
20% in numbers; 

- in the period of abundant spawning of aboriginal mullets the temporal 
prohibition for their fıshing is imposed since 20 August till 1 O September ali over 
the area. 

Besides the above-mentioned items, the Regulations of Fisheries establish 
fıshing periods, mesh size in the fıshing gears ofvarious types; limits for harvesting 
are established every year. 

Striped mullet. Striped mullet is distributed ali over the Ukrainian Black Sea. it 
prefers waters with the temperature higher 8° C and salinity more than 17 %0. 
Striped mullet is most abundant in the vicinity of the Crimean coasts, where it is 
customary to distinguish two forıns - settled and migrating ones. The latter has 
higher rate of growth. Migrating form has the greater commercial value, moving to 
the Kerch Strait and the Sea of Azov for feeding and spawning in spring, and 
coming back to the coasts ofthe Crimea for wintering. Target fıshing ofthe striped 
mullet is permitted only with beach seines and scrapers; however, the greater part of 
its catches fal Is on non-target fıshing with bottom traps. The major share of striped 
mullet is harvestecl in autumn in Balaklava, near Sebastopol. The amqunt of the 
non-registered catcl1 of stripecl mu ilet is not defıned. 

The regulations of fısheries establish the minimum commercial fıshing size 
for striped ımıllet as 8.5 cm (SL); the allowable by-catch of juveniles (in non-target 
fıshing) - not more than 8% of the total weight of haul, in target fıshing - not more 
than 20% in numbers; the mesh size in beach seines and in scrapers - 1 O mm. The 
annual determination of limits for striped mullet harvesting is made without TAC, 
but taking into account the monitoring of the whole status of the population (size 
and age composition of catches, proportion between the rest and recruitment, ete.). 

Picked dogfısh . it inhabits the whole Black Sea shelf at the water temperatures 6 -
15° C. it undertakes regular migrations in the waters of Ukraine. in autumn feeding 
migrations are aimed at the grounds of the formation of the wintering 
concentrations of anchovy and horse mackerel in the vicinity ofthe Crimean coasts. 
With their disintegration picked dogfısh disperses ali over the shelf. Reproductive 
migrations of viviparous picked dogfish take place towards the coastal shallow 
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water with two peaks of intensity - in spring and autumn. The autumn migration for 
reproduction covers more individuals usually. The major grounds for reproduction 
ofpicked dogfısh in the Ukrainian waters are located in Karkinitsky Bay, in front of 
the Kerch Strait and in Feodosia Bay. 

Most of picked dogfısh is harvested in spring and autumn months by target 
fıshing with nets ofthe mesh size l 00 mm and with long-lines and during sprat trawl 
fısheries as by-catch. The target fıshing is permitted on the grounds southwards 
the line connecting Tarkhankut Cape and Belgorod-Dnestrovsky Liman. 

To assess the picked dogfısh stock, the area coverage technique incorporating 
the <lata of trawl surveys, as well as dynamic model of an isolated population, being a 
combination of Baran ov' s analytical model and the reproduction model 
(SHLYAKHOV, 1997; KIRNOSOVA and SHLYAKHOV, 1988) were applied. The 
results of the picked dogfısh stock assessments are given in Table 4. Picked dogfısh 
in the waters of Ukraine tend to be reduced slowly, although its population is 
harvested slightly. This is connected with progressive deterioration of reproductive 
ability of the females, which we have observed since the early l 990s. If in l 970-80s 
the mean number of yolk ovocytes for one female made up 22, and embryos - 14, 
so by the late l 990s these fıgures made up, respectively, 19.5 and 12.4. As a 
result, the abundance of recruits reduces year by year. 

Table 4. Commercial stock of picked dogfısh in the Black Sea and along the coast 
ofthe former USSR and in the water of Ukraine in 1992 - 2002 (thousand tons). 

Years Waters of Ukraine, the Russian Waters ofUkraine 
Federation and Georgia 

Trawl survey Modeling Trawl survey Modeling 
1992 62,9 60,3 56,9 -
1993 - 57,1 30,2 -
1994 - 52,9 36,0 42,l 
1995 - - - 37,6 
1996 - - - 32,1 
1997 - - - 31,0 
1998 - - 32,0 30,8 
1999 - - - 28,0 
2000 - - - 24,3 
2001 - - - 22,3 
2002 - - - 21,0 

Monitoring of non-reported catches of picked dogfısh in the waters of 
Ukraine in 1992 - 2003 was not carried out, but, according to the data 
available, their major amount fell on by-catch in sprat trawl fıshing . in the ]ate 
1980s Y ugNIRO undertook expert estimates concerning picked dogfısh by
catch in trawls for separate years. Thus, in 1998 its value in the waters of 
Ukraine was estimated as 0.8 thousand tons, while the offıcial landing of 
picked dogfıslı in by-catch made up about 0.2 thousand tons, and total annual 
catch - 1.7 thousand tons. lntensity of trawl fıshing of sprat in the waters of 
Ukraine in the fırst decade of the 21 sı century and in the ]ate l 980s was related 
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as 1/ 1 .5, and the stocks of picked dogfısh as 1/2. Proceeding from this, the rough 
assessment of the modern level of picked dogfısh by-catch in trawls in our waters is 
equal to product 0.8*1 / l.5*1 /2 = 0.27 thousand tons. Officially reported picked dogfısh 
catch in 2001 (0.13 thousand tons) was lıalf as much as this assessment. As in tlıe case of 
turbot, a paı1 ofthe picked dogfısh as by-catch in trawls is released to tlıe sea, not losing 
viability at this time. 

To regulate picked dogfısh fıshing in the Black Sea tlıe following nonns were 
established: 

- minimum coınmercial fıshing size - 85 cm (SL); 
- allowable by-catch of its juveniles in target fıslıeries not more tlıan 15% in 

nuınbers . 

The annual regulation of picked dogfıslı fıshing includes determination of tlıe 
liınits for picked dogfıslı harvesting on the basis of its stock value and T AC. 

Thornback ray and common stingray. Over the shelf of Ukraine two representatives of 
Rajiformes family - thornback ray and stingray occur. Thornback ray does not 
undertake distant migrations. lts loca( migrations are spring approaclıes to the coast in 
depth 10 - 40 m and autuınn escapes to tlıe open sea in depth more tlıan 40 ın. in 
sumıner, in the period of reproduction, and in the early autumn thornback ray is 
forıning coınmercial concentrations ınainly in the coastal waters of Criınea. in the rest 
periods ofa ye ar it distributes by segregations o ver a large area of the slıelf zone. 

Stingray is a warm-loving fıslı, therefore distant wintering ınigrations are typical 
in autumn, in the waters of Ukraine - towards the soutlıern coast of Crimea. With water 
warıning in spring, comınon stingray coınes back to the coastal shallow water for 
reproduction and feeding. it belongs to viviparous fıslı; fıngerlings are born at 
temperature more than 15°C. it distributes with maximuın density in Kalamitsky and 
Karkinitsky Bays in depth of 5 - 30 ın. 

Grounds and fıshing gears for target fıshing of Rajiformes are tlıe saıne as for 
picked dogfısh . By-catch of Rajiformes in trawls is inconsiderable and usually it 
releases to sea coınpletely as these fıshes are of little deınand at the doınestic market. 
Till the early 1990s totally the whole yield of Raj!formes were processed into the 
ıninced meat for feeding of poultry and other doınestic aniınals. After 1992 
sales of minced flesh as feeds for aniınals slumped and fıslıerınen tost tlıeir 
interest for harvesting of Raj!formes . For recent years in Ukraine tlıere has been 
observed people's demand for Rajiformes as huınan food. in this connection 
their fıshing becoınes to revive. 

Till 1993 , when the intensity of Rajiformes fıslıeries was high in the 
waters of Ukraine and catches of thornback ray varied witlıin tlıe range 0.3 -
0.6 thousand tons, the stock of this species was assessed by VPA ınetlıod 

applying the software ANACO produced by FAO (SHLYAKHOV, 1997 ; 
SHL Y AKHOV and LUSHNIKOV A, 1995). For tlıe subsequent years tlıe intensity 
of the coastal fısheries became so low that application of this ınethod was 
incorrect. For soıne years the stock of thornback ray was assessed by tlıe trawl 
surveys data, however, due to the under-recording of fıshes in sınall deptlıs 

these assessments were underestimated (Table 5) . Tlıe stock of common 
stingray in the waters of Ukraine is not assessed. 
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Regulations of Fisheries do not envisage the commercial fıshing length 
and allowable by-catch for Rajiformes juveniles. Annual regulation of fısheries 
includes determination of limits for the harvesting. 

Table 5. Commercial stock (thousand tons) ofthornback ray in the 
Ukrainian Black Sea in 1992 - 1998. 

Years Stock 
VPA Trawl survey 

1992 2,6 1, 1 
1993 - -
1994 - 0,9 
1995 - -
1996 - -
1997 - -
1998 - 1,0 
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Among the other commercial fıshes of Ukraine, it is the sturgeons that arouse the 
greatest anxiety for deterioration of their populations. Three species of sturgeons: osetr 
(Acipenser gııeldenstaedtii), starry sturgeon (Acipenser stellatus) and beluga (Huso 
huso) are most common species in the ınarine area of Ukraine. The other species -
sturgeon (Acipenser stıırio) and fringebarbel sturgeon (Acipenser nudiventris) are so 
rare, that no captures have been recorded in Ukraine for recent 30 years. Natura! 
spawning of sturgeons from the northwestern Black Sea takes place in the Danube and 
Dnieper Rivers. Artifıcial rearing of sturgeons and releasing their fıngerling into the 
wild is carried out at the Dnieper Sturgeons ' Rearing Plant. Starting froın 1985 this 
farın has released into the sea about 2-2.5 ınillion juveniles of sturgeons (generally, 
osetr) per year. in 2001 a total of2.37 ınillion ofosetr juveniles ofaverage weight 3.8 g 
and 0.14 million juveniles of starry sturgeon of average weight 3.6 g were released into 
the ınouth zone ofthe Dnieper River and into the Dneprovsky Liman (estuary). 

The main foraging and wintering grounds of the Danube and Dnieper 
populations of the osetr and starry sturgeons as well as juveniles of beluga are located 
along the coasts of Ukraine. Abundance of sturgeons in 1981-2002 was estimated 
based on the results of bottoın trawl surveys ( 1981 , 1984, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1993 , 
1994, 1998, and 2002) and by nıathenıatical modelling. Methodology of abundance 
estimates was described earlier in more details (SHLY AKHOV and AKSELEV, 1993 ; 
SHLYAKHOV, 1994). in the period under review the sturgeons' abundance was 
characterized by stable growth till 1993, and then by a sharp decline (Figure 1). The 
increase of total abundance of sturgeons was recorded generally due to growth of osetr 
biomass, which was related with highly effıcient fıslı protection measures and 
restocking the wild population by juveniles from the Dnieper Sturgeons' Rearing Plant. 
in 1966- 1974 the abundance of sturgeons was assessed as 0.2 nıillions of individuals 
(AMBROZ and KIRILLUK, 1979), in I 992-93 it increased up to 4 ınillions of 
individuals. However, in the following year, 1994, sturgeons abundance decreased to 2 
millions of individuals, and in I 998 reduced to 1 millions of individuals. The only 
species of sturgeons which abundance not decreased during recent 1 O years is beluga. 
lts population nunıber was steady low: since the early 1990s Ukraine took extremely 
strict ıneasures concerning the protection ofthis species. Beluga ofthe Black Sea was 
entered into the Red Book of Ukraine. 

We assume that the main cause of sturgeons stocks decreasing in the 
northwestern Black Sea since the mid 1990s is a sharp increase ofthe poaching. The 
sanıe trend was recorded in the Azov Sea. According to expert estimates published 
by FAO (PRODANOV et al., 1997) the average poaching ofsturgeons in the northwestern 
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Black Sea (not to take into account poaching in the waters ofRomania) was equal to 
25 tin 1970-1979 and 27 tin 1980-1989, i.e. at the same level. In 1990 poaching 
increased twice as much compared with the previous period and was estimated as 
55 t; in 1991 it reached 78 t, and in 1992 - 281t.In1997 - 1998 the annual catch of 
sturgeons by Romania, Ukraine, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia in the lower Danube only 
was 300-400 t according to estimates made by (NAVODARU et al, 1999) while the 
official total catch of sturgeons by these countries in the Danube for the mentioned 
years did not exceed 45 t. Such excessive catch resulted in overfıshing and 
consequently in decrease of sturgeon populations abundance. 
According to YugNIRO accounting surveys, till 1993 a trend was observed towards 
increase not only in the total abundance of sturgeons, but also in the total number of 

. sturgeons reached commercial size. Between accounting surveys of 1992 and 1993, 
the increase of abundance of sturgeons' juveniles almost stopped, the number of 
adults began to decrease. In the consequent years number of both juveniles and 
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adults (of cornrnercial size) was decreasing sharply. it was related with the fact that 
the signifıcant darnages to tlıe populations of osetr and starry sturgeons at sea and in 
tlıe spawning rivers has been caused by non-selective poaclıing both witlı trawls and 
with relatively srnall-rneslıed gill nets. Sturgeons of 50-70 cm (TL) long becoıne 
coınınon illegal coınınodity at Ukrainian fısh markets. 

Protective measures taken by Ukraine since the early 1990 ( entry of beluga 
into tlıe Red Book, prohibition to take as bycatch onboard, and prohibition for 
sturgeons fısheries in tlıe Black Sea, ete.), unfortunately, turned to be effıcient to 
soıne extent for conservation of the beluga only. The current situation with the 
Black Sea populations of sturgeons require, in our opinion, international 
coordination of efforts of the Black Sea countries in regulation of their fısheries, 
prevention of illegal fıshing and trade, as well as increasing of restocking of wild 
population, in the Danube area, in particular. 
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in the present period , the most common commercial deınersal fısh in the Azov 
Sea are gobied species (Gobiidae), sander (Stizastedian luciaperca) , haarder 
(Mugil saiııy) and Azov turbot (Psetta maeatica tarasa). 

Frequently in the Azov Sea it is possible to fınd sturgeon species 
(Acipenseridae) - Russian sturgeon (Acipenser gııeldenstaedtii) and starred 
sturgeon (Acipenser stellatııs). However, recently the species have lost 
coınmercial iınportance and have got the special protection status (as objects of 
tlıe national Red Books of Ukraine and Russian Federation, and also as CITES 
objects). Let's stop more in detail on the listed species. 

Sturgeons long since are tlıe most valuable fıslı ofthe Azov ~ea basin. in 
the fırst 90 years of the XX century, annual catch of sturgeons in the Azov Sea 
bas in exceeded 1000 tons (the largest part of the catch was ınade over two 
species - Russian sturgeon and starred sturgeon). 

The size of their populations at present, by our estimation, is for Russian 
sturgeon - 1 820 000 speciınens, and for starred sturgeon - 340 000 specimens . 
These numbers and also the nuınber of other demersal Azov fısh are 
deterınined by our specialized sea trawl expeditions. 

Such expeditions have been ınade in tlıe Azov Sea for several decades -
earlier by lnstitute AZNllRKH (Rostov-on-Don, Russia), which in USSR was 
engaged in study of biological resources of the Azov Sea. Since 1992 these 
works were carried out in coınmon with Ukrainian (YUGNIRO, Kerch; 
AZYUGNIRO, Berdyansk) and Russian (AZNIIRKH) scientifıc organizations . 

Unfortunately, with the dissolution of USSR, there has been an increasC' 
of poaching in the Azov Sea. Although the states ore steadfast attention to this 
probleııı, the stocks ofsturgeoııs were alıeady heavily exploited (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Dynamics of the number of Russian sturgeon and starred sturgeon in the 
Azov Sea bas in (froın the results of the research expeditions in the Azov Sea per 
1992-2002 years) . 

Years Russian sturgeon Starred sturgeon TOTAL 
1992 12,525,000 3,572,000 16,097,000 
1993 7,476,000 1,759,000 9,235,000 
1994 The data are not present The <lata are not present The data are not present 

1995 4,963,000 1,358,000 6,321,000 
1996 4,831,000 1,262,000 6,093 ,000 
1997 3,480,000 938,000 4,418,000 
1998 3,425,000 839,000 4,264,000 
1999 3,410,000 1 ,049,000 4,459,000 
2000 1 ,520,000 166,000 1,686,000 
2001 1, 123 ,000 252,000 1 ,375 ,000 
2002 1 ,820,000 340,000 2, 160,000 

Since 2000, the coınınercial catching of sturgeons in the the Azov Sea basin 
is not conducted. Ukraine and Russia in coınmon have decided to continue such ban 
until the coınmercial recovery of these species. As an exception, the catching 
aınounts of the Russian sturgeon and starred sturgeon are necessary for the 
realization of works on artifıcial fıngerlings-reproduction at specialized fısh
breeding enterprises and also for the realization of scientifıc researches to be 
stipulated. 

The doubtless leader in artifıcial restocking of sturgeons in the Azov Sea 
basin is Russia. it is necessary to note that in terrain of Russia, there are very large 
rivers of the Azov Sea basin -the Don and Kuban. Before creation of water 
reservoirs, these rivers were the main spawning areas for the sturgeons in the Azov 
Sea. After the construction of nuınerous daıns on the Don and Kuban, the systeın of 
fısh-breeding enterprises for artifıcial reproduction of sturgeon fıngerlings was 
built. 

in Ukraine the artifıcial reproduction of the Azov sturgeons is realized only 
at small sturgeon-breeding stations which were built by soıne fıshing enterprises. 
The largest quantity of sturgeon fıngerlings was produced by Ukraine in 1996, 
when almost 3 ınillions fıngerlings of Russian sturgeon were released to the Azov 
Sea. 

However, in the !ast few years restocking volume of the Azov sturgeons by 
Ukraine was no nıore than 1 ,5 ınillions. in 2002, Ukraine produced 1 ,3 millions of 
the Azov sturgeon fıngerlings (average ınass - 3, 1 g). 

The measures, undertaken by Russia and Ukraine, on conservation and 
artifıcial reproduction of the Azov sturgeons, ınost likely, will give A positive 
result. Taking into account ali factors, however, restocking the populations of 
Russian sturgeon and starred sturgeon in the Azov Sea even up to a !eve! of the 
beginning of the !ast century is expected to take at least 10 years. 

Great sturgeon (Huso huso) is a seldom found species, which is noted in the 
Red Book of Ukraine. The natııral reproduction of great sturgeon in the Azov Sea 
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basin is not marked for many years. ünce, in some years, were produced artifıcially 
great sturgeon fıngerlings by sturgeon-breeding enterprises of Russian Federation . 

Bastard sturgeon (Acipenser nudiventris). in the last decades, there was no 
record of bastard sturgeon in the Azov Sea basin. Most likely, this species 
completely disappeared from the Azov Sea. Bastard sturgeon is in the Red Book of 
Ukraine. 

Sterlet (Acipenser ruthenus). it is another species in the Red Book of 
Ukraine. Sterlet is seldom found in the Azov Sea. 

Azov turbot is not numerous in the Azov Sea. Until recently, it was marked 
that, despite of small number, the state ofa population of this species in the Azov 
Sea was rather stable. However, in the last years we notice a decrease in the number 
of Azov turbot population: in 1999 its number was about 2,9 million specimens, by 
2002 it was reduced to 1,6 million specimens. 

The main reason of such a decrease in the number of Azov tlırbot population 
is the reduction of the salinity in the Azov Sea. it is necessary to note that high 
salinity is impoıiant for normal development ofthe pelagic caviar ofthis species. 

The family of Gobies in the Azov Sea is represented by 20 species. 
However in commercial catches there are generally, 4 - 5 species: round goby 
(Gobius melanostomııs) , syrman goby (G. syrman), monkey goby (G. fluviatilis) , 
toad goby (Mesogobiııs batrachocephalus) and grass goby (Zosterisessor 
ophiocephalııs). Round goby dominates, therefore, playing a leading role in the 
formation of ichthyomass of Azov gobies. 

The state of the populations of Azov gobies has been depressing in the last 
two decades and they practically were not targets for commercial fısheries (though 
50-60 years before the annual catch of Azov gobies reached 40-80 thousand tons). 
Only since 1999, when the conditions of life of these species were improved 
(reproduction-conditions, feeding-conditions), the number of gobies began to grow, 
and they again became the object of commercial catching. The growth ofthese fısh 
was improved and their average sizes had also increased. 

Now in commercial catches it is usual to fınd specimens of 15-17 cm. in 
length and sornetimes can be found specimens whose body length comes near to 
the maximal length known for this sp'ecies (25 cm.). The cornmercial catch of Azov 
gobies, recently, makes about 35 thousand tons. 

Sander in the !ast few years, when the salinity of the Azov Sea has rather 
decreased, sander dwelt practically in ali areas of the Azov Sea. The conditions for 
pasturing of sander are very good, because last years because the number of gobies 
has increased in the sea, which are favorite food of sander. Therefore, the growth of 
fısh was improved. Average weight of sander in commercial catches is 1,7 kg, and 
prevailing age groups are fısh in the age of 4-5 years (about 40 %). 

The basic lirniting factor for the further increase of sander number in the 
'Azov Sea basin is the suitable spawning areas for this species (freshwater areas). 

in 2002, ichthyomass ofa commercial sander population in the Azov Sea 
makes 23 ,5 thousand tons . 

Haarder. About 20 years ago in the Azov Sea this fısh species was 
acclimatized from the Japanese Sea. 
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The high ecological plasticit) of this species, in a combination with the 
congenial factors of environment. caused successful result ofthe acclimatization. ln 
conditions of the Azov Sea wcrc realized high production of this species. in 
comparison with the initial natural habitat, the rate of growth and sizes of fıslı have 
increased and the level of the contcııts of fat in muscles has grown. 

The reduction of older fısh is a characteristic for the age structure of a 
lıaarder population in tlıe last few years, which explained by the influence of 
intensive commercial catching. 

The effectiveness of natura! reproduction of this fıslı directly is connected to 
presence of places and conditions for breeding (areas of the Azov Sea basin with 
optimum salinity; water rotatioıı between reservoirs ofthe basin, where spawning of 
the species takes places) . Therefore in perennial dynamics ofrecruitment ofhaarder 
population are observed signi fıcant fluctuations. The recent commercial stock of 
this species in the Azov Sea is estimated asabout 18 thousand tons. 
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l ntensive processes of nature transforınation, reduction of biological and landscape 
diversity, exhaustion of natura! resources characterize the present-day period of 
human society ' s development. Ali these processes are becoıning apparent in the 
Azov and Black Seas. Therefore, ali efforts that are realized in the fraınework ofthe 
Bucharest Convention, the Black Sea Environment Recovery Project, TACIS, other 
initiatives should be greeted and supported. 

Here we would like to discuss the problem of real state of diversity and 
stocks of deınersal complex of the Azov and Black Sea fıslı, to define our comrnon 
estimations of the present situation and the steps for improving the state of the 
Black Sea ecosystem and conservation of biodiversity. 

The Azov Sea (including Taganrog Bay) and the Black Sea in its 
northeastern paıi wash the southern shores of Russia. These water bodies are 
characterized by different paraıneters of their regiınes that bring great variability in 
their biota. 

The Azov Sea is a shallow (depth is less than 15 m), brackish (average 
salinity nowadays is 10.5-11.5%0), small (area is 38.6 th. kın2 , voluıne is 320 kın3 ) 
water body. in winter its surface is frozen partially or full and in summer the 
temperature of water is 25-30°C, with not defınite water fiows, containing dissolved 
gases, with high turbidity. The sea is highly eutrophic and not so long ago the 
biggest quantity of coınmercial fıslı (85 kg) among seas of the world was caught 
from each hectare of its area. Taganrog Bay is a noıiheastern part of the Azov Sea 
detached froın the sea proper by two sand peninsula. lts depths are 4-8 ın , salinity is 
from 0.5 (near delta ofthe River Don) to 6-9%0 (in the bay ınouth). 

Bottoın sediınents ofthe Azov Sea are silts, sands and cockle-shells. Only for 
a short distance there is a rocky shore near Crimea. High productivity of the water 
body and its small depth make a basis for the development of intensive and 
multiformitive biota both in deınersal and in pelagic coınınunities. 

The northeastern part of the Black Sea (region under Russian jurisdiction) is 
principally different from the Azov Sea. The salinity is higher (16-17%o) here. it is a 
small and narrow shelf with great ( up to 2.2 kın) depth near the shore, and 100- 150 
m level of water with normal life here. These and other loca! peculiarities of the 
Black Sea make for common ınore intensive developınent of biota in pelagic systern 
in coınparison with deınersal coınınunity. Let us to look though these features of 
biota organization in detail. 
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lchtlıyofauna of the Azov Sea includes 108 species and subspecies of 
fısh tlıat belong to 37 faınilies and 70 genera. lclıthyofauna of the Azov Sea 
proper (without the Taganrog Bay) is represented by 99 species froın 36 
faınilies , 68 genera; 73 species froın 21 faınilies and 48 genera exist in tlıe 
Taganrog Bay. Botlı in deınersal and pelagic coınınunities of the Azov Sea 
there are fısh with coınınon, rare, vulnerable, uncertain status and, 
unfortunately , disappeared species (Table 1 ). Species coınposition in the fıslı 

coınınunities in tlıe Azov Sea proper and in the Taganrog Bay are almost equal 
(for example, denıersal fısh are 66.6 and 68.5% respectively). There are three 
facts here that require attention to: 1) Most of tlıe fısh with uncertain status, to 
this category, as some investigators pointed, are those rarely met, or we have 
only remarks on catching of tlıese fıslı without any description or other ınaterial 
for their classifıcation; 2) great transforınations of tlıe Ichthyofauna, 
including the fact that some species disappeared or lost their importance as 
commercial species. Aınong denıersal fıslı in the Azov Sea proper 17 species 
lost tlıeir comınercial importance and tlıe main reasons are drastic changes in 
the conditions of reproductive sites in tlıe rivers for anadroınous fısh and on the 
sea bottoın , for sea fısh with bottom eggs; 3) Pelagic fısh comınunity have not 
been under such great anthropogenic stress in coınparison with deınersal 

comınunity. But this changing is more essential in quantity. For exaınple, data 
froın Tables 2 and 3 show tlıat during the !ast decades coınınercial catches of 
pelagic fıslı decreased and the main reason for tlıese events is tlıe intrusion of 
ctenoplıore Mnemiopsis leidyi. 

Earlier it was pointed that demersal community hasa greater aınount of 
fısh species, but its productivity is not so great as that of the pelagic 
community and tlıe catches of demersal fısh amounted to 5-40% of total 
catclıes made in the sea (Table 4). 

During tlıe !ast 3 years, we continue to monitor the aggravation of the 
situation in the Azov Sea, the state of its fıslı stocks continues to be unstable, 
fıslı catclıes decrease, especial ly of deınersal fısh from anadromous coınplex. 
The main reason of decreased stocks during the !ast decade is illegal fıshing. 
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Table 1. Coınposition of ichthyofauna in the Azov and Black (Russian part) Seas. 

Commnity, Unit of Status, number The Azov Taganrog The Black 
complex of measure of species Sea proper Bay Sea 

fish 
Deınersal % coınınon 45 ,5 40,0 38,2 

Rare +vulnerable 40,9 50,0 42 ,2 
disappeared 4,5 4,0 0,8 

uncertain 7,6 6,0 18,8 
n Total species, 66 50 123 

include : 
commercial 10 7 9 

loss their 17 2 -
commercial 
importance 

Pelagic % comınon 39,4 26,1 42 ,5 
Rare +vulnerable 48,5 52,2 37,5 

disappeared - 4,3 -
uncertain 12, 1 17,4 20,0 

n Total spec ies , 33 23 40 
include: 

comınercial 4 1 5 
loss their 4 - 3 

comınercial 

importance 
Total n 99 73 163 

species, 
include : 
demersal % 66,6 68,5 75 ,5 
pelagic 33,4 31 ,5 24,5 
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Table 2. Cornrnercial fısh catches in the Azov Sea basin (tons). 

Subjects of Years 
catches 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Anadromous fish 
Sturgeons* 1302 1384 1355 679 624 1012 1021 1006 
include: 
russian 827 903 895 399 495 677 759 756 
sturgeon* 
starred 459 479 457 278 126 334 262 246 
sturgeon* 
great 16 17 3 2 3 1 - 4 
sturgeon* 
Herring 66 106 133 273 351 81 88 147 
Virnba* 3 5 8 5 13 9 12 7 
Total 1371 1495 1496 957 988 1102 1131 1160 
Semi- anadromous fish 
Perch-pike* 1556 2403 2604 1215 2151 1446 1266 975 
Breaın* 3133 2616 2629 2872 1740 1715 1663 1554 
Roach* 2194 1581 1606 1389 666 182 101 129 
Carp* 582 572 417 427 308 270 257 92 
Sabrefısh 325 680 475 485 446 307 447 154 
European 36 33 14 14 21 10 14 1 
wells* 
Pike 113 171 115 185 260 161 69 37 
Others 3615 3636 2755 2948 1526 1213 2227 1146 
Total 11554 11692 10615 9535 7118 5304 6044 4098 
Sea fish 
Azov 14237 58739 5968 9755 176 36 46 9517 
anchovy 
Azov kilka 124779 89632 84575 36771 38102 1370 27055 3018 
Gobies* 547 727 303 1046 542 208 432 106 
Flatfısh* 1402 1841 499 370 585 530 403 365 
Haarder* - - - - - - - 52 
Others 6317 7261 6395 4900 3041 977 596 260 
Total 147282 158200 97740 52842 42446 3121 28532 13318 
Total fısh 160207 171387 109851 63334 50552 9527 35697 18576 
Others 
Crustaceans 93 66 25 3 - 33 36 14 
Molluscs - - 16 - - - - 19 
Total 93 66 41 3 - 33 36 33 
Total in sum 160300 171453 109892 63337 50552 9560 35733 18609 

Sea weed 5879 7134 6511 7175 6039 5352 4733 1161 
(zostera) 

* - deınersal fısh 
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Table 2 conti nued. 

Subjects of Years 
catches 

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Anadromous fish 
Stu rgeons, * 1202 1224 790 586 62 1 398 217 71 
i ıı cl ude: 

russ i aıı 893 874 476 410 391 263 142 49 
sturgeon* 
starred 307 348 312 175 230 134 74 22 
sturgeon* 
great sturgeon * 2 2 2 1 0.3 1 - -
Herring 63 13 1 4 2 0.1 0.1 0.2 
Vim ba* 6 6 12 - - - - -
Total 1271 1243 803 590 623 398 217 71 
Semi- anadromous fish 
Perch-p ike* 699 1092 1367 2833 2828 3009 2380 2955 
Bream* 1387 1025 887 350 658 5" " .).) 401 337 
Roach* 140 476 244 81 107 15 30 75 
Carp* 65 143 22 - 3 9 - -
Sabrefı sh 124 103 83 47 113 101 201 275 
European we ll s* 2 5 1 - - - - -
Pike 27 24 23 - - 2 - -
Oth ers 11 57 1208 1738 81 50 59 130 350 
Total 3601 4076 4365 3392 3759 3728 3142 3992 
Sea fish 
Azov anchovy 3123 17950 15049 4659 3333 727 396 5506 
Azov kil ka 28 1 4500 6969 1445 1520 3464 10789 12007 
Gobies* 249 305 130 23 16 259 557 748 
F l atfı sh * 273 263 126 174 130 67 67 71 
Haarder* 74 365 98 1 1214 3282 4929 7475 781 5 
Others 84 67 45 64 38 532 83 94 
Total 4084 23450 23300 7549 829 1 9965 19367 26241 
Tota l fısh 8956 28769 28468 11531 12673 14091 22725 30304 
Others 
Crustaceans 8 1 1 l.3 - 0.3 - -
Mollusks - 2 - - 37 - - -

Total 8 3 - 1.3 37 0.3 - -
Total in sum 8964 28772 28469 11532 12710 14091 22725 30304 

Sea weed 424 264 242 369 331 310 157 6 
(zostera) 

* - demersal fısh 
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Table 3. Commercial catc lı of tlıe main fıs lı spec ies in t lıe Azov Sea (t lı. t/year) . 

Spec ies 1930-195 1 Peri od of t lı e transformation of nature freslı water flow 
Period of 1952- 197 1 1972- 1977 1978-1 988 1989-2000 

natu re regime Years oftlı e Years of Years oftlıe Years of tlı e 
of freslı forming of inc reasing of new containing 

water flow tlı e new tlı e salinity of dissolvat ion dissolvation 
regime oftlı e tlıe sea of tlı e sea and 

sea water intrusion of 
Mnemiopsis 

leidyi 
Anadromo 75 ,0 24,2 10,6 10,0 6,0 
us fıslı , 

include: 
lı err i ng 3.5 1,2 0,5 0,3 <0,1 
sturgeons* 3,0 0,8 1,0 1,1 0,7 
perc lı - 30,7 8,8 2,8 1,4 2, 1 
pike* 
bream* 23 ,5 4, 1 2,1 1,8 <0, 1 
roac lı * 6.1 4,9 2,2 1,2 <0,1 
carp* 2.0 0,4 0,3 0,4 <0,01 
sabrefıslı 3.3 1,8 0,3 0,4 0,2 
european 0,9 <0,1 <0,01 .. . .. . 
we ll s* 
otlı ers 5,2 2, 1 1 ,3 3,4 1,5 
Sea fıs lı , 133,8 160,6 141,3 137,5 17,3 
inc lude: 
az ov 5 1 ,5 5 1,6 74,6 47,7 5,0 
anc lıovy 

azov kilka 63,2 6 1,3 58,7 80,6 9,2 
gobies* 15, 1 45 ,8 4,6 0,6 O, 1 
lı aarder* - - - - 2,4 
tu rbot* 0,4 0,4 0,5 1,3 0,2 
o tlıers 3.6 1,5 2,8 7,3 0,4 
Tota l 208,6 184,8 151 ,8 147 ,5 23 ,3 

* - demersal fısh 

Table 4. Catches of demersal and pelagic fıs lı complexes in the Azov Sea. 

Complex 1930- 1951 1952- l 971 1972-1977 1978-1988 1989-2000 
Deınersal tlı. t 81 ,7 65,3 13 ,5 7,8 5,7 

% 39,2 35 ,3 8,9 5,3 24,5 
Pe lagic th. t 126,9 119,4 138,3 139,7 17,6 

% 60,8 64,7 9 1,1 94,7 75 ,5 
Total tlı. t 208,6 184,8 151,8 147 ,5 23,3 
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Table 5. Coınmercial catches offısh in the Black Sea by Russian fıshery organizations (tons). 

Subjects of Years 
catches 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Anadromous fish 
Herring 3 5 2 - 8 - 4 -
Salmo, trout - - 5 - - 37 6 -
Total 3 5 7 - 8 37 10 -
Sea fish 
Azov anchovy 8360 5316 13354 16043 74 7 - -
Black Sea 18910 28782 5491 45392 16086 11335 35 5173 
anchovy 
Sprat 4079 8693 10910 13122 23058 11519 2675 3221 
Whiting* 1580 662 2121 736 7 235 - -
Mu ilet* 82 379 258 129 324 131 210 37 
Mugil,* 63 122 39 45 12 4 2 -
include: haarder - - - - - - - -
Flatfısh* 27 - - - - - - 1 
Scads l 1147 429 91 91 30 4 2 -
Sharks* 348 287 200 204 15 

}455 }462 } 147 
Stingrays* 423 214 - 161 183 - - 54 
Others 428 559 150 191 2 36 - 7 
Total 45447 45443 32869 76110 39980 23733 3071 8508 
Others 
Crustaceans - - - - - - - -
Molluscs 8 22 60 36 4 40 29 197 
Dolphins - 1 1 - - - - -
Total 8 23 62 36 4 40 29 197 
Total in sunı 45458 45471 32938 76146 39992 23810 3110 8705 

* - demersal fısh 
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Table 5 continued . 

Subjects of Years 
catches 

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Anadromous fish 
Herring - 2 - 6 1 - - -
Salmo trout - - - - - - - -
Total - 2 - 6 1 - - -
Sea fish 
Azov anchovy 949 2390 4184 16676 1812 2266 2226 3386 
Black Sea 40 - 11 4 11 - 0.3 -
anchovy 
Sprat 694 893 1384 1324 706 1243 4341 5543 
Whiting* 14 125 77 11 - 118 123 341 
Mu ilet* - 21 87 67 - 118 86 126 
Mugil,* 54 307 65 1 - - 35 22 
include: haarder 53 70 43 382 480 401 - 63 
Flatfısh* 2 5 10 17 11 14 15 4 
Scads - - - - - 2 2 2 
Sharks* 5 15 13 15 4 8 12 

}25 
Stingrays* 12 28 26 21 17 26 13 
Others - 1 1 2 71 50 8 2 
Total 1770 3785 5858 3520 3116 4233 7170.3 9514 
Others 
Crustaceans - 1 - - 2 - - 1 
Mollusks 29 2 54 3 - 46 47 182 
Dolphins - - - - - - - -
Total 29 3 54 3 2 46 47 183 
Total in sum 1799 3789 9561 3523 3118 4279 7217.3 9697 

"' - demersal fıslı 

in spite of the large quantity of fısh that form up deınersal coınınunity in the 
northeastern paı1 of the Black Sea, the abundance of commercial species is not so 
great there as in the Azov Sea (see Table 1 ), their commercial catches are also 
smaller (Table 5). We can explain it by the fact of predominance of small, not 
abundant fıslı species, which cannot make accumulations large enough for fıshing 
efforts. Nevertheless, in the Black Sea as well as in the Azov Sea, the fısh species 
(though not nuınerous) from pelagic coınınunities are ınore productive and have 
greater comınercial iınportance than deınersal fısh. 

Nowadays we can take into account only soıne species that have coınmercial 
importance in the Azov and Black Seas. We try to give short characteristics ofthese 
species. 
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The Azov Sea. At present only the following fısh species are of any comınercial 
iınpoıiance here: Mugilidae, pike-perch, roach, flounders and gobies. The other 
species, including sturgeons, breaın, viınba and ali the rest, have tost their 
coınınercial iınportance or their annual catches are so little that they cannot "make 
weather" in fıshing statistics. 

The coınınercial stocks of the Azov Sea pike perch Stizasıedian luciaperca 
Linnaeus, 1758 aınount to 1 1 .7 mln. speciınens. Despite the three fold decrease in 
the aınount of ınature pike perch (generations of 1966- 1995) the productive broods 
of 1997- 1998, which are now being caught, compensate the loss of the biomass. 
The proınising generations of 1999-2000 are expected to sustain the pike perch 
catches at the level of 4 th. t. 

The abundance of the Azov Sea roach Rutilııs rutilııs heckeli Nordmann, 
1840 has been fıxed lately on 25 ınln . speciınens, which allows one to catch 
annually 500 t of this species and in future to increase its catches up to 800 t. 

Mullet (Mııgil so-iııy Basilewsky, 1855) fishery in the nearest future will be 
based on productive broods of 1996, 1997 and 2000. lts stocks are expected to be 
steady and kept at the level of25-30 th. t. Such amounts promise catches up to 5 th .t 
per year. 

The goby stocks are restoring now. Thus, the available bioınass of such a 
representative of Gobiidae faın il y as the round goby Gabius melanastamus Pallas, 
1814 approaclıes the value of 30 th.t, which allows one to catch 6 th. t of this 
species per year. 

The stock of the Azov Sea flounder Psetta maeatica tarasa Rathke, 1837 is 
preserved ata stable, tlıough not very high level - 1 th. t. 

Coın ınercial stocks of such anadroınous fısh species as Viınba viınba 

carinata Pallas, 1 814, the great sturgeon Hıısa husa Linnaeus, 1758, the stel !ate 
sturgeon Acipenser sıellatus Pallas, 1771 and the Russian sturgeon Acipenser 
gueldenstaedti Brandt, 1833 are extreınely low. The abundance of the ste llate 
sturgeon (without fıngerlings) is evaluated to be 356 th. speciınens, that of the 
Russian sturgeon aınounts to 1877 th. speciınens, while great sturgeon is occurred 
only in single speciınens . Great sturgeon is a particularly protected species and is 
placed into the Red Books of Russia and Ukraine. Since the year of 2000 the 
catches ofviınba, stellate sturgeon and sturgecin are limited, they can be caught only 
for reproduction and research purposes. 

Due to the fact that after 1994 the conditions for the natura! reproduction of 
breaın were unfavorable in the Don, the abundance of ınature fısh in its population 
decreased to 250 th. specimens that caused to limit sharply its fıshery. To preserve 
the Don seıni -ıni gratory bream as a coınınercial species, it is necessary to create 
proper conditions for its natura! spawning in the river Don and to intensify its 
artificial reproduction. 

Preservation of stable stocks and catches of the Azov coınmercial fısh 

spec ies representing deınersal coınmunity is possible in the present-day period only 
if the fıslıery rules are kept strictly and scientifıc recoınmendations are fulfılled on 
how to catch and what amounts can be used. it is also necessary to intensify 
industrial reproduction. Special attention should be given to keep the schedule of 
water discharges from the Tsymlyansk Reservoir, with taking into account the 
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fishery interests. Tlıen the breeders of ıııi gratory and seıni-ınigratory species will be 
able to use the ıııost productive spawning grounds ofthe Azov Sea basin, which are 
found in the flood zones ofthe lower Don. 

The Black Sea. We present the brief data on the biology of dogfısh , stingrays, 
whiting, flounders, mugilidae and ınullets and the assessınent of their stocks. Ali 
these fıslı have secondary comınercial iınportance because their annual catches are 
not big. 

The dogfish Sqııalııs acanthias Linnaeus, 1758 is a sınai! shark (it is up to 2 
m long, weight is up to 18 kg), inhabits the whole water coluınn but prefers lower 
\ayers. Predator. Its main food iterns are anchovy, kilka and other sınai! fısh, 

especially those which forın accuınulations. lts annual catch have decreased during 
!ast decades (see Table 5), but they do not reflect the state of the stock. T he 
scientifıc trawl surveys undertaken every year show that the bioınass of the dogfıslı 
in tlıe north-eastern part of tlıe Black Sea is near 20 tlı.t and the total admissible 
catch (T AC) can be estiınated as 700 tons. 

Ra ys. There are two species (the thornback ray/bucler skate Raja clavata 
Linnaeus, 1758 ancl the stingray Da~yatis pactinaka Linnaeus, 1758) in the Russian 
part of the Black Sea. They occupy different ecological niches. Their stocks are 
about 800 t,. Rays are usually caught together with dogfısh and flounders. TAC for 
ray can not be ıııore tlıan 100 t. 

The Black Sea whiting Merlangııs merlangııseııxinus Nordınann, 181 O. 
Nowadays the stocks oftlıis species, as well as those ofthe otlıer Gadidae, such as 
the three-spinecl stickleback Gaidropsarııs mediterraneııs Linnaeus, 1758, are used 
poorly. Our trawl surveys show that stocks of these species are great enough and 
they are estiınatecl about 7.6-8 tlı. t including coınınercial stocks which aınount to 
4.3 th. t. Tlıe annual TAC for whiting averages 2 th . t. 

The B\ack Sea turbot Pseıta maxinıa maeotica Pallas, 1811 ). During a long 
periocl (froın the ıııiddle of the 1970s to the ıııiclclle of the 1990s) coınınercial 
catclıing of tlıis species was forbidden. As a result of such an interdiction tlıe state 
of the population , its bioınass and stocks have becoıne ınuch better than earlier. The 
TAC for the northeastern part of tlıe Black Sea was assessed to be 200 t per year 
(the Russian ancl the Ukrainian quotas were equal). The next periocl of observation 
shows that the state of turbot stock is not stable, however, changes are not great. 
Presently AzN 11 R KH proposes s oıııe protection ıneasures for the conservation of 
the turbot population. The turbot TAC in Russia does not exceed 100 t, while its 
stocks are estirnated about 1000-1700 t. Annually tlıey caught not more than 100 t 
of turbot including 8-35 t from specia\ comınercial catches and 50-80 t caught 
together with anclıovy, Black Sea kilka and dogfıslı. 

The Azov-Black Sea ınugils. There are fıve species seen in coınınercial 

catches in the northeastern part ofthe Black Sea. But only three species (such as the 
haarder Mııgil so-iııy Basilewsky, 1855, the striped/grey ınullet Mugil cephalııs 
Linnaeus. 1758 and the go lden ınull et Li:::a aıırara Risso, 181 O) are abundant 
eııough for rnaking coınınercial catches. Up to present we lıave not had suffıcient 
clata for assess ing their stocks. Only in 2002 we could calculate TAC for ınugils as 
150 t/year in the Russian part oftlıe Black Sea and in the Kerch Strait. 
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Tlıe Black Sea ınullet Mııllet barbatus ponticııs Essipov, 1927. During the 
!ast fıve years the stocks of the mu ilet have becoıne greater, whiclı is the result of 
reduction of Jvlnemiopsis leidyi population. The present-day abundance ofthe ınullet 
has increased to 60 ınln. speciınens, their bioınass is 1200 t, stock aınounts to 960 t 
and TAC is 200 t. 

As a result of studies conducted by AzNIIRKH on the biology and state of 
the Azov-Black Sea deınersal fish species, the following can be specified: 

1. There are great differences between the state of deınersal fish populations 
in the Azov and Black Seas. 

2. Deıncrsal fislı populations in tlıe Azov Sea lıave been exploited very 
intensively, tlıus overfished. 

3. Demersal fish populations in tlıe Black Sea are in ınuclı better state than in 
tlıe Azov Sea, but tlıey are sınaller coınpared witlı tlıe earlier tiınes. 

4. Commercial catches of the deınersal fıslı in tlıe Black Sea do not retlect 
the state ofthese populations and sınai! annual catches are tlıe result of deficiency in 
fislıing efforts . 

5. Nowadays we cannot make sustainable fishing of deınersal fislı in the 
Azov and Black Seas without implementation of effective protected ıneasures. 
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STATE OF THE GEORGIAN BLACK SEA DEMERSAL 
ICHTHYORESOURCES AND STRATEGY FOR THEIR 

REHABILITATION AND MANAGEMENT 

A. KOMAKHIDZE, R. DIASAMIDZE, A.GUCHMANIDZE 
Georgian Marine Ecology and Fisheries Research Institute 

Black Sea Regional Activity Center for Biodiversity Conservation. 
51 Rustaveli str. B.O. Box 58, 384500 Batuıni, Georgia 

ABSTRACT 

The Black Sea coastal zone stretches 315km froın Sarpi up to the River Psou. Its 
northem part froın Psou to Sokhumi and southem part froın Kobuleti to Sarpi are 
ınountainous; the coastline is rocky in soıne places, but the central part is lowland, which 
is a wetland to a great extent. The coastline of Georgia is not sharply parted: here are 
only the low capes (Bichvinta, Gudauta, Sokhumi , Kodori, Anaklia, Poti and Batumi) 
created by the river discharges. About 150 rivers flow into the Black Sea; their annual 
discharge is 50km3

, which is 16 % froın the annual continental inflow of the Black Sea. 
The watershed of the river occupies the territory of 32,650km2 or the entire westem 
Georgia, the length of the ınajority of the rivers is less than 25km, and only 6 of theın 
have a length ınore than 1 OOkm. These rivers are: Rioni, Enguri, Khobi, Kodori, Bzipi 
and Supsa, The Black Sea coastline is characterized by a narrow shelf zone. The width 
of shelf zone here is ınainly 2-4 ıniles and only in Ochaınchire and Gudauta areas it 
widens up to 10-15 ıniles. 
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Tlıe water oftlıe coastal zone is coınparatively warın, tlıe sea doesn't freeze 
here. The average water teınperature near the coast is 17-20°C, ınaxiınal - 30°C 
(August), minimal - 9"C (Sokhuıni) and 11°C (Batuıni) (February). The salinity on 
tlıe surface offshore varies froın 17,8 (in spring) to 18,3 %o (in winter). The rivers of 
Georgia s i gnifıcantly freshen the surface oftlıe sea at tlıe coast, especially in spring 
and in the first half of suınıner, although, this freshening does not extend to 2-4 
ıniles away froın the coast. Only during great floods, the freslıening takes place ona 
larger territories, and tlıe salinity drops fora wlıile to 8- 12%o. 

Of 167 fish species and subspecies captured in tlıe coastal zone of Georgia, 
over 100 are iclentifıed. This zone is peculiar with the favourable conditions for 
breeding of both ınarine and anadroınous fıslı. 

Squalidae 

Sqııalus l!Cllnthios Linnae- Found in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia, in 10-
90ın depth in sına il groups length about 120- 140cın . it is a bottoın-pelagic species. 
lts favourable teınperature is 6- l 8°C. Feınales acquire reproductive abilities at tlıe 
age of 17, and nıales at the age of 13- 14.It is a viviparous species. The copulation 
period is spring. Tlıe peri od of pregnancy is 18-22 ınonths . it lays eggs in October
Noveınber and Deceınber in 10-35ın depth, ınostly 20-30cın long, 10-32 fıslı. it 
feeds on fısh and bottoın inveı1ebrates. 

Rajidae 

Raja calvaıa Linne- Found in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia in sınai! 
quantities, generally in Poti-Ochaınchire district and Guclauta region, in silt and 
stony gro und, in 10-90111 depth. Length up to 90cın . it is a bottoın fish. Avoids 
the teınperature higher than 18- 19°C. it is egg laying. After copulating in 
March-April on the bottoın of 10-40ın depth, it lays eggs in installınents several 
tens of eggs. Tlıe cggs are in a black flat sack, the angles of which ha ve 4 whip
like spro uts. Tlıe length of tlıe sack with sprouts is 1O-1 Sem. The developınent 
of the laid eggs takes 5 ınonths . Tlıe length of the appeared fish is about 12-
13cın, its wiclth 8 cm. it feeds on fish and bottoın invertebrates. it is captured in 
sınai! aıno unts. 

Dasyatidae 

Dosya/is pllstinllca (Linne)- Found in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia in 
ıned i um q uantities, in si lty ancl sandy ground, in l 0-80ın clepth. Length l O O cm. 
it enters Paloestoıni . it is a bottoın fish. it avoids tlıe teınperature lower than 
1 1- 12°C. it is ovoviviparous. in suınıner, in the depth of l 0-30111 depth , about 
4-12 fısh of 30-33cın hatcl1. in Deceınber, to the loca! stock, the newcoıners 
froın the north-eastern part of the Black Sea are added, wlıiclı return back in 
Marclı. it feeds on fıslı ancl bottoın invertebrates. Here it is caught in ınediuın 
aınounts. 
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Congridae 

Conger conger (Linne)- Found in the Black Sea coast of Georgia, it is quite 
rare in Batu mi area, on a stony-sandy ground. Length 1 OOc111. it does not 
reproduce here. it feeds on fıslı and decapods . it is a bottoın-pelagic fıslı. 

Gadidae 

Merlangius merlangus eııximıs (Nordınann) - it is abundant in the Black Sea coast 
of Georgia, on a s ilty ground in 10-85111 depth, in a 5- l 6°C temperature. Length 
25-30cm, rarely 35cın. it enters Paleostomi. A bottoın -pelagic fıslı. it starts 
spawning froın 2-3 years. it spawns in poıtions , al111ost during the whole year, 
ınainly in Deceınber-March. The productivity is froın 100000 to 600000 eggs. it is 
fed by generally by fıslı and soınetiıııes by bottoın crustaceans and wor111s. It is 
captured in great quantities. 
Guigropsarııs mediterraneus (Linne)- is met on the Black Sea coastal zone of 
Georgia in sıııall quantities, generally from Sarpi to Kobuleti and from Sokhu111i to 
Psou . it prefers areas with gross of algae and stony areas covered by algae, in about 
50ııı depth , lts length is 30-35cm. it is a bottoın-pelagic fıslı, the optimal 
teıııperature is 6- l 6°C. it spawns in poıtions in Nove111ber-March . it lays about 
450 000 pelagic eggs. it feeds on sınai! fıslı and bottom invertebrates. it is captured 
in small quantities. 

Merlucciidae 

Jvferlııccius merlzıcciııs (Linne)- Found in the Black Sea coast ofGeorgia, it is quite 
rare in Batuıııi area in June -November, generally on a silty ground in a depth of 
30-80ın. Length abo ut 40cm. A botto111-pelagic fıslı. it does not reproduce here, it 
generally feeds on s ınai! fıslı. 

Ophidiidae 

Ophidion rochei Muller- Found a l! over the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia in 
sınai! quantities, on a sandy ground. Length 25-30cın. A bottoın-pelagic fısh. in 
May-October it is in 20 ııı depth . During the cold season ofthe year, it is in 40-60111 
depth. lts spawning period is June-Septe111ber. it lays about 900 000 ofpelagic eggs. 
it feeds on botto111 invertebrates and sınai! fıslı. it is caught in a very sınai! 

aıııounts. 

Lophiidae 

Lophizıs piscuı oriıı.ı· Linne - Two cases of its capture are recorded on the Black Sea 
coast of Georgia. in 1956 near Ochaınchire on 30ın depth, with the length of 67cın 
and in 1956 near Ajara coast, between Gonio and Chorokhi river ınouth , with the 
length 76cın . lf s a bottoın fısh. in the recent years it has not been recorded. 
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Scorpaenidae 

Bottonı fıslı. it is recorded in the stony-bouldery areas covered by algae and 
epifauna, on a sandy and shelly ground in the depth of 30-40111 . The spawning 
abilities are revealed fronı 2-3 years. They spawn in portions in April- Septeınber. 

Up to 200 000 of pelagic eggs are laid. They are fed by sınall fısh and decapods. 
Scorpaenu purcııs Linne- Found in sınall quantities along the Georgian Black Sea 
coastline. Length 25cm, rarely 30cın. Soınetiınes it enters the ınoutlıs of the rivers. 
it is captured in sınai! amounts. 
Scorpaena nututu (Slasteneko) - lts length is up to 20cın, and it is a rare species. 

Triglidae 

Bottoın fısh, Found generally on sandy and silty ground in 60ın depth. Spawning 
ability is observecl froın 3-4 years, they spawn in poı1ions in May-Septeınber. 

They lay 100 000-300 000 pelagic eggs. They feed on bottoın invertebrates 
ancl fish. They are found in a rather sınai! quantities on the Black Sea coast of 
Georgia, especially in Poti-Ochaınchire and Guclauta areas. 
Trigla lııcerna Linne- Length up to 70cın. This is the most frequently caught 
ıneınber ofthis faınily here. 
Eııtrigla gıırnardzıs (Linne)- Length up to 50cın. As coınpared to the above species 
it is recorclecl in less quantities. 
Aspitriglu cııc zılu.ı· (Bloch)-There are several recorcls of its catch in Batuıni area. 
Lengtlı up to 50cın. 

Serranidae 

Serranııs seri bu (Linne)- Founcl in a ratlıer sınai! quantities on the Black Sea coastal 
zone of Georgia, especially in Sarpi-Kobuleti ancl Sokhunıi-Psou. it prefers stony 
areas overgrown with algae. Length 25cın, rarely 30cın. Jt's a bottoın-pelagic fısh , 

herınaphroclite , spawns in portions in June-Septeınber, lays about 120 000 pelagic 
eggs. it feecls on small fish and decapocls. it lives alone. 

Sparidae 

Bottonı-pelagic fıslı, found in areas covered by algae on stony-bouldery and rocky 
areas, on a stony and sandy ground . Generally it forıns sınall groups. During the 
cold season of the year they go deeper, far fronı tlıe coast. They spawn in portions, 
in June-Septeıııber. Eggs are pelagic. Gonads include ınasculine and feıninine 

sexual eleınents. But ınasculine sexual elenıents develop and function fırst, and 
tlıen teminine ones (protandry) or vice versa (protogony), or they clıange sex. 
Diplodııs anmıluris (Linne) - Found in ratlıer sınall quantities in the Black Sea 
coastal zone of Georgia. it rarely enters tlıe river nıouths . Length up to 25cnı. it 
feeds on fıxed algae, overgrowths, bottoın invertebrates, snıall fıslı . it is captured 
in sınai! quantities. 
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Diplodus stırgus (Linne)- Rarely found froın Sarpi to Kobulti . Lengtlı up to 
30cın. it feeds on fixed algae, overgrowtlıs, bottoın invertebrates, sınall fıslı. 
Diplodus punıazzo (Cetti)- Rarely found froın Sarpi to Kobuleti and froın 

Soklıuıni to Psou. Lengtlı 40-50cın. it feeds on fıxed algae, overgrowtlıs, bottom 
invertebrates, sınai! fıslı. 
Sparus auraıııs Liııne- Seldoın found in Batumi and Soklıuıni areas. Lengtlı up to 
35cın. it feeds on bottoın invertebrates and sınai! fıslı. 
Pagellııs erithrynus Linne- Seldoın found anywlıere. Lengtlı up to 35cın, 
soınetiınes ınore. it feeds on bottoın invertebrates and sınai! fıslı. 
Boops boops (Linne)- Rarely found in Batuıni area. Lengtlı up to 35cın, it feeds 
on plankton, fixed algae, bottom invertebrates and sınai! fıslı. 

Sciaenidae 

Bottoın-pel agic fı s lı, found in a coastal stony-bouldery areas, on a stony-sandy 
and silty ground. Tlıey enter Paleostoıni. They often enter and gather in tlıe 

ınouths of coınparatively large rivers, especially if tlıe water is turbid. Most of 
tlıe fıslı is caught here iıı Septeınber-Deceınber and March-April. During the cold 
seasons of the year they go relatively deeper. They spawn in portions in Spring
Suınıner. The eggs are pelagic . They feed on fısh and bottoın invertebrates. üne 
ofthe ınost valuable fısh. 
Sciena umbra Linne- Found in sınai! quantities on the Black Sea coast of 
Georgia. Length up to 50cın, generally 25-30cın. it lays 520 000 eggs. 
Umbrina cirrosa (Linne)- Found in sınai! quantities on tlıe Black Sea coast of 
Georgia. Usually it weighs up to 5-6kg, and its length is 1 m. lts productivity is 
up to 3 ınillion eggs, it is captured on small aınounts . 

Pomacentridae 

Chromis clıromis (Linne) - it is rare in the Black Sea coastal zone. Length 1 O
l Sem. A bottoın-pelagic fish. in April-Noveınber it is found in sınai! groups in 
the stony - bouldery and rocky areas covered by algae and overgrowths in 1 Om 
depth . During the cold time of tlıe year it goes relatively deeper, away froın the 
coast. it spawns in sumıner, the eggs are deınersal and protected by a ınale. The 
juveniles are pelagic. it feeds on bottoın invertebrates. 

Mullidae 

Bottoın fish , generally found in 10-40ın depth. Soınetiınes they enter Paleostoıni 
and river ınouth . They prefer teınperature up to 8-24°C, according to wlıich , they 
change deptlı. They start spawning at the age of 2 years. Tlıey spawn in portions 
in May-August, lay 3000-90 000 pelagic eggs. Tlıe juveniles 1 ,5 -2 ınonths have 
pelagic way of life. As they reach 3,5-6cın in length, they coıne to the coast, go 
down to the bottoın and continue living in the bottoın. Tlıe longevity of life is up 
to 1O-12 years. They general ly feed on bottoın inveı1ebrates, soınetiınes sınall fıslı . 

it is a valuable species and captured in great aınount. 
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Jvfııllus barbaıus ponticııs Essipov-it is recorded in great quant ities on the Black 
Sea coast of Georgia on soft silty and sandy ground. Length up to 20 cm, rarely 
up to 25cnı. 
Mııllııs sıırmıılcıus Linne- Found everywhere on a lıard stony and stony-sandy 
and shell grounds. Length up to 30cın, soınetiınes bigger. 

Labridae 

Bottom-pelagic fısh . They are found in the stony - bouldery and rocky areas 
covered by algae and overgrowths in 15m depth , and deeper during the cold 
season of the year. They seldoın enter the river ınouths , they feed generally on 
ınolluscs and other bottoın inve rtebrates . it becoınes sexually ınature at the age 
of 1 to 3 years. They spawn in portions froın April to August, the eggs are 
deınersal, laid in a quiet nest prepared by ınale, at the depth of 3,5ın , wlıiclı is a 
hol e laid with plants. Several feınales lay eggs in one nest. it is hid by a male 
after fertili za tion under the plants, and protected until hatching out. Juveniles are 
pel agic, they generally !ive alone. 
Crenilahrııs ıinca (Linne)- Lengtlı up to 20cm, soınetiınes 25-30cın , lays up to 
60 000 eggs. 
Crenilabrııs roissali Risso- Length 1 Sem, rarely 20cın, lays up to 40 000 eggs. 
Crenilabrııs ocellatııs Forskal- Length up to 12cm, rarely 15cın, lays up to 
1 O 000 eggs. 
Crenilahnı.ı· cinercus sıaitii (Nordınann)- Length up to 1 Sem, sometimes 20cın, 
lays 8000 eggs. 

in tlı e Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia, the representatives of the above 
family are found in sınall quantities, generally froın Sarpi to Kobuleti and froın 
Kodori to Psou. Most frequentl y caught one is Crenilabrııs tinca (Linne) . 
Crenilahrııs roissuli Risso ancl Crenilabrııs ocellatııs Forskal are caught less 
frequently and the rarest is Crenilabrııs cinereııs staitii (Nordınann). 

Trachinidae 

Trachinııs draco Linne- Found in sınai! quantıtıes on the Black Sea coast of 
Georgia. Lengtlı up to 35cm, usually 20-25cın. A bottom fıslı, living on a silty 
ancl sancly grouncl, generally in the depth of 20-30ın. Sexually ınatures at the age 
of 2 or 3 years. lt spawns in portions in June-August, lays up to 90 000 pelagic 
eggs. it feeds on fıslı and bottoın invertebrates. A prickle on the opercle and the 
sharp rays of the fırst dorsal fıne are very poisonous. That ' s wlıy the predators 
avoid it. A fter rernoval of the poisonous parts, it can be eaten. it is captured in 
s ııı a ll amounts. 
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U ranoscopidae 

Uranoscopus s<:aber Linne- Found in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia in 
snıall quantities. Length up to 30cnı. A bottoın fısh, living on a silty and sandy 
ground, in 20-30ın depth, and going deeper during the cold season of the year. it 
spawns in portions in .June-August, laying about 120 000 pelagic eggs. it feeds 
on sınai! fıslı and bottoın invertebrates. The thorns on its head and sharp rays of 
the fırst dorsal fıne are very poisonous . That's why the predators avoid it. After 
removal ofthe poisonous parts, it can be eaten . it is captured in sınai! aınounts. 

Blenniidae 

Bottom ti sh, found in stony and bouldery areas covered by overgrowths and 
algae in the depth of 1 Sın. They spawn in portions froın April till Septeınber. 
The eggs are laid on the stone surface, among the stones and in the eınpty shells 
of ınollusc s. it lays up to 1 S 000 eggs. it takes 1 S-20 days to hatch . During that 
time, the eggs are protected by ınale. Juveniles are pelagic. it feeds on fıxed 
algae ancl bottoın invertebrates. The representatives of the faınily are found in 
small quantities in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia. 
Aidablennius .ıphinx (Valenciennes)- Found everywhere. Length up to Sem, usually Sem. 
Lipophrys pavo (Risso )- Caught in Batu mi area. Length up to l 4cın, usually 1 Ocın . 

Parablennius tentacıılaris (Brunnich)- Found everywhere. Length up to 13cm, 
usual ly 1 Ocın. 
Parablenniııs sanguinolentus (Pallas)- Found everywhere. Length up to 2Scm, 
usually 20 cm. it rarely enters the ınouths ofrivers. 
Parablennius :::vonimiri (Koloınbatovic)- Caught in Batuıni area. Length up to 
7 cm, usually 6cm. 
Curyphohlennius galerita (Linne)- Found everywhere. Length 7-8cm. it rarely 
enters the river nıouths . 

Aınong the above species, Parablennius sangııinolentus (Pallas) is found 
most frequently. Aidahlennius sphinx (Valenciennes) is found less frequently. 
The others are captured in sına ll quantities. 

Aınmodytidae 

Ginnammodytes <:icerellııs (Rafınesque) - Rarely captured in the Black Sea 
Georgian coastal zone near Gagra. Length l S- l 7cın . it lives on a sandy ground, 
in the clepth of :?.Om. it is a bottoın pelagic fısh, spawns in portions froın 

Septeınber to .January. laying up to 7000 demersal eggs. Juveniles are pelagic. it 
feeds on zooplankton. 
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Gobiidae 

Bottoın fısh, feed ing on bottoın invertebrates and sınall-sized fish. They start 
spawning froın the age of 2 or 3 . They spawn in portions in spring-suınıner. The 
eggs are laicl uncler tlıe stones, aınong theın, in eınpty shells . it lays about several 
thousancls of eggs. The eggs are protected by a ınale cluring the development. 
Gobiııs cobiıis Pallas- Found in Sokhuıni area. Lengtlı up to 27 cm, usually 
24cm. Found in stony and bouldery areas in 10-15111 cleptlı . 

Gobiııs niger Linne- Found in Guclauta area. Length up to l 5cın. lts habitat is 
covered with ınu ssels, oysters , si it and sand, aınong the water plants, in the 
clepth of 40111. it rarely en ters fresh water. 
Mesogobiııs botrachocephalııs (Pallas)- Found in the area with silt, sand, and 
shells, mainly in 40m clepth. Length 37cm,. it rarely enters the fresh water. 
Neogobius melanostomus (Pallas)- Found in the area with silt, sand, and shells, 
nıainly in 20nı clepth . Length 26cnı . it enters the fresh water (Paleostomi, Inkiti, 
N urie, Kakhaberi ). 
Neogobiııs rulon (Norclınann)- Captured in Batumi area. Length reaches 20cm. 
lts habitats are covered with stones, boulclers and rocks in the depth of 10-1 Sın. 
it selclonı enters river nıouths . 

Neogobius ce1;fwlarges (Pallas)- Found in the Black Sea coastal zone of 
Georgia , and in the lakes (Paleostomi , Nurie, Bebesiri) and rivers flowing into 
the sea. Length up to 25cnı. Its habitats are covered with stones, boulders ancl 
rocks in the clepth of 10-1 Sm. 
Neogobiııs plaıyrostris (Pallas)- Found in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia 
from Sarpi to Kobuleti and from Kodori to Psou . Length 23cm. lts habitats are 
coverecl with stones, boulclers and rocks in the depth of 1O-1 Sın . it enters river 
mouths. 

Fronı the representatives of the faınily, in the Black Sea coastal zone of 
Georgia ,the ınost abuııdant are Neogobius melanostomus (Pallas) and Neogobius 
melanosıomııs (Pallas), which are captured in mediuın quantiy. Other 
representatives are caught in small aınounts . 

Callionymidae 

Bottoın fı s h, founcl generally ona sancly ground and also in areas with stones and rocks 
in 20111 depth . They spawn in poıiions froın April to October. Eggs and juveniles are 
pelagic. They feed on bottonı invertebrates. in the Black Sea coastal zone of Georgia, 
they are found in snıall quantiy. They rarely enter river ınouths. 
C 'allionyn ı us (vm Linne- Captured in Batuıni area. Length up to 25-30cın, usually l 5cın. 
C 'allionynıus pusillus Delaroclıe- Founcl everywhere. Lengtlı up to l 4cın , usually 1 Ocın . 

( 'cıllionymıı.ı· risso Risso- Found everywhere. Length 8cın . 

Callionymusfasciuıus Val.- Captured in Batuıni area. Length 8- l 2cın. 
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Gobiesocidae 

Bottom fish, living aınong stones, boulders and rocks, covered by algae and 
overgrowths. They spend a !ot of time under the stones and stone hol es. They avoid 
freshwater areas. They spawn in portions in May-August. Over 200-270 eggs are 
laid in stones, on the lower surface of the stones, between them, or in the empty 
shells of ınolluscs. They are protected during the development 2-4 weeks . The 
juveniles are pelagic. They feed on bottoın invertebrates. in the Black Sea coastal 
zone of Georgia, they are found in a very sınai! quantiy. 
Diplecogaster himuculatus eııxinica (Bonnaterre)- Length 5-7cın. Most abundant of 
this faınily. 
Lepadoguster lepudogaster lepadogaster (Bonnaterre )- Length 7-8cın. lts 
abundance is coınparatively less in this fanıily. 
Lepadogasıer candollei Risso - Length up to 1 Ocm. The rarest froın the faınily . 

Bothiclae 

Arnoglossııs kessleri Schınidt- Rarely captured in the Black Sea coastal zone of 
Georgia near Batuıni, Sokhuıni and Akhali Athoni. Length 1 Ocm. A bottoın fısh, 
found generally on a sandy ground, in 20ın depth. it goes deeper during the cold 
seasons. it spawns in portions in June-August. Eggs and larvae are pelagic .it feeds 
on bottom invertebrates. 
Scophıha/11111s rhomhus (Linne)- Rarely captured on the Black Sea coastal zone of 
Georgia near Batuıni . Length up to 50cın . A bottoın fısh. it spawns in portions in 
June-August. Eggs and larvae are pelagic .it feeds on bottoın invertebrates and fısh. 
Psetta maxima maeotica (Pallas)- Found everywhere in tlıe Black Sea coastal zone in 
small quantities. Length up to 85cın, weight up to 9kg. Sometimes, however, it reaches 
1 OOcın and l 5kg. it enters Paleostoıni and river ınouths . A bottoın fıslı, found on a 
silty, sandy and shelly ground in the depth of 1 OOın. it becoınes sexually mature !ate, 
feınales at the age of 9-11 years, and ınales at the age of 7-8 years. it spawns in 
poı1ions in March-May, and ınost intensively in April, at the depth of 10-40ın. 
Soınetiınes, it spawns not every year, but with an interval of several years. it lays 2,5-
13 ınillions pelagic eggs. After spawning, in summer, it shifts to the depth of 40-80ın. 
In October-Noveınber and Deceınber, it coınes closely to the coast for feeding in the 
depth of 10-30111. in January-February it goes ona 60-1 OOın depth . it feeds on fısh and 
bottoın inveı1ebrates . üne ofthe ınost valuable species. lt is captured in sınall quantity. 

Pleu ronecticlae 

Plutichthys flesus lııscus (pallas)- Found everywhere in the Black Sea coastal zone 
in sınai! quantities . Length 25cın, soınetirnes up to 30cın. it enters rivers (mainly in 
sumrner) and Paleostorni. A bottoın fish, found on a silty and sandy ground in the 
depth of 50111 . It becoınes sexually ınature at the age of 2-3 years. it spawns in 
portions, generally in January-March, lt lays froın 100 000 to 1 rnillion pelagic eggs. 
it feeds on fish and bottoın invertebrates. it is captured in sınall quantity . 
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Soleidae 

Solea nasııta (Pa llas) - Found everywlıere in tlıe Black Sea coastal zone in sınai! 
quantiti es . Lengtlı 20cm, sometirnes 30crn . it enters Paleostoıni. A bottoın fıslı on 
a silty and sandy ground in tlıe deptlı of 60ın . it spawns in portions, generally in 
.June-Septeınbe r . it lays froın 5 000 to 150 000 pelagic eggs. it feeds on fıslı and 
bottoın invertebrates. it is captured in sınai! quantity. 

Balistidae 

Balisıes capris c:ııs G ıne lin- Only two cases of its capture on tlıe Black Sea coast of 
Georgia have been recorded. in 1934, one witlı tlıe lengtlı of 47cın, and in 1952 
anotlıer one witlı tlıe Iengtlı of 38cın, near Soklıuıni . A bottoın-pelagic fıslı . 

Poti-Oclıarnclıire shelf zone is clıaracterized by wide diversity and quantity 
of fıslı spec ies. Tlıi s area is known to be a reserve. Tlıis is an area for breeding, 
feeding and wintering for alınost ali tlıe Black Sea species. Moreover, it is feeding 
area of sturgeons on Caucasus coast. An ictlıyofauna of sea contact zone and 
coastal lakes (especially Paleostoıni and lnkiti) is ratlıer peculiar. it includes over 60 
species and sub species. Here we meet ınarine, brackislı and freslıwater forıns, 
wlıiclı are not present in the coastal zone. 

The species of coınınercial va lue on the Georgian coastline ofthe Black Sea 
are anchovy, sprat, Black Sea red rnull et, Black Sea scad, spiny dog fıslı, and 
mu ilet. 

Tlıe Black Sea coastal zone, tlıerefore , due to its peculiarities ınay be 
di stingui s lı ed as an independent region for iclıtlıyofauna studies. While tlıe Black 
Sea freshwater fıslı spec ies are actually well studi ed, we cannot say ınuclı about tlıe 
sea fıslı spec ies. We know alınost ali species coınposition of tlıe iclıtlıyofauna, but 
tlıere stili is so nı etlıin g unclear. As for bio logy and ınorplıology , a big part of 
ınarine fı s lı fronı tlıis view point are less or unstudied in mır area. 

Tlıe article represents 60 bottonı and bottoın-pelagic fıslı forıns of tlıe Black 
Sea coast of Georgia. Tlıeir existence is proved by literature, as well as by studies 
undertaken by t lı e authors in 2000-2002. Aınong tlıe above fıslı species tlıe ınost 
abundant are red ınullet, wlıiting and spiny dog fıslı. Gobies and sea cat are less in 
quantity. Tlıe above ın entioned fislı play a sign ifıcant role in loca! fıslıing. Tlı e red 
ınullet is a valuable coınınercial object, wlıiclı is very popular in Georgia. it slıould 
be noted tlıat during tlıe last 1 O years, because of econoınic stagnation and deci ine 
of nuınber of tlıe fislıing objects, tlıe following fıslı species becarne coınınercial: 
Raja calva/a, Dosyatis pastinoca, Gaidropsarus nıediterranneus, Ophidion roche i, 
Scorpaena porcns, Trochinius draco, Uranoscopiııs scaber, Gobiidae and Solena 
nasuta. Tlıe ınos t valuable species Psetta maxiına maeotica and Unıbrina cirrosa 
belong to tlıe bottoın and bottoın-pelag i c fıslı . Tlıey are captured in very small 
nuınbers, as tlıey are very rare in tlıe Black Sea. Many of bottom and bottom
pelagic fı s lı are the objects of aınateur and sports fıslıing. 

Bottoın and bottoın-pelagi c fı s lı serve as food for predators as sturgeons, 
dolplıins , waterfow ls. in order to insure rationa l use of tlıe Black Sea fıslı, in 
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order to avoid excessive fishing and destruction of the stocks, first of ali, basic 
study of fish species of tlıe region is required, witlı the purpose of creating 
rational fislıing bases. Trawling and fixed nets ınust be prohibited in a very 
narrow shelf zone. Regional Red Book ınust be prepared, and the fishing ınust be 
prohibited for rare species. Besides, the fishing ınust be prohibited during 
spawning period in April-May-June. 

By the !ate J 990s, after pollution of rnarine and wetlands water, the 
biodiversity of tlıe Black Sea coastline fislı species has decreased. For exaınple, 
coınınercial spec ies such as bluefish, coınınon bass, mackerel , bonitos, large race 
horse-ınackerel, gurnard, garfish, wrasse, painted comber, slıarp- snouted sea 
breaın ancl browıı ıneagre were not captured any more by them . 

Nuınber of the following species has sharply recluced : thornback ray, 
coınınon stingray, sturgeons, picarel, shore rockling, annular giltheacl, greater 
weever, stargazer, blennies, cusk-eel, gobies, tlattish. 

However, in the l 990s, due to the econoınic stagnation in Georgia, nearly 
ali factories , representing main polluters of the Black Sea coastal zone, were 
closed. Also, after the decay of the agriculture pesticides aııd fertilizer usage has 
decreasecl . Number of fislıing vesse ls has also diıninished. Therefore, it resultecl 
in the revival of the coastal ecosysteın. in a few years, disappeared fish species 
appeared again, these are: ınackerel, bonito, painted coınber, gurnard, sharp
snouted sea brea ın and wrasse. 

Today, we lıave information concerning capture of large race horse-mackerel and 
bass. Quantity of comıııon stingray, thornback ray, whiting, small race horse-mackerel , red 
ınullets, mullets and corb has obviously increased. Biodiversity of fıslı in the Black Sea 
coast of Georgia has considerably increased. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper prese nts the state of the bottoın fıshery at the Roınanian Black Sea 
1 i ttoraL 

it inclucles data on the developınent of the Rornanian fısheries, ınetlıods 
and fı s lıing gears used , as well as the tenıporal variations of the bottoın catches 
( 1970-2002) a nd their structure by species , 

Thi s paper also ınakes a brief note about the legislative fraınework for the 
fı s hery activity in tlıe Roınani an territorial waters and Exclusive Econoınic Zone 
and ınention s the main fı s lıin g regulations, 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the !ast 50 years, the Black Sea ichtlıyofauna has undergone ınajor changes 
concerning e itlıer its qualitative and quantitative structure and the behaviour of 
various species, These changes are consequences of Iıuınan activities, directly 
through the fı s hing pressure and indirectly through the cleterioration of the 
environınenta l conditions, especially in the western part ofthe Black Sea. 

A spec ific feature of the Pontic Bas in is that ınost of the fıslı species cover 
large areas located within tlıe exclusive zones of the riparian countries. in this 
connection the Roınanian littoral is an iınportant place for feeding and spawning 
of tlıe main fı s lı species, altlıough tlıe catclıes nıade in this area do not exceecl 2% 
of the total B lack Sea catch. 

The bottoın fısh species inhabiting the Roınanian Black Sea shelf 
represent the nı os t iınportant part of tlıe reg ional fıshery potential considering the 
coınınercial interest, the demand in the clomestic ancl foreign market. Aınong the 
bottom fıslı species , the tmbot (Psetta maeotica) , fiounder (Platichthys flesus 
/uscııs), beluga (Hııso hııso) , Danube sturgeon (Acipenser gııe ldens teadi), starry 
sturgeon (Acipenser stellatus) and picked dogfısh (Squalııs acanthias) are 
suitable for a coınnıercial fi shing, and a good exploitation ınanageınent and a 
good utilization of tlıeir catches could ensure tlıe econoınic recovery of om 
national ın arin e fıslıeri es wlıich could launch on the market valuable fıshery 
products whose denıaııd is poorly satisfied at present. 

There is an old tradition of the marine bottoın fıshing in Romania, as thi s 
was the main occupation in tlıe Dobrudja fı shery settleınents in the 18th and l 9th 
centuries, fol lowed by the Ronıanian ınarine fı shing in the 20th century. 
Nowadays the bottoın species are caught only as by-catclıes , either in the 
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stationary fı s lıery using pound nets or turbot gillnets installed along tlıe 

seaside, or in the coastal trawlers catclı nıainly interested in the exploitation of 
the snıall gregarious pelagic fishes gathering in coınpact aggloınerations easy 
to be caught. 

A research teanı of the National lnstitute for Marine Research and 
Developınent "Grigore Antipa'' - Constantza is conducting a prioritary project 
entitled ''Solutions for the Recovery of the Black Sea Bottoın Fishery". The 
main aiın of thi s project is to know the state of the exploitable bottoın fıslı 

stocks in the Roınanian marine waters and their evolution tendencies given the 
conditions of the Black Sea ecosysteın ınodifıcations , as well as to get data and 
inforınation enabling to ınitigate the human iınpact, to rehabilitate the ınarine 
ecosysteın and to ensure a rational exploitation of the bottoın resources. Ali 
these would result in viable solutions for the recovery of the fıshery of these 
species in the Rornanian ınarine sector. 

STATE OF FISHERIES AT THE ROMANIAN BLACK SEA LITTORAL 

There are two kinds of ınarine fishing in the Roınanian Black Sea sector, 
naınely : 

- active fishery. us ing coastal trawlers and operating offshore, at depth 
exceeding 20 ın ; 

- stationary fıshing, using passive gears in 30 fishery locations along the 
littoral between Sulina and Yama Veche, in the shallow coastal waters. 

The Active Fishery 

The industriali zation of the national marine fıshery began with a first stage 
between 1948 aııd 1964 - the "offshore tleet" was established and the bottoın 
fıshing was invigorated ; the gillnets and longlines used on board the Swedish 
and Finish cutte rs and seiners enabled a fırst ınodernization of the conıınercial 
fishery. As an iııdirect result of the tleet dissolution caused by the collapse of 
Scombridae fishery , the bottoın species fıshing was given up . Another 
i ın portant factor caus i ng the lack of i nterest for the bottoın species were the 
low prices in the doınestic market inıposed by the centralized econoıny , which 
tota lly igııored the exploitation costs. That is why in 1960-1980 the bottoın 
fi shery was declared unprofitable and practically abandoned. 

Since 1980, a new coınınercial fishing tleet has been organized in Roınania 
and it included coastal trawlers type 841 O ( l 32GRT/570HP) built in Poland, type 
Baltica (98GRT/300HP) built in the Soviet Union and TCMN (95GRT/365HP) 
built in Romani a. Twenty trawlers were purchased (Table 1 ). 
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Table. 1. Roınanian coastal fishing fleet evolution. 

Trawler type o 1 2 3 4 
Ycar Nuınber 8-410 Baltica TCMN 

1991 7 2 4 1 
1981 2 2 1992 8 3 4 1 
1982 3 3 1993 8 3 4 1 

1983 11 7 4 1994 8 3 4 

1984 11 7 4 1995 9 3 4 2 

1985 15 7 4 4 1996 11 3 4 4 

1986 14 7 4 3 1997 13 3 4 6 

1987 14 7 4 3 
1998 14 ,., 4 7 .) 

1999 14 3 4 7 
1988 14 7 4 3 2000 12 2 4 6 
1989 20 6 4 10 2001 7 2 1 4 
1990 13 6 4 3 2002 9 2 1 4 

The trawlers ınainly operated in fıshing sınai! gregarious pelagic species (sprat, 
Black Sea horse mackerel, European anchovy) and the main object oftheir activity 
was the high production, taking no care of the catch diversity and coınınercial 
va lue. The intensive fı shing has resulted in a slight increase ofthe dogfısh catch, but 
it did not exceed the value ofa by-catch. Since 1990, the new conditions of fıshing 
(no state subvention, economical competition and privatization) radically changed 
the national nıarine fıshery . in 2002 there were nine trawlers operating in the 
Roınani an Black Sea sector (two 841 O type, two Baltica type, three TCMN type 
and two - other types) and only two oftheın carried out a specialized bottoın fıshery 
with turbot gillnets and longlines, naınely "Pelican 1 "/S.C."TRIPELICANS" and 
""Hendenı Mustafa''/S.C." BALENA TRADING" . 

The Stationary Fishery 

The stationary (passive) fishery is carried out along the Roınanian Black Sea 
littoral between Sulina and Yama Veche, in shallow waters, in 30 fıshery locations. 

There are two kinds of passive fıshing: 
- coınınercial ti shing, carried out by private companies or persons authorized by the 
National Company for the Manageınent ofthe Fishery Resources - Bucharest or the 
Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Adıninistration- Tulcea, in 16 fıshery locations in 
the sector Sulina-Vama Veche, using pound nets, turbot gillnets ,tramınel nets, 
longlines. beach se ines, gobies gillnets; 
- angling, carried out by persons, which are or are not meınbers of the General 
Associations of Gaıne Hunters and Anglers, in 14 fıshery locations between Cap 
Midia and Mangalia, with rodlines. 
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in 1960- 1989 the stationary fıslıing was carried out by tlıree state companies, in 18 
fıshing locations along the Romanian littoral between Sulina and Mangalia, with 
about 70-150 pound nets yearly, and catches (3120-7900 t) ınainly consisting of 
pelagic species, while the bottom species were to be found only as by-catches. 

Since 1990, siınilarly to the situation in the coastal fıshing fleet, the 
stationary fishing at the Roınanian littoral has declined. Tlıe nuınber of pound 
nets ha ve been gradually reduced (froın 150 to 29), the nuınber of the 
eınployees in that activity has diıninished and the nuınber of fıshing days has 
decreased froın 9945 to 571. The total catch has been gradually reduced froın 
2490 t in 1993 to 423 t in 2001 and 641 t in 2002. An illegal fıshery has 
developed along the entire littoral. 

in 2002 , 21 private coınpanies and more than 50 persons were authorized 
to carry out coınınercial fıshery. Most coınpanies (having 3-5 turbot gillnets) 
and ali persons practised a turbot bottoın fıshing with traınınel nets, turbot 
gillnets and longlines. There were also 4050 gaıne anglers, ıneınbers of the 
General Association of Gaıne Hunters and Anglers-Constantza (3900 anglers) 
and Tulcea ( 150 anglers), who used about 9034 rodlines and obtained a 
productivity of 3.99 kg/rod line (Table 2). in 2002, a nuınber of4662 fısherınen 
operated in th e marine stationary fıshery and used 882 boats (579 motor boats), 
41 pound nets, 1267 turbot gillnets/traınınel nets , 11 beach seines and 9034 
rodlines (Table 2). 

Nr 

Table 2. Numbers ofboats, fıslıing gears and authorised personeli for demersal 
ınarine fıshing activity, year 2002. 

Boats Fishing Gears Authorised personel! 

Fishing Total witlı s witlı Trap Gill Beaclı Hane! Total ARB CNA AG 
point motor out net net seine !ine DD FP VPS 

1 Su lina 181 99 82 1 750 220 120 - 100 - -
2 Sf. 114 100 14 1 50 50 184 114 20 50 

Glıeorglıe 
-

3 Peri!or 5 5 10 1 - 8 8 - --

4 Porti\a 6 - 6 8 10 - - 100 100 - -

5 Periboiııa 8 - 8 4 15 - - 48 48 - -
6 Ed ighio l 4 - 4 3 10 1 - 20 20 - -
7 Clıituc 4 - 4 2 6 - - 14 14 - -

8 Clıitu c 
3 3 2 6 14 14 

cherhana - - - - -
9 Vadu 4 - 4 2 10 - - 10 10 - -
10 Corbu 7 - 7 1 10 1 - 7 7 - -
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11 Cap Midia 2 - 2 2 10 1 - 110 - 10 100 

12 Cap Midia 2 - 2 2 10 - 900 10 - 10 -
cherhaııa 

13 Tab[r[ 15 10 5 - 25 3 850 515 - 15 500 N[vodari 
14 Mamaia 

3 3 2 10 1 - 12 - 12 --sat 
15 Mamaia 

4 4 2 5 - - 10 - 10 --
16 Mamaia 83 70 13 - 30 - 1240 257 - 5 252 pesc[rie 
17 Coııstaıı\a 130 120 10 - 50 - 1750 992 - 3 989 

Tomis 
18 Agigea 11 - 11 2 5 - 8 - 8 -
19 Eforie 5 2 3 - 15 - 425 245 - 5 240 

Nord 
20 Eforie Sud 78 70 8 - 25 2 .948 319 - 3 316 

21 Tuzla 31 25 6 - 50 1 1067 359 - 3 356 

22 Tuzla sud 10 5 5 - 10 - - 28 - - 28 

23 Costiııe]ti 4 - 4 - 10 - 444 146 - - 146 

24 Golfu! 
Fraııcezulu 8 - 8 - 10 - 25 18 - - 18 
i 

25 Halta 16 16 - 10 - 30 10 - - 10 
Pesc[ru] -

26 Tatlageac 
23 3 20 2 15 - 500 170 - 10 160 

27 .lupiter 
Cap 8 5 3 - 10 - 25 18 - - 18 
Aurora 

28 Saturıı 7 - 7 - 10 - 20 16 - - 16 

29 Maııgalia 
80 60 20 50 - 600 694 - 8 686 -

30 2 Mai 
30 10 20 2 20 - 150 65 - 15 50 

31 Yama 
Veche 3 - 3 3 10 - 10 35 - 20 15 

T o T A L 126 4.66 157 
4.05 

889 579 310 41 11 9034 455 o 7 2 
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Methods and Techniques in the Bottom Fishery 

in eatehing the fısh speeies living on the sea bottom (turbot, flounder, ete.) or very near 
to it (dogfısh, sturgeons, ete.), the Romanian Blaek Sea littoral fısheries have used 
traditional passive fıshing gears, sueh as : pound nets, beaeh seines, turbot and gobies 
gillnets, trammel nets for sturgeons, longlines for dogfısh and gobies, bottom lines for 
sturgeons. 

in order to solve the problems issued by the projeet, an aetive fıshing gear is 
also to be used: a bottom trawl with a suitable rigging system. The trawl and its rigging 
system have been designed at the National lnstitute for Marine Researeh and 
Development "Grigore Antipa" - Constantza, by the speeialists in that fıeld 
(Nieolaev 2003), and manufaetured by the skilled staff ofthe same institute. 

Dynamics in the Bottom Catches in the Romanian Sector 

Although the Romanian littoral has a length of 244 km, before 1980 the Blaek Sea 
eoastal fıslıery represented only 8% oftlıe Romanian total marine and oeean fıshery 
and mainly resulted from a passive fıshery (with pound nets, beaeh seines, 
gillnets,trammel nets, bottoın lines) along the seaside from Sulina to Mangalia. 

Beginning with the l 980s, when the aetive fıshery started by the ereation ofthe 
eoastal fıshing fleet ineluding then two trawlers of25 m, the eatehes doubled. 

The fıslı eateh at the Romanian littoral were and are dependent either on the 
operation zone and the fishing teehnology used. 

Thus in 1950-1965, as a result of a passive fıshing with pound nets and 
soınetiınes an aetive fıshing with sınall tonnage wooden boats (whaler and seiner 
types) the eatehes oseillated between 3171 tin 1950 and 11088 tin 1961, the bottoın 
speeies representing 15-20% of the total eateh, and the main speeies were Psetta 
maeotica (turbot), Platichthysflesııs lııscııs (flounder), Squalııs acanthias (dogfısh) and 
sturgeons. The dissolution of the offshore fıshing fleet has indireetly involved giving 
up the bottonı speeies fıshery, ınainly turbot and dogfish fısheries. 

In 1966-1980, the ınarine eatehes varied between 3120 t in 1969 and 7900 t in 
1979 and resulted froın the passive fıshery with J 50 pound nets and 500-1000 turbo 
gillnets plaeed along the Roınanian littoral (Sulina-Mangalia). The bottom speeies 
represented 8.87-26.77% (Fig. 1 ). 

in 1981 the first two trawlers 841 O were purehased and the eoastal fıshing fleet 
was re-organized : new trawlers (Baltiea and TCMN types) were bought and the 
Romanain eatehes gradually inereased froın one year to anotlıer, from 10080 tin 1981 
to 15835 tin 1986. Although the yearly eatehes doubled, the bottoın speeies proportion 
redueed to 10%, exeepting in 1985 and 1990 when it reaehed 25.33% and 42.87% 
respeetively,espeeially beeause of tlıe inerease of whiting (Merlangius merlangııs 
eııxinıı~) eatehes (Fig. 1). The bottom speeies proportion is low beeause the eoastal 
fıshing vessels ınainly fıshed sınai! gregarious fıslı speeies (sprat, horse ınaekerel , 
European anehovy), aimed at obtaining high produetion and eoınpletely negleeted the 
speeies diversity and their eoınınereial value; another eause was the low priee in the 
doınestie market iınposed by the eentralized eeonoıny and whieh did not take into 
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consideration the exploitation costs. That is why the bottoın fıshery was considered 
unprofıtable and practically abandoned. 

After 1990 the fıshing activity at the Roınanian littoral has recorded a decrease: 
the fıshing effort is gradually reduced owing to the decrease of pound nets (froın 150 to 
29) and trawlers (froın 20 to 5) nuınbers, as well as ofthe staffinvolved in this activity. 
The catches were suddenly reduced to a half and then continued to diıninish ( 13836 tin 
1989,6251tin1990, 3060tin l994,2507tin 1999,2431 tin200l,and2116tin 
2002), the bottoın catches representing 10-15% (Fig. l ). Although their proportion is 
high in coınparison with the previous period ( 1980- 1990), this fact was due to the 
increase ofthe whiting (M merlangus eııxinııs) catches. 

Species Structure of Bottom Catches 

The F.A.O. Statistics for the Black Sea include ınore than 20 species; only 10 oftheın 
(belonging to 7 fanıilies) are listed for the Ronıanian ınarine sector. The saıne as for the 
entire Black Sea, the highest propoıtion in the catches at the Roınanian littoral belongs 
to Gadidae faınily (M merlangus euxinııs - whiting) with ınore than 88% - it is a less 
valuable spec ies owing to its poor quality ıneat. The other bottoın species with high 
nutritious and conımercial values are included in sınai! propoıtions in the catches : 5% 
Acipenseridae family (Hııso hııso - beluga; Acipenser gueldensteadi - Danube 
sturgeon; Acipenser stellatus - starry sturgeon ); 3% Sqııalidae faınily (Squalııs 

acanthias - dogfish) ;2% Gohiidae family (Mesogobiııs batracephalııs - knout goby; 
Negobiııs cephalarges - ginger goby; Neogobiııs melanostomııs - round goby ); 1 % 
Scophthalmidae faınily (Psetta maeotica - turbot) and 1 % Mullidae faınily (Mullus 
barbaıııs pontic:us -· red ınulletJ(Fig. 2). 

Besides, sonıe species occurred in isolated individuals, in catches: Dasyalis 
pastinaca; Raja clavata; Platychıhys flesııs lııscus; Solea vulgaris, Sciaena cirrosa; 
Symphod11s oce!latııs, Symphodııs (Crenilabrus~ cinereus, Scorpena porcııs, 
Scorpena notaıa, Parablenniııs tentacıılaris, Parablennius sanguinolentııs, Syngnathııs 
typhle, Neogobiııs platyrostris; Gaidropsarus nıediterraneus; Callionymııs pııssillııs. 
An analysis of the Ronıanian bottoın catches of 1970-2002 shows that except the 
whiting (M nıerlangııs eııxinııs), which had constant yearly catches, the values ofthe 
other coınınercially valuable bottoın species catches had decreasing tendencies (Table 
3). Thus in 1970-1980 the catches of sturgeons (Acipenseridae) reached 1426 t , but 
they decreased very nıuch during the following decades to 340 tin 1981-1990 and to 
70 t in 1991-2002; the turbot catches (Scophthalmidae) also decreased froın 408 t in 
1970-1980 to less than 50 t during the following decades . A siınilar teınporal variation 
has been registered for .the species belonging to the Mullidae fanıily (Mııllus spp. -
ınullets) and Gohiidae faınily (gobies) . Although in 1981-1990 the dogfısh catches 
increased froın 277 t to 532 t, they sharply decreased to less than 100 t during the 
following decade. 
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Gadidae - 88% 

Total Capture 
34 . 542 tons 

Mullidae 1% 
Gobiidae 2% 
Pleuronectidae 1% 
Soleidae 0% 
Scophthalmidae 1% 
Squalidae 3% 

Acipenseridae 5% 

Fig. 2 Percentage ofthe ınost important demersal fish species for fishing along the 
Roınanian seaside, during 1970-2002 

Table 3. Capture evolution for demersal species, during 1970 - 2002. 

Years 
s p E c 1 E s 1970- 1981- 1991- TOTAL 

1980 1990 2002 . 

Sqııa/us acanthias 277 532 98 907 
Acipenseridae 1 .426 340 70 1.836 
Mer/angius mer/angus eııxinus 8.361 16.148 5.166 29.675 
Mut/us spp 195 259 55 509 
Gobiidae 374 246 201 821 
P/atichthysflesus 181 33 1 215 
So/ea so/ea 22 1 1 34 67 
Psetta maeotica 408 32 59 499 
Others 9 3 2 14 

TOTA L 11.253 17.604 5.685 34~543 
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-The Juridical Frame ofthe Fishery Activity 

The bottom fıshery in the Romanian territorial waters and Exclusive Econoınic Zone is 
settled by the Law concerning the fıshing resources, fıshery and aquaculture (Law 
no. 192/19.04.2001 ), the Regulation concerning the conditions for carrying out 
coınınercial fıshery activities in the Black Sea waters (Decree no. 422/30.10.2001) and 
Prohibition Order issued yearly by the central public authority. 

The main regulations include the following obligations: 
* a fıshing licence and authorization ınust be obtained from the central public 

authority for carrying out a marine fıshery activity; 
* fıshing quotas by species are to be allocated yearly; 
* the catches must be discharged only at authorized locations; it is not allowed 

to use fıshing gears having a mesh size smaller than a=l 80ınm for turbot gillnets and 
a=lOO mm for gill net; 

* it is forbiden to use gillnets and tramınel nets made by nylon thread; the 
prohibition period established by the central public authority must be observed 
(sturgeons - 90 consecutive days for the marine littoral area up to the isobath of 20 m , 
between February, 15 and May,05; turbot and dogfısh - 60 consecutive days between 
April, 15 and June, 14); 

* the fıslı under the minimum sizes (40 cm for turbot; 20 cm for flounder; 170 
cm for beluga; 100 cm for dogfısh; 140 cm for Danube sturgeon; 100 cm for starry 
sturgeon ) must be throwıi to sea. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis ofthose before presented can point out the following: 

* Although there are numerous bottom fısh species in the Romanian marine 
sector, only few of them can be object of the commercial fıshery :Squalus acanthias, 
Acipenser stellatııs, Huso hııso, Mesogobiııs batracephalus, Neogobius melanostomus, 
Psetta maeotica and Merlangiııs merlangııs euxinus. The !ast one is abundant but not 
valuable; 

* There are two kinds of fıshery in the Romanian marine sector: 
- active fıshery with coastal trawlers, in the offshore area, at depths exceeding 

20 m; 
- stationary fıshery along the littoral, in 30 fıshing locations between Sulina and 

Yama Veche, in shallow waters; 
* The main fıshing gears used in the bottom fıshery are : pound nets, trammel 

nets, beach seines,turbot gillnets, gobies gillnets, dogfısh longlines, gobies longlines; 
* in 1970-2002 the catch of the Romanian marine fıshery oscillated between 

15835 t and 21 16 t, with a very small proportion of the bottom species (10-15%), 
except for 1985 and 1990 when it was of25.33% and 42.87% respectively, because of 
the increase of the whiting (M merlangııs eııxinııs) catches. The proprtion of the 
bottom species in the marine catches was small because the coastal vessels mainly 
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aimed at obtaining a big catclı and neglected tlıe catclı diversity and value; tlıe low 
prices maintained in the domestic market did not reflect the exploitation costs; 

* The Gadidae family has tlıe higlıest proportion among tlıe fıslı species in tlıe 
Romanian littoral area (exceeding 88%) - a less valuable species, followed ata great 
distance by the families Acipensaridae 5%, Squalidae 3%, Gobiidae 2%, 
Schophthalmidae 1 % and Mııllidae 1 %. 

* Presently the specialized bottom fıslıing is carried out only by two 
commercial companies, a number of more than 50 persons and more tlıan 4000 
anglers. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper presents the results of the actions developed within the Project 
"Conservation of the dolphins from the Black Sea Romanian waters" , co-fınanced by 
the European Comınunity LiFE-NA TURE Program, it coınprises three main sections 
referring to: 

- General considerations regarding the impact of fıshery and fıshing on 
cetaceans; 

- Main fıshing gears used on the Romanian littoral, and their impact on dolphins; 
- Data on incidental catch and strandings of the dolphins on the Roınanian 

littoral. 
From the land-based observation, the most dangerous fıshing gears for dolphins 

are the turbot gillnets, especially these with three walls, due to the great capacity of 
retention and tearing strength, 

The ınost of the stranded dolphins on the Roınanian beaches resulted from the 
incidental catches abandoned in the sea by the fıshermen practicing a specialized 
fishing for turbot, especially during the prohibited time, 

INTRODUCTION 

Froın the fıshery point of view, there is a ınutual antagonisın between huınan and 
marine nıaınınal s, asa consequence ofthe similar vital interests, ıneaning the need for 
feeding, acting sometiınes in the saıne areas and periods, 

Impact of cetaceans on fishery 

There is little inforınation about the influence of cetaceans on coınmercial fıshery in 
the Black Sea, No special assessrnents were ınade, except the assessınent on the annual 
quantity of fish consuıned by dolphins, leading to the conclusion that the dolphins 
represent the main threat for fıshery, being guilty by the deciınation of the fıshery 
resources. 

About 30 fish species were found in the dolphin stoınachs. As a rule, the prey 
of coınmon dolphins (Delphinııs delphis) consists largely of pelagic fıslı, while for the 
bottlenose dolphin (Tıırsiops trııncatııs) and harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) 
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the suitable prey are the deınersal fish (BIRKUN and ZALKIN, 1940; 
KLEINENBERG , 1956; TOMILIN, 1957; KRIVOKHISHIN et al. , 2000). 

lmpact of fisheries on cetaceans 

Fisheries can induce a series of effects on cetaceans, such as: 
- ınodification (diıninution or increasing) offeeding possibilities; 
- behavioral ınodification; 
- alteration ofthe distribution, ınigration and breeding capacity. 
Pelagic and coastal fishery can affect the cetacean populations through the 

overexploitation of the species constituting the feeding resources for theın. 
The fishing activity can change the dolphins feeding behavior and strategy, they 

are soınetiınes seen near the trawlers, hauling trawls, near or even in the passive 
fishing gears (pound nets, gillnets, and long lines). 

Degradation of the dolphin habitats due to the fishing gears is possible in ınany 
ways: 

- Great numbers of fixed gears, pound nets, gillnets, ete. can considerably 
reduce the space available for dolphins, and increasing the possibility to be entangled; 

- Bottoın trawling, besides the direct danger on dolphins, it can destroy the 
benthic fauna, thus eliminating iınportant links ofthe trophic chain; 

- Pelagic haul ing represents also a direct threat, existing the possibility of 
entanglement, but also act on the feeding resources; being very little selective, it can 
affect both the adults and juveniles. 

However, taking into account the nuınber, area of coverage, ete., the ınost 
dangerous for the dolphins in the Black Sea are the turbot gillnets. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data presented in this paper describe the results of actions developed within the 
Project "Conservation of the dolphins froın the Black Sea Roınanian waters", during 
2002, co-financed by the European Coınınunity through its financial instruınent LIFE
NATURE. Three partners iınpleınent the project: National lnstitute for Marine 
Research and Developınent "Grigore Antipa", NGO "Mare Nostrum" and 
Dolphinarium froın Constanta. 

The research aiıned the analysis of the present catching systems of the 
commercial fishery , and assessment ofthe risk ofincidentally catching dolphins. 

The materials used included: 
- the results of the Romanian research observations on the technical features of 

the fishing equipments, naınely on the catching principle of the fishing object by the 
passive and active fıshing gears; 

- the inforınation on this matter received froın the experts in the Black Sea 
riparian countries. 

The sector for survey was comprised between Sulina (northern part of the 
Romanian littoral) and Yama-Veche (southern part), froın seashore up to a distance of 
30-35 Nm offshore (50-60 depths) (Fig. 1 ). 
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The work methodology was established in the "Survey plan", which constituted 
the objective of the Action Al in the above mentioned project, and the information 
were< gathered by the members of team project and the network volunteers (whose 
recruitment process constituted the objective of Action A2 in the project). 

On the whole, 11 terrestrial expeditions (totaling 20 days of observations ), 20 
sea cruises (totaling 32 days of observations), and two hours aerial expedition were 
carried out. In addition, every NIMRD's employers are obliged (through the Survey 
plan) to register all the information regarding the dolphins, collected during any 
expedition on land or sea (other than that focused on dolphins). 

For land-based monitoring, as a fırst step, we identified the survey sectors, 
the surveyors and collaborators, who received the dolphin identification sheets. In 
parallel, some agreements for collaboration and furnishing <lata were concluded with 
the National Company "Apele Romane" - Directorate "Dobrogea Litoral" from 
Constanta, and Inspectorate for Environmental Protection from Constanta. 

As the second stage ofthe land-based survey, by-weekly shore-based obseıvation 
of live dolphins near the shore and stranded dolphins, as well as the collecting of <lata 
from the voluntary surveyors, including those about the incidental catches in the 
stationary fishery were performed. 

ünce with the fieldwork or at the collaborator's notifications, the team members made 
body measurements and collected tissue samples from stranded dolphins. 
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Fig. l . Dolphin monitoring network. 
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For sea-basecl monitoring, the survey and observation of the dolphins 
groups in offshore waters were achieved in following ways: 

- Embarkation of observers on coastal trawlers; 
- Signing soıne Protocols for collaboration with Ministry of Internal Affairs -

County lnspectorate of Frontier Police Constanta, National Society of Petroleuın 
PETROM S.A, PETROMAR Constanta branch, Fishing Society FLAMiNGO 
S.R.L. Constanta; 

- Quarterly boat surveys (spring, suınıner, autuınn) with the NIMRD's 
research vessel "Steaua de Mare l "; 

- Observations on dolphins during other research cruises organized by 
NIMRD; 

- Data collection by the collaborators froın the coastal trawlers, ships and 
drilling platform pertaining to PETROMAR Coınpany, ships ofCoast Guard. 

RESULTS 

Fislıing gears used at tlıe Roma11ia11 littoral 

There are different types of fıshing gears for the active and passive fıshery 

practised in our country, in the inshore and offshore coastal waters. 
The pass ive fıshing gears include the equipınents for catching in general the 

fısh ınigrating for spawning and feeding in shallow waters, naınely (ADAM et al., 
1981 ): 

- longlines and bottom lines; 
- gill nets and tramınel nets for the Danube ınackerel, turbot and sturgeons; 
- sea pound nets . 
The longlines and bottoın lines are hook fıshing gears for catching high 

coınmercial value fish. 
The longline is a row of hooks with baits alluring the fısh which is caught 

when swallowing the hook with bait. The longlines are main fıshing gears for some 
species (such as dogfısh , goby) and auxiliary fıshing gears for turbot, sturgeons, 
stringray and thornback ray . 

The dolphins can becoıne a victiın of these fıshing gears if they are allured 
either by the bait in the lıooks of the longlines for dogfısh, or by the sınall fıslı 

(tlounder, turbot juveni les) already caught in the longlines. 
The bottoın lines are traditional fıshing gears exclusively used in fıshing 

sturgeons in the sector Sf. Gheorghe - Ciotic. These fıshing equipınents consist of 
rows of big fishing hooks , hanging in the water ınass or near the bottoın and 
making up a sort of barrage for the sturgeons moving around the above sector. 
Unlike the longlines, there is no bait in the bottoın tine hooks, the fısh is caught 
when trying to cross tlıe hook barrage. 

Taking into consideration the way in which the bottoın lines catch big fıshes when 
tlıey try to go beyond tlıc hook curtain, it is very likely that the dolphins can 
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also becoıne a victiııı of tlıese fıshing gears when they ıııove around in tlıe sectors where 
such equipıııents are fıxed (Anton, 2001 ). 

The gill nets and tranımel nets belong to the category of fıshing gears 
stopping the fıslı by catching and tangling. 

The Danube shad tranımel nets are made of three net sheets, a centre one 
having the mesh size a=30 mm and thread diameter <p=0,3 mm, and two outer ones 
having a=250 mm and <p=0,8 mm (Fig.2). These fıshing equipınents are used for 
catclıing tlı e Danube mackerel shoals off the Romanian coast, between the end of 
Marclı and middle of May, wlıen tlıis species migrates to the spawing grounds. 

Fig.2. Daııube slıad trammel net - upper rope lıanging deta il. 

Unlike the Danube shad tram111el nets, the turbot gill nets are made of one 
net sheet lı a ving a =200 mm and <p=0,5 111111 (Fig. 3). The turbot is especially 
caught durin g the s pring season (March - June) when it migrates to the spawning 
grounds. Tlı e Danube ınackerel tramınel nets are installed perpendicular to tlıe 
shore, wlıile the turbot gill nets are pl aced parallel to the shore, ata greater deptlı 
at tlıe begi nning of the season and gradually at s ınall er de pths. 

Tlı e gill nets for sturgeons are made of one sheet, with a thread having 
cp= 1,4 - 1 ,5 111m a nd tlıe mesh s ize exceeding l 00 mm , depending on the target 
s pec ies and the legislation in force . 
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Tlıe turbot and sturgeon gill nets and tlıe Danube slıad traınmel nets are 
fıslıing gears in concern causing victims aınong tlıe dolplıins . Tlıese fıslıing gears 
are made of tlıin , less visible and elastic threads, wlıiclı facilitate the catching and 
tangling of the specimens trying to cross these nets. 

Fig.3. Turbot gill net - hanging details. 

Tlıe sea pound nets are trap type fıshing gears, with big diınınensions, 
placed at depths of 7 - 12 ın (Fig. 4). The concentration and stopping enclosures 
are parallel to the shore and reach a length of 70 ın. A leader of 300-500 ın and 
perpendicular to the shore is used for guiding tlıe fıslı to the trap. 

As the marine pound net is ınade of nets with a sınall mesh size , it does not 
facilitate dolphin tangling or catching. This fıshing gear is also a big one, so that some 
extreıne situations can occur and dolphins can enter these installations in search for 
food. in such a case, the dolphins can becoıne captive, especially in the pound nets 
installed on stakes , because at that type of pound net the aerial wall can be rather high 
above the water and thus constitutes a real barrage for the dolphins which entered the 
catching enclosure of the pound net. 
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Fig.4. Giant pound net installed at 9-12 m depth. 

Another category of fıshing equipınents used in the Roınanian coastal zone includes 
the active fıshing gear; sea seine and pelagic trawl (ADAM et al., 1981 ). 

The beach seine is an enclosing fıltering fıshing gear which catches the fıshing 
object by reducing the enclosed surface and keeping the fısh and other aquatic 
organisms in the enclosed perimeter. The enclosing fıshing gears are in general 
vertical nets enclosing a certain water surface, up to a certain depth or up to the pool 
bottom. The building and keeping capacity ofthe beach seine do not endanger directly 
the dolphin populations. But there is an indirect disturbing effect ofthese fıshing gears 
as they affect some links of the trophic chain specifıc for the benthic and pelagic fısh, 
which in turn are feeding resources for dolphins. 

The trawl is an active fıshing gear towed by a vessel and provided with a 
rigging system ensuring it a geometric shape optimum for fıltering a water volume as 
large as possible during fıshing (Fig. 5) . üne can state the active trawl fıshery in the 
Black Sea has a seasonal characteristic owing to the limited period when the fısh is 
present in the area covered by the Romanian coastal trawlers. 

The trawl can be considered a fıshing equipment directly and indirectly influencing 
the dolphin populations. Taking into consideration these equipments have large filtering 
surface (abt. 300 m\ it is possible for some dolphin specimens to enter the trawl, drown 
and die in the codend as they can not get out to breathe (ANTON, 2001 ). 

The trawl can indirectly influence the dolphin populations owing to its 
functioning effects on the biocoenosis components, fınally leading to the diminution of 
food sources as a consequence of the intensive and destructive fıshing causing the 
degradation of the envi ronmental cond iti ons. 
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Fig.5. Fishing vessel with trawl. 

lmpact of tlıefislıing gears on dolplıins 

The incidental catches of dolphins were registered during the illegal fıshing perforıned by 
foreign vessels in the Roınanian EEZ, during April 2002. 

On 18 April 2002, the Roıııanian Coastguard caught eight foreign vessels illegally 
fıshing in Roınanian EEZ, in a sector situated east of Tuzla 40 Nın offshore. Caught in 
tlagrant, the foreign vessels abandoned in the sea the rows of gill nets for turbot (installed 
before the arrest ), and thrown overboard the capture. None ofthe vessels had authorization 
for fıshing in the Roınanian EEZ; ınoreover, the turbot and shark specialized fıshing was 
prohibited between 15 April and 14 June. 

After the foreigıı vessels abandoned fıshing gears in the sea, the Roınanian 

authorities had to take the necessary ıneasures to retrieve the gears, and also to assess the 
ınagnitude of prejudice, and lastly to diıninish the daınages on the turbot, shark and dolphin 
populations. 

On 24-25 April 2002, the Coast Guard Constanta identifıed 2 rows of gill nets for 
turbot, installed in parallel to the coast, in a sector between 43°59'N/29°4 l 'E, respectively 
43°59'N/29°41 'E, on 67-70 ın depths, at distance of 44-48 Nın offshore Tuzla; about 25 kın 
gill nets were retrieved. 

wall. 

Constructively, the retrieved gill nets peıtained to two types: 
- Gill net with one wall, with mesh size (a) of 180 mm; 
- Gill net with three walls (traınınel net), with a= 150 ının, 00.85 at the external 

in accordance with MWEP's Order No. 140/247, Aıt. g, the turbot gill net with mesh 
size sınai ler than 200 ının is forbidden. 
Twenty - six speciınens of dolphins were entangled in these gears, ali oftheın pertaining to 
a species Phocoena phocoena. Eleven specimens, freshly dead, were brought to shore for 
nıeasurenıents. in fact, the nuınber of entangled individuals was greater, but due to the 
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advanced decomposition of carcasses, they detached the nets once with the retrieving 
action. six individuals were males, fıve females, one gravid. The body length of the 
dolphins varied between 111 and 138 cm (Figs. 6, 7). 

Fig.6. Dolphins which have been entangled in gill nets for turbot. 

Fig. 7. Gravid female entangled in gill nets for turbot. 
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Also, on 27-28 April 2002, the Coast Guard identified and retrieved, in the stx;tor 
44°05'N/29°43'E and 44°04'N/29°42'E, ata distance of 46 Nm in front ofEforie Nord, in 65-
68 m depths, the following fishing equipments: 

- 20 gill nets for turbot with one wall, each of them of 80 m in length, a= 140 mm, 
00.65; 

- 6 gill nets with 3 walls (trammel net), 80 m length, a=l50 mm, 00.65 for intemal 
wall, a=500 mm, 00.85 for extemal wall. 

Five dolphins were entangled in these nets, 110-120 cm in lenght, pertaining to 
Phocoena species; all ofthem drowned. 

Finally, on 30 April 2002, the Coast Guard identified a row of gill nets, which were 
retrieved by the NIMRD's research vessel "Steaua de Mare l". These operations developed 
in the sector 44°06'N/29°43'E and 44°06'N/29°44'E, on depths of 65-67 m; 39 gill nets for 
turbot were recovered, with a= 180 mm and 00.85-1 .05 (Figs. 8,9). 

Fig.8. Gill net retrieved by the NIMRD's research vessel "Steaua de Mare 1 ". 

Four specimens pertaining to P.phocoena species were retrieved (all of them 
drowned), sized 123-134 cm. 

After examination of the gill nets by the NIMRD' specialists, we noted that the 
foreign gears had the fol)owing characteristics: 

- Mesh size with 10-25% smaller than minimum admissible, and 0 witlı 30-60% greater 
than legal admissible by the Romanian laws. 

- Tearing charge ofthe filament equal with 20-30 Kgf, that is 2-3 times higher then 
the maximum adrnissible recomınended by the Romanian laws. 

- Three walls with mesh size smaller than nonnal. 
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Consequently, the foreign fıshing equipment had increased the tearing charge, 
the dolphins entangled in these nets had no chance to escape, despite their efforts to 
strive against them. 

Fig.9. Gill net with a turbot entangled. 

Besides, the nets left adrift at sea represent traps for dolphins searching food on 
the sea bottom. 

The actions for fınding the gill nets abandoned by the foreign vessels resulted in 
the retrieval of about 40 km nets. 

We assessed that the total number of dolphins incidentally caught was about 
100, but we could not bring ali of them on board, because many specimens were in 
advanced decomposition (the actions of retrieval developed within 7 days after the 
arrest) detached by the nets during the retrieval. 

The number of incidentally catches registered at the fraudulent and authorized 
fıshing of turbot, using gill nets, was of 20 specimens, pertaining to P. phocoena, with 
lengths among 111.5 and 138 cm; the females represented 65%. 

The structure on length classes ofthe analyzed specimens was: 
- Calves - 2 specimens (10%) - 1 male, 1 female; 
- Juveniles - 11 specimens (55%) - 5 males, 6 females; 
- Adults - 7 specimens (35%) - 1 male, 6 females. 

As it can be seen, the small-sized specimens, with lengths of 111-127 cm 
(calves andjuveniles) were prevailing in the catches. 

Following the frequency and the distribution of the strandings at the Romanian 
littoral, we can summarize that they were recorded between Yama-Veche and Portita, 
especially during the interdiction of turbot fıshing (April-June), when this species 
(preferred food by T. truncatus and P. phocoena), make migrations for reproduction in 
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this period, and the fıshermen used to make fraudulent fıshing. The dolphins stranded 
on the Romanian beaches are mostly ( 90-95% ) owed to the poaching practiced by the 
foreign fıshermen, and in a small measure to the artisanal fıshing made by the 
Romanian fıshermen (considering the fıshing effort) during the prohibition, with 
forbidden fıshing gears; the rest of 5-10% is owed to the diseases and natural 
mortality. Usually, the carcasses presented marks produced by the mesh nets, scars on 
flippers, dorsal fıns, and flukes caused by the gill net fılaments (Fig.1 O). 

Fig. 10. Marks produced by the mesh nets. 

The great number of porpoises stranded on the Romanian beaches could be 
explained by their small sizes of the new boms, calves and juveniles, comparatively 
with the mesh size of the nets. The reaction of these animals in front of the nets is 
smaller than of that the adults which can break the walls of the nets and manage to 
escape. 

The survey performed for monitoring of strandings was fınalized with the 
registration of 56 carcasses (March-September 2002), between Yama-Veche (southem 
littoral) and Gura Portitei (northem littoral). The species composition, length-classes 
and distribution ofthe stranded animals were as follows (Figs. 11 and 12): 

- D. delphis - 2 carcasses, adult, 1 male, in the N and S of littoral; 
- T. truncatus - 13 carcasses, calves and adults, 77% in N and 23% in S of 

littoral. 
- P. phocoena - 20 carcasses, newboms, calves, adults, 35% in N, 23% in Sof 

littoral. 
- Unidentifıed (advanced decomposition) - 21 carcasses, 48% in N, 52 in S of 

littoral. 
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Fig.11 . Frequency of strandings, in 2002. 
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Fig.12. Spatial frequency of strandings, in 2002. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Data presented iıı this paper describes the results of the actions developed within 
the Project "Conservation of the dolphins from the Black Sea Roınanian waters" , 
co-fınanced by the European Coınmunity LIFE-NATURE Program. 

- Froın the fıshery point of view, there is a ınutual antagonisın between 
huınan and rnarine ınaınınals, as a consequence of the siınilar vital interests, 
rneaning the need for fıslı for feeding, acting soınetiınes in the saıne areas and 
periods. 

- The research aiıned the analysis of the present catching systeıns of the 
coınınercial fıshery and assessınent of the risk of accidentally catching dolphins. 

- There are different types of fishing gears for the active and passive fıshery 
practisecl in our country in the inshore and offshore coastal fıshery. 

- The passive fishing gears include the equipınents for catching in general 
the fısh ınigrating for spawning and feecling in shallow waters, namely: 

- longlines and bottoın lines; 
- gi il nets and tramınel nets for the Danube shad, turbot and sturgeons; 
- sea pound nets. 

- Another category of fıshing equipınents used in the Roınanian coastal zone 
includes the active fıshing gears like sea seine and pelagic trawl. 

- Tlıe inciclental catches of dolphins were registered cluring the frauclulent 
fishing performecl by foreign vessels in the Roınanian EEZ, during April 2002. 

- From tlıe lancl-based observation resulted in the most dangerous fishing 
gears for dolphins are the turbot gillnets, especially these with three walls, due to 
tlıe great capacity of retention and tearing strength. 

- The ınost of the stranded dolphins on the Roınanian beaches resulted froın 
the inciclental catches abancloned in the sea by the fısherınen practicing a 
specialized fishing for turbot, especially during the prohibited period. 
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